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Abstract
Dear Son of Memory: Milton’s Engagement with Shakespeare
by
Bradley Fox
Advisor: William Fisher

Dear Son of Memory establishes new lines of inquiry into Milton’s engagement with
Shakespeare, exploring explicit verbal allusions to Shakespeare’s plays in Milton’s works, as
well as echoes of characters, scenes, and themes. It argues that Milton viewed Shakespeare
sympathetically, rather than as a rival and it therefore revises the legacy of Harold Bloom’s
“anxiety of influence” model, which still dominates scholarship in Milton studies today. More
specifically, this project offers evidence from Milton’s early poems to show that Milton regarded
Shakespeare as a fellow vatic poet and a friendly influence who helped him to dramatize the two
central tenets of his own Protestant vision: the vital importance of Christian mercy, and the
need for trust in, and obedience to, a loving God’s providential design.
Chapter 1 re-examines the two texts that scholars generally recognize as the places where
Milton most clearly engages with Shakespeare: “On Shakespeare” and Comus. In “On
Shakespeare,” Milton transforms panegyric imagery to demonstrate his appreciation of
Shakespeare and to figure him as a fellow visionary poet. In Comus, Milton draws upon The
Tempest to dramatize the Lady’s Christian faith and the Attendant Spirit’s divine origin. Milton
models his Attendant Spirit on Shakespeare’s Ariel and his Lady on Shakespeare’s Miranda,
Christianizing the role of both. This argument challenges critics who have interpreted these texts
as Milton’s anxious reactions to Shakespeare’s imaginative power instead of as a resource for
articulating Milton’s own poetic vision. Chapter 2 analyzes verbal and thematic echoes between
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the soliloquies of Adam and Eve in books nine and ten of Paradise Lost and the soliloquies of
Hamlet and Brutus. Milton revisits these Shakespearean soliloquies in order to show the mind’s
proclivity to doubt and error, but, unlike Shakespeare, Milton suggests that erroneous logic
fueled by personal desires can be overcome, and that a relationship with God can be reestablished.
Chapter 3 explores how Milton employs verbal echoes of Coriolanus and Antony and
Cleopatra in Samson Agonistes to problematize Samson’s heroic actions. Samson’s Chorus
recollects the dragon imagery associated with Coriolanus, and the Chorus (and Samson himself)
invoke the stately ship imagery associated with Cleopatra. Samson also recalls Shakespeare’s
Romans (and Shakespeare’s Egyptian queen) in his explicit desire for public fame and his dread
of shame. Echoing the concerns of Shakespeare’s pagan characters, Samson introduces irony,
and hence fosters ambiguity, about his final regeneration. Thus, through Milton’s representation
of Samson, he questions the ideologies of masculinity that glorify martial violence. Finally,
chapter 4 examines how the scene from Milton’s Samson Agonistes where Dalila confronts
Samson echoes the scenes from Shakespeare’s dark comedies Measure for Measure and The
Merchant of Venice where the heroines of those plays argue for mercy before a male judge. This
echo, I argue, lends moral force to Dalila’s arguments for a peaceful resolution. Samson,
however, is unreceptive to Dalila’s offer and he thus aligns himself with Shakespeare’s angry
male interpreters of the law like Angelo, Shylock, and Leontes. By recalling these
Shakespearean antecedents, Milton aims to suggest the specious nature of Samson’s heroism and
emphasize the need for mercy and forgiveness.
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Introduction: “Rethinking Milton’s Engagement with Shakespeare: Is Milton’s Shakespeare One
‘with Passions Foul Obscur'd’?”

My study seeks to uncover aspects of influence, overlooked or previously unexamined,
where Milton demonstrates his engagement with Shakespearean drama.1 Scholars generally
point to Milton’s verbal echoes of Shakespeare’s plays in his early writing, especially Comus, as
the most concentrated evidence of his interest in Shakespeare.2 My study, however, seeks to
trace ways in which Milton maintains an engagement with Shakespearean drama even in his
diffuse epic, Paradise Lost, and in his tragedy, Samson Agonistes. My analysis focuses on
verbal echoes of Shakespeare’s plays, and also upon echoes of dramatic scenes (and relevant
themes) from within these plays.3 These echoes demonstrate that Milton possesses a keen
awareness of the poetic and dramatic traditions in which he works; his way of thinking, as
Rosalie Colie has commented “was generic”—that is, he expresses himself through conscious
manipulation of generic conventions. 4 In Milton’s poetry, it is not too much to say that verbal
echoes almost always function as critical allusions to the dramatic context and operative themes
of the work they recall.
It is not surprising that Milton’s engagement with Shakespeare has never been a settled
matter in the scholarship about his work. Over time, scholars and writers have imagined
different versions of this relationship, ranging from energetic appreciation to dismissive anxiety.
For instance, in the 1820s, in the critical writings of Romantics such as S. T. Coleridge and
William Hazlitt, it became de rigueur to speak of the twinned stars of Shakespeare and Milton.
The Romantics revered both poets as the paired pinnacles of English literary genius, but the
nature of their genius was understood as diametrically opposed,5 with Milton’s genius identified
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with a notion of the sublime that transcends earthly reality in order to transport readers to the
heavens, as it were, and Shakespeare’s genius identified, by contrast, with human activity (and
passion) in the natural world below the heavens.6 In his Biographia Literaria (1817), for
example, Coleridge finds that Shakespeare possesses artistic “power, which seated him on one of
the two glory-smitten summits of the poetic mountain, with Milton as his compeer not rival”; he
also insists that the nature of their talents differ fundamentally.7 Coleridge claims that
Shakespeare’s genius is to portray the world, whereas Milton’s is to portray his singular,
transcendent religious vision. Shakespeare, Coleridge tells us, “darts himself forth and passes
into all the forms of human character and passion, the one Proteus of the fire and the flood,”
while Milton “attracts all forms and things to himself, into the unity of his own IDEAL.”8 In a
similar vein, Hazlitt portrays the two poets as equal but opposing talents. Differentiating their
genius, Hazlitt writes that if Shakespeare is “the poet of nature,” Milton is “the poet of morality.”
He maintains that the substance of Shakespeare’s imagination is directed by “the force of
passion, combined with every variety of possible [natural] circumstances,” while Milton’s
imagination is concerned “only with the highest” and is “ ‘nigh sphered in Heaven’.” Milton, he
adds, “claimed to be kindred only with what he saw from that height, and that which he felt he
could raise to the same elevation with itself. He sat retired and alone, ‘playing with wisdom’;
while Shakespeare mingled with the crowd.” 9 If the Romantics thus read Shakespeare and
Milton in distinct but complimentary terms, they saw Milton’s attitude towards Shakespeare as
largely appreciative. They understood Milton’s early poem “On Shakespeare”, for example, as a
work of praise for a venerated predecessor.
The Romantic impulse to pair Shakespeare and Milton has proved to be incredibly influential. It
undergirds the work of more recent scholars who interpret the relationship between the two
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writers in even more antagonistic terms. Indeed, in the wake of Harold Bloom’s influential
Anxiety of Influence (1973) and Walter Jackson Bate’s earlier The Burden of the Past and the
English Poet (1970), scholars have increasingly understood the relationship between these two
great poets in more combative terms.10 Bloom himself focuses primarily on Milton’s
antagonistic engagement with Spenser, but other scholars in the 1970s and 1980s zeroed in on
Milton’s relationship with Shakespeare. They insisted that Milton’s early poetry equates
Shakespeare’s imaginative powers with moral corruption and wanton excess, and that this
indictment permits Milton to counteract Shakespeare’s power to influence him. For example,
Leslie Brisman, in his book Milton’s Poetry of Choice and Its Romantic Heirs (1973), applies the
Bloomian model of anxiety to Milton’s relationship with Shakespeare. Brisman embraces the
Romantic idea that Shakespeare is a poet whose subject matter is the busy world, while Milton’s
is the heavenly sphere, but he uses this distinction to suggest an antagonism between the two
poets. If Shakespeare’s talent is for describing the horizon of the world in which we live,
Milton’s trajectory is vertical. Milton’s aim, according to Brisman, is always to use the earthly
image to focus on the divine: “Shakespeare’s domain is defined as horizontal, as wide as the
level sea it straddles” but Milton’s aim is “to the skies”(45). As these passages make clear,
Brisman is drawing upon both the Romantics and Bloom. In fact, Brisman’s language reinforces
the chief insight of Bloom’s anxiety of influence theory; namely, that oedipal anxiety is the
cornerstone of inter-generational literary relationships.11 Reading Milton’s engagement with
Shakespeare through an adversarial lens of anxiety, Brisman asserts that Shakespeare’s “natural”
abundance menaces Milton. “Milton,” Brisman contends, “felt the force of the Shakespearean
way” and reacted against it.12 In contrast to Milton’s imagery, Shakespeare’s imagery and its
associations exhibit no sense of restraint or self-control. “For Shakespeare,” Brisman informs us,
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“image begets image, and the new meaning fulfills rather than usurps the life of the old.”13 The
threat to Milton comes from Shakespeare’s fertile imagination, which churns out a ceaseless and
ungovernable stream of images. Shakespeare’s imagination, in Brisman’s reading, is a source of
overwhelming fertility that threatens to engulf those who follow him. Reading “On
Shakespeare,” Brisman contends that “Milton contrasts [his poetics of self-denial] with the
profligacy of Shakespeare’s muse.” He adds “Shakespeare ‘violates’ us in the [same] way
Comus threatens the Lady.”14 Brisman’s study, in other words, channels Bloom’s influence, as
the Romantic association of Shakespeare with worldly abundance now suggests an oedipal,
sexualized threat from a poet who can’t stop himself. To ward off this threat, Milton necessarily
“apprehends the Shakespearean imagination in terms that imply the rejection of it.”15
Perhaps the most influential argument in this vein is John Guillory’s Poetic Authority
(1983).16 Guillory suggests that Milton manages the pressure of Shakespeare’s influence by
consigning him “within orders of thinking and being (the fantastical and natural) that stand in
opposition to the more controlled exercise of human reason.” 17 Here, the Romantic distinction
between Shakespeare as the poet of the natural world and Milton as the poet of the spiritual one
acquires a very sharp moral emphasis. For Guillory, Milton’s evolution as a poet becomes a
morality tale wherein “the ‘prophetic strain’ that is the end and essence of the penseroso mode
involves the silencing of the natural man,” and hence the natural imagination, which are both
embodied by Shakespeare. Guillory asserts that Milton identifies Shakespeare exclusively with
the airy fantasies of A Midsummer Night’s Dream (recollected in “On Shakespeare” and in
Comus).18 He views Shakespeare’s play as embodying a prolific, wanton fancy that is
characterized by endless Ovidian change and variety. Guillory avows that it is only through
recourse to the Spenserian figure of Sabrina that Milton is able in his masque to finally assert
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control over “the continued and attractive temptation to regress into the Shakespearean
plentitude.”19
The trend of viewing Milton and Shakespeare as adversaries was encouraged by another
book that came out the same year as Guillory’s Poetic Authority—Jonathan Goldberg’s Voice
Terminal Echo (1983). In his book, Goldberg used the funerary imagery of Milton’s poem “On
Shakespeare” as a way to characterize Shakespeare’s stultifying influence upon Milton’s
imagination. In doing this, Goldberg also makes use of Bloom’s rhetoric of anxiety to show that
Milton’s struggle against his predecessor is literally a fight between (poetic) life and death, with
Shakespeare cast as one of the angels of death, along with Spenser.20 Goldberg reads Milton’s
“On Shakespeare” as “a sepulchral echo chamber,” one that reduces Shakespeare’s “Delphic
lines” to a mere echo of other writers—Ovid in some places, Spenser in others.21 By associating
Shakespeare with the poem’s stony grave imagery, Goldberg argues that Milton creates an
opening “for [his] voice between the antecedent voices—Spenser and Shakespeare—raised to
cancel each other”; “[t]hrough echo, the device of the dead, Milton thus prevent[s] the preventers
[Shakespeare and Spenser]” from stifling his own poetic voice. 22 If Guillory believes that
Milton associates Shakespeare’s imaginative power with wanton fancy, Goldberg pushes it
further down the moral scale, associating it with (poetic) death.
In the nineteen-nineties, Maggie Kilgour made the sexual metaphor latent in Bloom’s
oedipal theory overt, with its implied threat of violation as the key to understanding the poetic
relationship between Milton and Shakespeare.23 For Kilgour, in her article “Comus’s Woods of
Allusion” (1992), it is the “Shakespearean echoes [in Comus]” which “appear as forces that
threaten the textual order, unlike the clearly intended direct allusions to Spenser which support
our sense of authorial control—his ability to choose his sources, whom he will listen to and
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admit into his textual body.”24 Shakespeare “seems an invader” who threatens to enter Milton’s
“textual body” uninvited.25 In her reading, Shakespeare exerts a Satyr-like influence upon
Milton, which the young poet must escape. Consistent with Guillory’s reading, Kilgour
associates Shakespeare’s imagination with nature in its basest sense, so that he becomes a
Caliban-like figure to Milton, akin to the mismatched beasts created by Milton’s character,
Comus: “Shakespeare and Comus potentially abuse the fertile combining power of the
imagination to create unnatural unions such as the hybrid monsters who follow Comus. They
represent both erotic and poetic mixed marriages.”26 In her reading, it is (again) the chaste spirit
of Spenser who comes to Milton’s aid in writing Comus: “At the end of Comus, with the
invocation of Sabrina, the evocation of Spenser’s Garden of Adonis, and the disappearance of the
enchanter, the figure of Comus and the ghost of Shakespeare appear to have been expelled from
Milton’s text.”27
More recent studies continue to support the idea that the best way to understand
Shakespeare’s influence upon Milton is through Milton’s psychosexual fears of his predecessor’s
limitless power. In 2004, Maurice Hunt offered “a fresh interpretation of the threat posed by
Shakespeare’s profuse ‘fertility’ to Milton’s poem” (here his masque, Comus) that made no
bones about its oedipal stance.28 Hunt argued that Milton’s revisions to the masque’s language
are an attempt to make its debt to Shakespeare less noticeable, and that these revisions “represent
psychoanalytically a kind of literary castration, an attempt to manage the threat of a looming
father-figure [i.e., Shakespeare].”29 Like Guillory and Kilgour, Hunt turns the plot of Comus
into a metaphor for Milton’s relationship with Shakespeare whereby Shakespeare “ ‘afflicts’ ”
readers (including Milton) with his “bewitching” language “in the same way that Milton’s
Comus intentionally does the Lady of the masque.”30 In Hunt’s reading, paralysis, similar to the
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Lady’s imprisonment in Comus’s chair, becomes the dominant metaphor for Milton’s
relationship with Shakespeare.31 Hunt’s solution, like Guillory’s and Kilgour’s, is to imagine
Milton turning to Spenser to help extricate himself (and his masque’s Lady) from the clutches of
Shakespeare/Comus: “Spenser’s pen [specifically, Spenser’s nymph Sabrina]—not
Shakespeare’s—could free Milton –and the immobilized Lady—from the effects of
Comus/Shakespeare’s wand/pen.”32 (The pen/phallus imagery here only reinforces the oedipal
threat posed by Shakespeare). Hunt, following Kilgour, heightens what earlier scholars in the
seventies and eighties first implied—that Milton’s attempt to free himself from Shakespeare’s
language is a sexual drama.
Late twentieth-century scholarship has popularized a narrative, then, wherein Milton, in
his early writing, decidedly rejects Shakespeare’s influence as a sort of evil contaminant. From
this position, it follows that Shakespeare has little, or little positive, to contribute to Milton’s
later, greater poems—Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes. Not all
scholarly voices, however, have agreed with this narrative.33 Paul Stevens, in Imagination and
the Presence of Shakespeare in Paradise Lost (1985), anticipates some of the interventions I
make here insofar as he argues that Bloomian anxiety is not the only model by which to
understand Milton’s relation to his predecessor, and that Milton’s interest in Shakespeare
continues unabated into his later poems. While it is true, Stevens argues, that Milton identifies
Shakespeare as basically a metonym for the workings of the imagination, Milton’s idea of
imagination (and Shakespeare’s identification with it) outpaces any narrow sense of imagination
as specious, errant fancy. If several important studies identify Milton’s sorcerer Comus with
Shakespeare’s corrupting fancy, Stevens draws attention to Milton’s heavenly Attendant Spirit
and the Spirit’s virtuous use of imagination in the service of faith, which recalls Prospero’s
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benevolent use of magic in The Tempest.34 Stevens further highlights how Milton’s Attendant
Spirit and the Lady in the masque descend as much from Shakespeare’s Tempest and the
characters of Ariel and Miranda as they do from Spenser’s Faerie Queene. For Stevens, Milton
identifies Shakespeare first and foremost with a positive form of imagination: imagination
informed by right reason (a distinction also allowed by Guillory, but not seen by him as
Shakespeare’s primary identification). Moreover, for Stevens, this use of imagination is
associated with prophetic revelation and religious faith.35
Stevens restores, then, Milton’s Shakespeare as a metonym for the most important use of
imagination as Milton understood it—as the means by which things relating to religious faith and
“the good”— can be accommodated to our minds through poetry. Here, Stevens builds upon
Joseph Wittreich’s insight that Milton’s conception of the poet-prophet allows him to embrace
his Elizabethan predecessor within a supportive framework of camaraderie. Indeed, Stevens’
study illuminates imagination’s role in informing religious faith, as imagination is necessary for
making the invisible visible and relevant. This conception of “imagination [as] the vehicle of
faith”—so at odds with readings that find Milton rejecting Shakespeare as an embodiment of
wanton fancy—is seminal to the poetics of Paradise Lost. As Stevens points out, at the very
“heart of Paradise Lost” is the archangel Raphael, who attempts to accommodate heavenly
matters to earthly minds. Milton’s archangel echoes the Chorus of Shakespeare’s Henry 5,
which is, according to Stevens, “a passionate and imperative advocate of the imagination.”36
Indeed, in describing how Satan and Michael “wav’d thir fierie Swords . . . while expectation
stood in horror”(PL 6.304-7), the angel echoes the words of Shakespeare’s Chorus, which urge
the audience to imagine the situation for “Harry and his followers”(H5 2.Cho.8-11): “For now
[sits] Expectation in the air/And hides a sword, from hilts unto the point,/With crown imperial. . .
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.” 37 Stevens contends that this verbal echo of Henry 5 “acts as a signature revealing the
Shakespearean origin of Milton’s sense of the power of the imagination” in Paradise Lost. This
imaginative power functions as part of God’s grace since it allows the arch-angel Raphael to
teach Adam and Eve about the war in heaven and to impart knowledge essential to their faith.”
At the heart of Milton’s poetics, then, is the idea that the imaginative power he associates with
Shakespeare is a necessary tool for inspiring faith in imaginative literature, though this power is
always in danger of being abused or misdirected in the service of less noble desires. That is not
Shakespeare’s fault, though, but something integral to the human condition. The poetic narrator
in Milton’s Paradise Lost also attests to this, as he repeatedly worries about the true nature of his
poetic inspiration, about whether it is motivated by faith or by personal ambition or envy.38
Milton, Stevens suggests, understood the struggle to achieve faith through poetry as an all-handson deck, inter-generational effort which he is tasked with fulfilling. His predecessors are his
companions in this, so that “the more extensive patterns of Shakespearean echo and allusion” in
Milton’s poetry must be “explicat[ed] . . . not [as a type of] competition,” but as something more
sympathetic, and they must also be viewed “in conjunction with similar patterns from other
influences, especially Milton’s ‘original,’ Spenser.”39
Like Stevens, I argue for a spirit of camaraderie as Milton’s primary form of engagement
with Shakespeare. I posit a relationship between poets that while not free from disagreement or
argument, is nonetheless based on an underlying foundation of affection rather than anxiety. My
model for an intertextual relationship here is companionate, not hostile. Building on the
Romantic characterizations, I imagine that Milton is receptive to Shakespeare’s depictions of the
busy world and its actors and actresses because they are essential to his divine vision, because it
is a vision that embraces the human perspective. I also argue that in some instances Milton
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evinces an outright appreciation of Shakespeare’s ability to transmit Christian virtues and to
approximate providential divinity in his plays. The traditional Romantic comparison between
the two poets does not allow space for Shakespeare’s own religious vision or for Milton’s
receptivity to it. My vision of Milton’s interactions with Shakespeare is also very different from
that of the scholars who follow Bloom’s model, all of whom postulate that Shakespeare and his
influence must be metaphorically imprisoned or defeated by Milton, usually with the assistance
of Spenser. In aligning myself with Stevens and other scholars, I seek to establish new, relevant
ways in which Milton finds agreement with Shakespeare and relies upon him to build his own
poetic vision.
Several other studies point the way forward for theorizing a model of engagement among
poets that is the antithesis of Bloomian strife and anxiety, and these are models with which I
wish to align my own work. In Joseph Wittriech’s Angel of Apocalypse (1975), he puts forth a
poetics for the poet-prophet whose role is of “a commentator, but . . . also a creator.”40 In
Paradise Lost, Wittriech finds two competing “mythic models for poetic influence—one for
Satanic poets and another for prophetic ones.”41 Following Wittreich, I contend that Milton did
not understand Shakespeare as a destructive “Satanic poet,” but as a fellow prophet whose art is
essentially good, not corrupting. A similar spirit of inter-generational poetic camaraderie
informs Thomas Greene’s theory of influence in his book The Light in Troy (1982). Greene
focuses upon humanist texts and their classical sources, likewise proposing a friendly mode of
poetic engagement. Of Greene’s “four types of strategies of humanist imitation,” the fourth kind
is most relevant, since this is when a writer opens up an equal exchange between his own work
and a predecessor’s text. It envisions poets having “to prove [their] historical courage and
artistic good faith by leaving room for a two-way current of mutual criticism between authors
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and between eras.” Greene terms this kind of engagement “dialectical.”42 It hinges upon
dialogue with a predecessor, as opposed to an erasure or distortion.43 I wish to interpret Milton’s
engagement with Shakespeare in a similar manner. I contend that Milton’s poems also exhibit
the courage and faith to open such “a two-way current of mutual criticism” with Shakespeare. In
his poetry, Milton does critique the kind of magic we find in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, but
he is also receptive to what Shakespeare tells him—about dramatic representation, about the
ironies of heroism, about the intelligence of women, about the power of (religious) wonder.
My first chapter focuses upon Milton’s early poems “On Shakespeare” and Comus; it
reads against the grain of much of the scholarship mentioned above to suggest that far from
rejecting Shakespeare as immoral, Milton seeks to align him with a distinctly Protestant line of
English poets with whom Milton wishes to associate himself.44 My reading complicates the
argument of those modern scholars who find that “On Shakespeare” and Comus betray strong
evidence of Milton’s oedipal anxiety about Shakespeare’s imaginative power. Indeed,
Shakespearean imagery in the epitaph “On Shakespeare” and echoes of Shakespearean
characters from The Tempest in Comus support my reading that Milton identifies Shakespeare as
an English poet who holds visionary power in his range and depth. Interpreting these early
poems of Milton’s, I show that far from being Milton’s immoral whipping boy, Shakespeare was
a poet Milton imagined as part of the line of English visionary poets to which he himself sought
to ascend.
In my second chapter, I examine Milton’s use of a convention closely associated with
Shakespearean tragedy—the psychological soliloquy. I argue that the convention’s ability to
convey a character’s thoughts in a realistic manner depends upon a Cartesian outlook that
privileges the individual self as the lonely center of experience in an uncertain world; this
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outlook is essentially skeptical, and it is something with which Milton must contend if he is to
demonstrate how a character (and his reader) may progress from that condition to a renewed
sense of faith in God. Shakespearean soliloquies reflect skeptical habits of mind in plays like
Hamlet, Richard 3, and Julius Caesar. Since Satan’s soliloquies have often been discussed in
relation to their Shakespearean antecedents, I focus instead on the soliloquies of Adam and Eve.
My third chapter looks at the ways in which Milton uses Shakespeare’s critique of his
Roman heroes Coriolanus and Antony—of their heroism and masculinity—in order to critique
Samson’s behavior in Samson Agonistes. Recalling Shakespeare’s Roman warriors allows
Milton to highlight and censure Samson’s brand of martial heroism, its revenge ethos, and the
excessive masculinity upon which his heroic identity rests. Near the end of Milton’s tragedy,
when the Chorus praises the deceased Samson “as an evening dragon”(SA 1692) and “an
eagle”(1695) striking defenseless birds, these phrases clearly echo Shakespeare’s description of
Coriolanus. I argue that the allusions link Samson and Coriolanus, and suggest that they both
practice an exceedingly merciless heroism that aggrandizes blood-revenge, which is ultimately
antithetical to the Christian heroism Milton espouses, one rooted in forgiveness and mercy.
Milton also draws parallels between Samson and Antony in order to undercut the strict
masculinity demanded by Samson’s martial code. Samson’s fall has clear correspondences with
Antony’s unmanly dotage upon Cleopatra. More surprising, however, is how Milton also
identifies Samson with Cleopatra herself by alluding to Enobarbus’s description of her barge in
Samson’s description of himself as a “vessel . . . gloriously rigged”(SA 199-200). While most
commentators note that Dalila is introduced to readers through an allusion to Enobarbus’s
speech, very few emphasize Samson’s similar identification. I continue to explore numerous
parallels between Samson’s behavior and the pagan Cleopatra’s, with emphasis upon their joint
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obsessions with earthly fame and a corresponding dread of public shame that motivates
Samson’s final, suicidal action. The sum total of these echoes and parallels support my
argument that Milton consciously frames interpretation of his hero Samson through recollection
of these tragedies.
My final chapter examines Dalila’s arguments for mercy and equity in Samson Agonistes
in the context of analogous arguments for Christian mercy made by Shakespeare’s heroines in
Measure for Measure, The Merchant of Venice, and The Winter’s Tale. This is yet another way
that Milton engages with Shakespearean drama in his mature poetic works. Milton’s depiction
of Dalila draws upon Shakespeare’s own depiction of rhetorically gifted heroines in his comedies
like Isabella, Portia, and Hermione that argue on behalf of the concepts of mercy and equity
before an implacable male judge or interpreter of the law. While there are no direct verbal
echoes to the speeches of Shakespeare’s heroines, there are striking parallels in situation and
argument between their speeches and Dalila’s. By drawing upon the persuasive speeches of
Isabella, Portia, and Hermione, Milton complicates his portrait of Dalila and deepens the agon of
competing perspectives that vie for the reader’s attention in Samson Agonistes. Despite her
character’s moral failures, Dalila’s arguments on behalf of Christian mercy and equity manage to
affect a strong critique of Samson’s own rigid morality. Nonetheless, the self-serving nature of
Dalila’s arguments for mercy stands in stark contrast to the actions of Shakespeare’s heroines,
who only ask for mercy on behalf of others, but not for themselves.
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Chapter One: “Milton’s Early Engagement with ‘my Shakespeare’ ”
1. Milton’s Poem “On Shakespeare”
Milton’s early lyric “On Shakespeare” is remarkable not for what it tells us about
Shakespeare but for what it tells us about Milton.45 Essentially, Milton’s poem is an exercise in
appropriation as he grafts Shakespeare into an English poetic tradition of Protestant poetprophets who reflect the young Milton’s own interests. 46 I argue here that “On Shakespeare”
defines Milton’s early engagement with Shakespeare as one of appreciation of, and desired
fellowship with, a poet who has already completed his great artistic task to universal applause.
Milton seeks union with Shakespeare as his poem interprets Shakespeare’s accomplishments
within the tradition Joseph Wittreich has termed the “visionary line” of English poets, a lineage
which extends from Chaucer and Langland to Sidney, Spenser, and eventually, to Milton
himself.47 In identifying Shakespeare with this line of English poets extending from Chaucer to
Spenser, Milton identifies Shakespeare as having a common interest in political and religious
reform.48 Milton also elevates the status of Shakespeare’s Second Folio to that of a visionary
Protestant epic by connecting it to this “visionary line” of poetry which includes Piers Plowman,
the Arcadia, The Faerie Queene, and even The Canterbury Tales, as Milton would have
understood them.49 Noticing the special nature of the praise Milton offers in “On Shakespeare”
helps restore a vitality to the poem which other critics, such as John Shawcross or Gordon
Teskey, would deny it.50
As I’ve indicated in my introduction, there has been a critical tendency to read Milton’s
poem “On Shakespeare” as evidence of Milton’s rejection of Shakespeare’s prolific imagination
as harmful to readers. In this line of interpretation, fostered by Guillory’s influential reading of
the poem in his study Poetic Authority (1983), Milton’s poem criticizes Shakespeare for
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inflicting mental paralysis upon his readers, whose minds he overwhelms with an endless
profusion of morally suspect imagery. In this reading, Milton identifies Shakespeare with the
same sinister effect as Catholic idol-worship, and his readers are fittingly turned into paralyzed,
stony statues. John Shawcross’s dismissal of the poem as a purely conventional tribute full of
derivative sentiments about the Elizabethan playwright seems, in fact, partly a reaction against
the spate of readings which claimed that the poem concealed a devastating critique of
Shakespeare at the time.51 This interpretation of “On Shakespeare” continues to remain popular.
Gordon Teskey is only among the most recent of scholars to assert that Milton faults
Shakespeare with paralyzing and “immobiliz[ing]” readers “like marble statues on a tomb.”52
Another example concludes the coda to A. D. Nuttall’s study Shakespeare the Thinker, where
Nuttall informs us that in “On Shakespeare” Milton, “survey[ing] the work of the dead rival,”
finds that “the blazing plays of Shakespeare . . . turned him to stone.”53 Nuttall’s straw Milton is
Shakespeare’s “conscious competitor, one that knew, in his bones, that, with all his learning, he
stood no chance against the boy from Startford.”54 Similar conclusions are reached by Elizabeth
Bradburn and Hilary Menges, whose scholarship I cite below in my discussion of how Milton
interprets “wonder and astonishment” in “On Shakespeare.”55
I, however, offer a very different reading of this poem. Where Shawcross and Teskey
find the poem to be non-specific in its commonplaces, I argue that it is the mark of a gifted poet
like Milton to express highly particular thoughts while utilizing (and operating within the
confines of) common generic schemes of literary commemoration. In this, I think, Milton
succeeds brilliantly. His poem certainly employs several stock conventions which are also used
by his fellow dedicatees to the Second Folio, including the scripta manent topos, the profusion of
stone and monument imagery that follow from this, and the notion, popularized by Ben Jonson’s
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dedicatory lyric from the First Folio, that Shakespeare is a natural poet who composed with
uncommon ease. What distinguishes Milton’s praise in “On Shakespeare” is how he uses these
conventions to promote what I argue is his singular idea of the English poet-prophet, and of
Shakespeare as a member of this elite company. In the poem, I argue, he aligns Shakespeare
with the Protestant poet’s role as a prophet-seer whose book, in a manner akin to the way
Scripture operates, intercedes in the lives of readers and enlarges their inner world.56 Read in
this way, the poem’s substance gains specificity. Milton’s praise of Shakespeare, in fact, proves
rather unique. While the Second Folio’s six other dedicatory poets argue that Shakespeare
(either the man or his mind) lives again in in its lines, giving him new life, Milton argues that it is
the Second Folio itself, as an inspired book, which is ever-living. Its thousands of lines are
“alive” and kinetic in that contact with them is capable of radically transforming the reader’s
mind. Milton’s poem “On Shakespeare” imagines the reader’s mind as both astonished and
elevated through its encounter with Shakespeare’s Second Folio. This is the antithesis of the
opinion which numerous scholars, following Guillory’s influential reading of “On Shakespeare”
in Poetic Authority, attribute to Milton’s poem—namely, that readers who encounter
Shakespeare’s imaginative power will suffer mental paralysis.
In keeping with the Second Folio’s six other dedicatory poems, Milton constructs his
lyric “On Shakespeare” primarily around the scripta manent topos. This topos claims that the
best monument to a dead poet’s memory is the excellent verse he has left behind.57 The Folio’s
other dedicatory lyrics all play upon this topos with their references to stone monuments and
graves, with the conceit that the Second Folio’s poetry will give the dead playwright new life.58
Some of the dedicatory poems argue that a typical stone monument or grave is too narrow of a
physical space to honor Shakespeare’s reputation or worldly accomplishment as a playwright.
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Some scholars have argued that Milton distrusts the “Catholic,” or iconic, nature of the fame
these poets assign to Shakespeare, so that his poem “On Shakespeare” invokes the scripta
manent topos to highlight the radical insufficiency of Shakespeare’s worldly fame.59 In contrast,
I assert that Milton’s poem dismisses such concrete monuments precisely because they signify
carnal, idolatrous ideas of fame, in contrast to the quality of fame a book like Shakespeare’s
Folio deserves, in Milton’s estimation, if its verses are genuinely inspired, if it contains such rare
thoughts and beauty that those paragons of worldly wealth and reputation, “kings for such a tomb
would wish to die.”60 Milton finds, in fact, that Shakespeare’s Second Folio embodies many of
the traits he associates with prophetic epic, wherein the poet’s mind, fueled by divine inspiration,
gives rise to “easy numbers” that work upon a reader's imagination, imparting transformative
truths to the attentive reader. In singling out for praise how Shakespeare’s “easy numbers flow,”
Milton’s dedicatory lyric highlights the divine, prophetic source of Shakespeare’s inspiration.
“On Shakespeare” praises the Second Folio as an “unvalu’d Book” whose “Delphick lines”
affect “each heart” that comes in contact with them. Milton opens his poem:
What needs my Shakespeare for his honoured bones,
The labour of an age in piled stones,
Or that his hallowed relics should be hid
Under a star-ypointing pyramid?
Dear son of memory, great heir of fame,
What need’st thou such weak witness of thy name? (“On Shakes.” 1-6)

In the opening quatrain, Milton invokes the scripta manent topos to disparage the sheer
physical bulk, the vast materiality, of conventional praise (and fame) captured by a monument
that would be “the labour of an age in piled stones.” He censures as idolatrous and carnal the
English culture of fame and commemoration wherein the extent of one’s worldly fame
determines the size of one’s stone monument. To Milton, this culture of fame is “Catholic” in its
excessive materialism in an age when one’s religion defined one’s politics as well as one’s
poetics.61 The monuments Milton dismisses in the poem’s opening quatrain recall both
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Catholicism and England’s more distant, pagan past (the druidic imagery of “the labour of an age
in piled stones” and the orientalism of “a star-ypointing pyramid”)—things associated in poetic
lore with magic, mysticism, and pagan prophecy when it was the domain of pagan bards and
druidic priests.62 Milton imagines Shakespeare’s bones as a garish symbol of this idolatrous
culture, so that “his honoured bones” and “his hallowed relics” would be worshipped beneath
ornate proto-Catholic monuments, whether “piled stones” or a “star-ypointing pyramid.” Such
colossal architectural imagery also recalls for Milton the contemporary English politics of poetic
commemoration, such as Jonson’s Workes (1616) with its title-page’s ornate, monumental
archway indicating Jonson’s gigantic fame.63 Milton’s poem indicts the poetics of Jonson and
his fellow Cavalier poets, and does so in one of their favorite genres—the rhymed couplets of
eulogistic encomium. Milton’s poem is confrontational, putting the question pointedly to the
reader: “What needs my Shakespeare” with such things? The idea of such material tribute is so
offensive to Milton, he repeats his shock a few lines later: “What need’st thou such weak witness
of thy name?”, with the alliteration (“what . . . weak witness”) and strident monosyllables driving
home his disgust.
Rejecting material symbols of praise and fame as idolatrous, Milton identifies
Shakespeare’s fame instead with the awesome power of the written words in the Second Folio
volume. Milton will soon refer in his lyric to the Second Folio itself as Shakespeare’s “live-long
monument,” as his “unvalu’d book”—references I’ll consider shortly. In other words, Milton
treats the Folio itself as an epic poem, as a single “work,” as a majestic book whose plays
contribute to the larger, visionary whole of the volume itself.64 It is in this way that Milton
locates Shakespeare among other Protestant visionary poets who have written English epics like
Milton’s favorite, Spenser. The proof is in the attributes which Milton identifies with the Folio
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volume in the second half of “On Shakespeare.” In his poem’s second quatrain, Milton already
points us in this direction of Shakespeare-as-epic poet by virtue of his rousing monikers for
Shakespeare: “Dear son of memory, great heir of fame,” which reinforce the epic lineage in
which he would include the Folio. In addressing Shakespeare as “Dear son of memory,” Milton
styles him as brother to the nine muses, who are the children of Zeus and Mnemosyne (memory).
For such a poet, earthly monuments would indeed be “weak witness of thy name.” To this end,
Milton could appreciate how the plays comprising the Second Folio work together like an
encyclopedic, national epic, offering invaluable insights into human nature, ambition, revenge,
madness, mercy, friendship, and love, as well as into the individual’s (and nation’s) relation to
divine providence and to what often seems like fate, or the vicissitudes of English and classical
history. Milton could further appreciate Shakespeare’s interrogation into the nature of heroism
throughout the Folio, a topic that was essential to his own, later concerns in his epics and in his
biblical tragedy.
Milton concludes the first octave of “On Shakespeare” with a succinct couplet that
announces the difference between the achievement of Shakespeare versus that of other poets by
invoking the critical terminology of epic poetry to register the Second Folio’s impact upon
readers:
Thou in our wonder and astonishment
Hast built thyself a live-long monument. (“On Shakes.” 7-8)

Milton marvels, as does the whole English nation (“our” nation), at the oeuvre that has been
collected into Shakespeare’s Folio. The terms “wonder” and “astonishment” are critical terms
that join together drama and epic, terms that reminds us of their similarities.65 Wonder is an
emotional reaction Milton readily identifies with the epic genre: “The ‘Italian commentaries’
Milton extolled so highly as teaching the ‘rules’ of the epic species were virtually unanimous in
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emphasizing the epic effect of wonder.”66 One strategy recommended by Italian commentators
like Castelvetro and Minturno which Milton clearly appreciates for heightening epic wonder is to
ascribe fantastic feats to the effort of a solitary individual.67 This is in fact exactly what Milton’s
poem “On Shakespeare” accomplishes for Milton’s literary predecessor.68 Against those critics
who’ve argued that Milton’s use of the term “wonder” in “On Shakespeare” has Satanic
overtones, we can defer to John Steadman, who acknowledges that while wonder applies to the
false miracles of Satan as well as to the true miracles of God, that “[p]rimarily, however, Milton
reserves the epic effect of wonder for the works of God rather than for the operations of the
devil.”69 Milton’s dedicatory poem, though written years earlier than Paradise Lost, captures a
similar sense of awe—this time with respect to one man’s literary achievement: Shakespeare’s.
Alone, Shakespeare “[h]ast built thyself” single-handedly a collection of plays, which, gathered
together, now comprise an “unvalu’d book” whose eloquence and generic range contrasts
sharply to the output of other poets, “to the shame of slow-endeavouring art.” What would take
lesser artists “the labour of an age,” Shakespeare has accomplished, to the amazement of all,
single-handedly and in one brief lifetime. Almost any one of Shakespeare’s plays might be
thought admirable by itself; it is another thing to marvel over their collective range and impact
when they are presented together as a book carefully planned by the playwright’s old
associates.70 According to Milton’s “On Shakespeare,” the reader’s emotional response matches
the epic range of the Folio and its poetry.
By invoking “our wonder and astonishment,” Milton also compliments Shakespeare with
terms appropriate to Shakespeare’s own art—dramatic tragedy. The terms “wonder” and
“astonishment” are frequently applied in this period to the effect of tragedy on spectators.
Milton, more than other writers, readily identified epic with many aspects that traditionally
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belonged to tragedy; in his own poetic practice, he virtually fused tragedy and epic together.71 In
remarking upon “our wonder and astonishment,” then, Milton’s poem “On Shakespeare” praises
Shakespeare with terms befitting a writer of great tragedy, but he also intimates that this writer’s
collected plays have qualities befitting literary epic. Milton’s association of wonder with epic’s
propensity for religious marvel also finds support in the miracles and the deus ex machina in
what we identify today as Shakespeare’s late romances, plays of providential wonder which
literally frame the contents of the Folio, sandwiched as they are between The Tempest at the
beginning, and Cymbeline at the end, of the volume.72
Wondrous, too, is the paradoxical nature of what Milton in his poem calls the “live-long
monument” that Shakespeare has built; what typically would be a static monument, a book that
helps us recall the man, Milton imagines as a living, breathing text akin to Protestant Scripture.
Milton’s adjective “live-long” which describes the Folio as a monument, certainly means “longlasting.” It posits the Folio as an enduring reminder of Shakespeare the man, a record of his
unique mind, as demonstrated in Ben Jonson’s dedicatory poem or in the praise which Milton
himself offers in Areopagitica when he declares the “a good book is the precious lifeblood of a
master spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life.”73 The adjective has a
more pertinent meaning, however, which is “ever-living” in reference to the book, not the man.
Milton literally imagines the book as alive, as ever-living. 74 Once again, this is an attribute
Milton associates foremost with prophetic texts like Scripture. What should be stone, an
artificial image of Shakespeare the man or his mind, proves to be (much like Hermione’s
wonderous statue in The Winter’s Tale) a living, breathing entity, capable of transforming the
lives of its audience.
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In his poem’s second octave, Milton defines the Folio as a work of prophetic import. In
Milton’s description, the Folio pulses with imaginative power that elevates readers’ minds to a
visionary state of new insight and understanding. It does this, presumably, by taking as its larger
subject the interactions of people, the nature of the world, “the great Globe itself,” and behind it
all, humankind’s history in relation to providence. To open oneself to Shakespeare’s imaginative
power is to stretch one’s own mind, to transform and enlarge one’s inner world. It is to make
more nuanced our sense of identity, of how we as unique selves (and all other selves) fit onto the
“stage” of the world. It changes and inspires us. It enlarges and transforms us. For Milton, the
Folio proves a visionary epic.
The second octave of Milton’s poem “On Shakespeare” also marks a clear turn towards
the Folio’s special attributes. If the first half of Milton’s lyric establishes the rare nature of
Shakespeare’s book, the second octave articulates its visionary properties:
For whilst to the shame of slow-endeavouring art,
Thy easy numbers flow, and that each heart
Hath from the leaves of thy unvalued book,
Those Delphic lines with deep impression took,
Then thou our fancy of itself bereaving,
Dost make us marble with too much conceiving;
And so sepulchred in such pomp dost lie,
That kings for such a tomb would wish to die. (“On Shakes.” 9-16)

To begin with, Milton defines Shakespeare’s Second Folio through the method of
Shakespeare’s composition, which Milton describes as divinely inspired. If Jonson wrote of
Shakespeare’s lines that “Nature her selfe was proud of his designes” and that Shakespeare’s
verse made the verse of other playwrights seem “not of Nature’s family,” Jonson also gives his
due to Shakespeare’s craft and hard-won artistry: “Thy Art,/My gentle Shakespeare, must enjoy
a part./For though the Poets matter Nature be,/His Art doth give the fashion.” The poet “who
casts to write a living line, must sweat . . . and strike the second heate/Upon the Muses anvile,”
culminating in Jonson’s famous proclamation that “a good Poet’s made, as well as borne.” This
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is not Milton’s emphasis in “On Shakespeare.” Rather, Milton is fascinated by Shakespeare’s
“easy numbers” which literally “flow” forth from him like rushing water “to the shame of slowendeavouring art.” For Milton, the image of verse flowing like water or being effortlessly sung
signifies divine inspiration or the Spirit moving the poet, and this is the kind of poet that most
interests Milton. Milton’s claim that Shakespeare’s “easie numbers flow” intimates the
association in his mind between Shakespeare and the free-flowing songs of the warbling
nightingale, an image which gradually emerges in Milton’s thought as his choice image for the
inspired poet-prophet, “[a] poet soaring in the high region of his fancies with his garland and
singing robes about him.”75 This concept of the poet’s “easy numbers” is crucial to Milton’s
idea of vatic poetry, even from an early age. Such inspiration is a signature attribute of the true
vates or prophetic poet for Milton, and a litmus test for the validity of the poet’s claims to
prophetic insight. If the poet is divinely inspired, the poetry will enter the poet’s mind, and page,
effortlessly, such as Milton describes in the invocation to book 9 of Paradise Lost, when he
hopes for inspiration from the divine Spirit, his “celestial patroness, who deigns/Her nightly
visitation unimplored,/And dictates to me slumbering, or inspires/Easy my unpremeditated
verse”(9.21-24). This is what John Smith (1660) identifies as the second level of prophecy, and
the one most commonly used by Milton.76
From early in his poetic career, Milton identifies “easie numbers” or “easy . . .
unpremeditated verse” with the singing nightingale. In doing so, he appropriates an image
typically associated with Petrarchan love poetry but uses it to figure forth the poet as a singer
who, working within the conventions and language of poetic tradition, mediates divine vision
and truth. The image receives perhaps its most important treatment in the invocation to Paradise
Lost, book 3, when the narrator, having escaped hell, returns to the wellspring of divine
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inspiration and sacred song, those brooks beneath Zion that “warbling flow,” where the poet’s
mind “feed[s] on thoughts, that voluntarie move/Harmonious numbers; as the wakeful bird/Sings
darkling, and in shadiest Covert hid/Tunes her nocturnal Note”(3.37-40). The connection
between the warbling nightingale and her “easy numbers” and the singing poet moved by
divinely inspiration is present very early in Milton’s development as poet.77 This is the
appropriate context in which we should understand the significance of Milton’s claim about
Shakespeare circa 1630 that “To the shame of slow-endeavouring art,/Thy easy numbers flow.”
What Milton says in the remaining lines of “On Shakespeare” about the Second Folio’s
impact upon readers further supports my argument. Milton sums up his observations and praise
by calling the Folio an “unvalu’d book” whose lines are “Delphic,”’ or prophetic, for readers.78
The Folio inspires readers to new heights of imaginative thought and imprints its truths upon
each reader’s heart. He credits Shakespeare’s Folio with the greatest effect a text could have for
a Protestant poet; namely, to illuminate our imaginations and spur our minds to intense, profound
reflection, much like readers’ encounters with Scripture. Like Scripture, too, Shakespeare’s lines
speak directly to the readers’ hearts. “On Shakespeare” assures us “that each heart/Hath from the
leaves of thy unvalu’d Book/Those Delphick lines with deep impression took”(10-12). Milton
foregrounds this Protestant emphasis on a religion of the heart, rooted in one’s personal
encounter with the words of Scripture, in the opening invocation to Paradise Lost when he calls
upon the Holy Spirit: “And chiefly thou O spirit, that dost prefer/Before all temples the upright
heart and pure,/Instruct me, for thou knows’t”(1.17-19). The Second Folio, in Milton’s estimate,
is “unvalued”(ln.11) precisely because the book functions as a “poetic scripture” and is infused
with what Douglas Lanier refers to as “almost scriptural authority and self-sufficiency.”79
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For the young Milton, referring to the Folio’s lines as “delphic” can certainly signify
false, pagan prophecy that is at odds with Christian truth, as in his earlier Nativity Ode (1628),
where “Apollo from his shrine, can no more divine,/With hollow shriek the steep of delphos
leaving”(lines 176-78). “Delphic” can also, however, signify the real prophecy of Christian truth
as gestured to through pagan metaphor, such as Milton does with the Genius of the Wood in his
poetic entertainment Acrades or in his poem “Il Penseroso.”80 This, I argue, is exactly how he
uses it in “On Shakespeare.”
2. Milton’s Masque Comus
If Milton’s first published poem, “On Shakespeare” (1630) is a work of praise that
identifies Shakespeare with Milton’s idea of the prophetic poet, Comus (1634) represents
Milton’s more sustained effort to clear Shakespeare’s vision of the influence of literary traditions
that distract from faith and encourage solipsism—the fairies and elves of Shakespearean
romance, as well as the Petrarchan sentiments of romance lovers.81 At the same time, Milton
would preserve the more meaningful aspects of Shakespearean romance—its sense of spiritual
wonder—and redirect it to the explicit aims of a prophetic poetry meant to reveal the power of
faith.82 To this end, echoes of The Tempest’s Ariel resurface in Milton’s character of the
Attendant Spirit, now an emissary of God himself (and no longer of Prospero), while echoes of
Miranda’s character resurface in Milton’s virginal Lady, now a virtuous daughter freed from the
narrow confines of a Shakespearean marriage plot. Milton’s Lady is a free agent who chooses to
exercise her faith in God rather than in any man, be it a father-figure like Prospero or a husband
like Ferdinand.83 As a character, this traveler—the Lady in Comus—possesses a sharp,
independent mind, a sense of integrity, a clear reason, and a strong will to defend herself. She
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brings to Comus qualities that Shakespeare had already articulated in the virgins of his romances
and comedies—Miranda, but also Perdita, Marina, Imogen, and Isabella.
Analyses of Shakespeare’s presence in the masque Comus often take inspiration from
how scholars understand Milton’s interpretation of Shakespeare in the early poems “On
Shakespeare” and “L’Allegro.” In “On Shakespeare,” as I’ve already shown, there is a popular
tendency to read the poem as Milton’s critique of Shakespeare’s unruly, imaginative power
which overwhelms and paralyzes the minds of readers.84 There is a corollary tendency to read
Milton’s mention of Shakespeare in “L’Allegro,” where he is described as “sweetest
Shakespeare,/Fancy’s childe” who “warble[s] his native woodnotes wild”(lns. 133-34) as a kind
of patronizing compliment to a “natural” poet, rather than as an assessment of Shakespeare as a
prophetic one—a reading that completely misses the importance of the nightingale imagery in
“L’ Allegro,” which remains one of Milton’s favorite tropes for the divinely inspired poet (and
an image that Milton frequently applies to himself). Readings of Comus often build on
interpretations of these earlier poems to argue that Shakespeare, whose influence is undoubtedly
present in Comus, is interpreted solely as an alter-ego of Comus himself, the licentious libertine
of Milton’s masque.
Particularly influential has been John Guillory’s reading of Comus in Poetic Authority
(1983). Guillory argues that Milton works to contain the power of Shakespeare’s imagination
over his masque by drawing upon conventions from Spenser. With Spenser’s help, he argues,
Milton overcomes his “own early and deep involvement with Shakespearean drama.”85 Guillory
believes that for Milton, Shakespearean drama, with its excess of imaginative imagery and wordplay at the expense of a higher purpose, is deeply suspect, and becomes associated in Milton’s
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mind with the wanton “mirth” associated first with Shakespeare in “L’Allegro” and then in the
masque Comus. In this context, I have also discussed Leslie Brisman’s book Milton’s Poetry of
Choice (1973), where Brisman finds the rhetoric of Milton’s epitaph “On Shakespeare” to be
critical of Shakespeare’s effusive language and image-making, which “ ‘violates’ us in the same
way Comus threatens the Lady.”86 A similar rhetoric of suspicion is apparent in Maggie
Kilgour’s reading of Shakespeare’s influence upon the masque as well as in Maurice Hunt’s.87

By identifying Shakespeare solely with the character of Comus in the masque, as these
scholars do, they distort Shakespeare’s importance for Milton. Shakespeare, I argue, has an
equally strong influence upon Milton’s presentation of the divine in the masque as it is portrayed
by the characters of the Attendant Spirit and the Lady. In this claim, I am supported by the work
of Paul Stevens, and I see my own contribution as building upon his insights. Stevens finds
Shakespeare’s presence in Comus extends beyond verbal echoes to mischievous fairies.88
Rather, he affirms that “[a]part from Comus’s language, the presence of Shakespeare in the Mask
is most powerfully felt in the Ariel-like conception of the Attendant Spirit and the Miranda-like
conception of the Lady.”89 It is to Shakespeare’s The Tempest, then, rather than to A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, to which Milton’s Comus owes a greater debt.90
Milton’s interest in The Tempest, in fact, is an excellent example of his sympathetic
approach towards, and re-writing of, Shakespeare. Milton’s interest in Prospero, along with his
interest in Prospero’s ethereal servant, Ariel, and his innocent daughter, Miranda, sheds light on
Milton’s sympathetic reading of The Tempest as an earlier work about a poet-artist, Prospero,
whose magical powers approximate the powers of faith and religious chastity wielded by the
Lady in Comus. Using his magical powers to instruct others while also reflecting upon the
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purity of his own motives, Prospero offers Milton an analogue for dramatizing the complex
relationship between the poet and divine inspiration. Milton’s Comus shows a particular interest,
in fact, in act four, scene one of The Tempest, where Prospero stages a heavenly vision in masque
form for the benefit of his daughter Miranda and her suitor, Ferdinand. The scene is a visionary
spectacle of divine beings who praise (and sanctify) chaste marriage as the wellspring of spiritual
harmony. Prospero’s masque glorifies chastity in its traditional sense as the sexual restraint to
preserve one’s virginity for the wedding night, but Milton’s masque transforms this notion of
chastity into an expression of the Lady’s religious faith, a faith that gives her the ability to sing
prophetic song and warrants the invisible assistance of God’s emissary, the Attendant Spirit.
Prospero’s wedding masque in The Tempest, then, with its concern for the couple’s chastity, is a
diamond in the rough for Milton, a scene suggestive of the poet’s power to conjure, through his
or her imaginative artistry, a vision of the divinity, usually unseen, that informs and shapes
events in the physical world. At the end of Comus, the Attendant Spirit also recalls the deities
from Prospero’s masque, but he re-appropriates them as elements of a transcendent vision that
reveals to listeners (or readers) a description of God’s heaven and of the soul’s marriage to God.
Thus, he reveals the true source of the Lady’s faith and poetic power.

2a. The Attendant Spirit and Ariel
The nature of the Attendant Spirit’s magic is closely derived from Shakespeare’s
example. Both spirits are shape-shifters, both use invisibility, both are associated with music and
song. The Attendant Spirit is carefully modeled after Prospero’s supernatural agent, Ariel, a
denizen of the natural world, a “tricksy spirit”(5.1.226) who rides the elements, “tread[s] the
ooze/Of the salt deep, . . . run[s] upon the sharp wind of the north, [does] business in the veins o’
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th’ earth/when it is baked with frost”(1.2.252-6).91 Both creatures are supernatural beings who
enact the designs of a wise magus, and both are defined foremost by their superlative obedience
in carrying out these plans. Ariel, however, is part of a supernatural world of pagan magic that at
best approximates or points to the power of God’s providence to direct events and control
outcomes in our world. At its worst, the magic associated with spirits like Ariel competes with
faith and can easily detour into the dark, satanic realms of false belief exemplified by Caliban’s
mother Sycorax. Even Prospero in The Tempest is not immune to such temptations; among his
accomplishments in the magic arts, for instance, he recalls raising the dead. Milton’s Attendant
Spirit corrects—or perhaps clarifies is the better term—the source of natural magic as emanating
from God.
The criticism I’ve surveyed (saving Stevens) does not give pride of place to this
connection between Shakespeare’s Ariel and Milton’s Attendant Spirit. By 1959, though, John
Major, in a well-known article on Comus and The Tempest, already found the masque’s
Attendant Spirit to be “a more majestic, more specifically Christian, and more talkative
counterpart to Ariel.”92 As an ethereal spirit who serves an even more powerful master than
Shakespeare’s Ariel, Milton’s Attendant Spirit recalls many of Ariel’s abilities, thus encouraging
comparison of the two spirits. Ariel, for instance, is a master shape-shifter who fits his disguise
to the task at hand, as exemplified by his appearance as “fire” on the boat during the play’s
opening storm scene: “in every cabin I flamed amazement. Sometime I’d divide and burn in
many places—on the topmast,/The yards and bowsprit would I flame distinctly,/Then meet and
join”(1.2.197-201). In other places, he is fittingly a barking dog to Caliban and his cohorts, a
harpy to Antonio and the noblemen. Prospero can command him “Go make thyself like a nymph
o’ th’ sea”(1.2.302). Ariel approaches Ferdinand “invisible, playing and singing”(1.2.375ff), and
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comes upon Caliban and crew again, “invisible”(3.2.39ff). Throughout Shakespeare’s play, his
magic is also firmly associated with song as when he sings to Ferdinand “Come unto these
yellow sands”(1.2.376ff) and “Full fathom five thy father lies”(1.2.397ff), or to Gonzalo “While
you here do snoring lie”(2.1.301).
In Milton’s masque, the Attendant Spirit also possesses such shape-shifting talents, as
when the Attendant Spirit transforms from angelic being into a humble, musical shepherd:
I must put off
These my sky-robes spun of Iris’ woof,
And take the weeds and likeness of a swain,
That to the service of this house belongs,
Who with his soft pipe, and smooth-dittied song,
Well knows to still the wild winds when they roar,
And hush the waving woods, nor of less faith,
And in this office of his mountain watch,
Likeliest, and nearest to the present aid
Of this occasion. (Comus 82-91)

Upon the approach of Comus, the Attendant Spirit, like Shakespeare’s Ariel, can also become
invisible: “But I hear the tread/Of hateful steps, I must be viewless now” (91-2). He next
appears to the Lady’s two brothers as their “father[’s] shepherd sure,” Thyrsis, “[w]hose artful
strains have oft delayed/the huddling brook to hear his madrigal, And sweetened every muskrose of the dale”(492-5).

Importantly for Milton, both beings exhibit what we might term a grateful obedience.
Ariel’s obedience to Prospero accords well with Milton’s idea of proper obedience owed to God
for his goodness. If Ariel earns his freedom at the end of the play through his scrupulous
“diligence” to enacting Prospero’s plans (“Sir, all this service/Have I done since I went”;
“Bravely [done], my diligence. Thou shalt be free”[5.1.225; 241]), Milton’s Attendant Spirit
freely chooses to obey God’s designs and to aid the Lady. His obedience is not “owed,” but
freely given out of love and appreciation to God. This is in keeping with Milton’s emphasis on
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an individual’s freedom of choice as the only real way to ensure true faith. Ariel, in contrast,
needs the occasional reminder of the obedience he owes (“What? Moody?” an indignant
Prospero retorts); Ariel’s “moods” are characteristic of Robin-Goodfellow, Puck, and other
sprites of English folklore. Still, Ariel always performs as commanded. Informed of the
tempest, Prospero praises him: “Ariel, thy charge/Exactly is performed; but there’s more
work”(1.2.237-8); Ariel warms to Prospero with “That’s my noble master”(1.2.300). If Ariel
desires to be free, the Attendant Spirit in Comus freely enacts God’s designs by the better choice
of his own free will. He desires to be obedient to a loving God. Digressing upon his origin in
the masque’s opening song, the Attendant Spirit recalls himself “to my task”(18), for he is
charged with aiding the “true servants” of God like the Lady: “To such my errand is, and but for
such,/I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds”(15-6).
By condescending to trade his “pure ambrosial weeds” for “the rank vapours of this sinworn mould”(16-17), the Attendant Spirit becomes a spirit whose magic, like Ariel’s, consists of
controlling the elements and tricking the observer’s eye. Unlike Shakespeare’s Ariel, however,
the Attendant Spirit clearly frames the masque’s action, through his opening and closing
speeches, within the context of God’s heaven.93 At the outset of the masque, he locates Comus’s
dark woods, as well as the whole visible world, as under the watchful eye of God and his
servants. True, Milton’s Attendant Spirit’s home is “Jove’s court,” but this is only Milton’s
thinly veiled fiction for the heaven of God. Amid a “wild wood,” the Spirit announces:
Before the starry threshold of Jove’s court
My mansion is, where those immortal shapes
Of bright aerial spirits live ensphered
In regions mild of calm and serene air,
Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot,
Which men call earth, and, with low-thoughted care
Confined, and pestered in this pinfold here,
Strive to keep up a frail, and feverish being
Unmindful of the crown that virtue gives
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After this mortal change, to her true servants
Amongst the enthron’d gods on sainted seats (Comus 1-11)

Ostensibly a servant of pagan “Jove,” the spirit here highlights tenets of the Christian faith as he
explains why he has come to assist the Lady, who is a paragon of Christian virtue, of steadfast
faith and obedience. She is one of those who “by due steps aspire/To lay their just hands on that
golden key/That opes the palace of eternity”(12-4). For the sake of such a faithful believer, the
Spirit has, Christ-like, incarnated himself: “but for such,/I would not soil these pure ambrosial
weeds,/With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould”(15-7).
In the Attendant Spirit’s final song at the end of Comus, Milton recalls several of the
deities that figure in the spectacle of Prospero’s own masque—Iris, Venus, and Cupid, but he
employs them differently and transforms them into part of a visionary tableau of the highest
religious and spiritual significance. In Prospero’s masque, the substance of the goddesses’
blessings (Iris, Juno and Ceres), as well as the focus of Prospero’s concern, is a traditional one—
that marriage be sanctified through the chastity of its participants, through their premarital
virginity and abstinence. “Therefore take heed,” Prospero warns Ferdinand, “As Hymen’s lamp
shall light you”(4.1.22-3). In Comus, though, Iris and her fellow deities are invoked by the
Attendant Spirit to describe a different order of chaste marriage—a mental one—that exists
between Christ and the minds and souls of the faithful.94 Strikingly, Venus and Cupid, who are
banished in Prospero’s masque as harbingers of sensual lust (Venus heads to Paphos with Cupid,
who “has broke his arrows”[Temp 4.1.99]), become central to Milton’s Christian allegory as
expressions of faith and ardor for God. 95 Instead of honoring the marriage of Miranda and
Ferdinand, the Attendant Spirit’s song honors the celestial marriage between Cupid and Psyche,
or the soul, and their allegorical offspring of everlasting life, “Youth” and “Joy.” Thus, the
Attendant Spirit sings:
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Iris there with humid bow,
Waters the odorous banks that blow
Flowers of more mingled hue
Than her purfled scarf can shew,
And drenches with Elysian dew
(List mortals if your ears be true)
Beds of hyacinths, and roses,
Where young Adonis oft reposes,
Waxing well of his deep wound
In slumber soft, and on the ground
Sadly sits the Assyrian queen;
But far above in spangled sheen
Celestial Cupid her famed son advanced,
Holds his dear Psyche sweet entranced
After her wandering labours long,
Till free consent the Gods among
Make her his eternal bride,
And from her fair unspotted side
Two blissful twins are to be born,
Youth and Joy; so Jove hath sworn (Comus 991-1010)

The Attendant Spirit imagines a landscape watered in blessings by Iris, who now serves a more
important function than as messenger in Prospero’s masque. Iris’s “humid bow” or rainbow here
is a sign of God’s divine providence and the protection it promises. We no longer need the
marriage blessings of Prospero’s Juno and Ceres because the pastoral landscape of the Attendant
Spirit’s song is bathed in “Elysian dew,” in dew of the very isles, or heaven, of the blessed.
Perhaps most importantly, in remembering the Venus and Cupid of Shakespeare’s masque,
Milton has radically re-configured their roles. In Prospero’s masque, Venus and her son signify
the most carnal interpretation of Venus, as a representation of lust and sexual desire that must be
banished so that “Mars’s hot minion”(Temp 4.1.98) cannot disrupt Miranda’s and Ferdinand’s
“vows”(96) of chastity with “some wanton charm”(95). Milton, however, in translating the
concerns of Prospero’s masque from the domain of marriage (the union of two people) to the
domain of faith (the union of a person to God), invokes Venus in her highest allegorical register
as the mind’s passion for faith. Thus, in A Variorum Commentary on The Poems of John Milton,
Milton’s reference to “th’ Assyrian Queen,” or Venus, is identified with her role as “the celestial
Venus, patroness of intellectual or heavenly love.”96 In the mythological allegory of Cupid and
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Psyche offered us by the Attendant Spirit, we witness an image of the final union, “after . . .
wandering labours long”(1005) of Christ and his faithful followers, depicted here as Cupid
joined, at long last, and with the consent of heaven (“the gods”), to “his eternal bride”(1007).
This image of Psyche as “his eternal bride” also resonates as an image of the bride of Revelation
19-22, (“the bride, the wife of the lamb”[Rev 21:9]). The symbolic issue of this union of Cupid
and Psyche in that realm “where eternal summer ever dwells” is “youth and joy,” or everlasting
life—“So Jove hath sworn.” Thus, in the long-anticipated union of Cupid and Psyche, Milton
offers us a vision of Christ’s Second Coming that far outpaces the patriarchal concerns of
Prospero’s wedding masque. A measure of just how far we have traveled is captured in the
Attendant Spirit’s echo of the charming fairy world of A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Puck’s
phrase “spangled starlight sheen”(2.1.29) now remembered as part of Milton’s divine allegory to
describe the Celestial Cupid “far above in spangled sheen”(1002).
In his final lines, the Attendant Spirit celebrates the lesson of Milton’s masque: “Mortals
that would follow me/Love Virtue, she alone is free”(1017-8). In the allegorical context of
Milton’s Comus, virtue is synonymous with religious faith, and if the faithful are in trouble, we
may rest assured (according to Milton) that “Heaven itself would stoop”(1022) to invisibly offer
assistance. Paradoxically (from our post-modern standpoint), it is only in having such faith, and
thus understanding the service one owes to a loving God, that one can really be “free.” To chide
as Shakespeare’s Ariel does Prospero, “Let me remember thee what thou hast promised,/Which
is not yet performed me . . . . My liberty”(1.2.243-5), is to serve a master other than God.
One last point about how the Attendant Spirit stands in relation to Shakespeare’s Ariel
and other magical creatures like Puck: through the Attendant Spirit in Comus, Milton also
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reclaims the language of literary romance as an expression of Christian providence and truth. 97
While Comus the sorcerer employs the captivating romance language and rhymes found in both
A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Tempest, it is the Attendant Spirit’s embrace of this
language in his final song, not Comus’s, that orders the meaning of Milton’s true debt to
Shakespearean romance. For the Attendant Spirit’s final song abounds in the romantic imagery
and enchanting rhymes of Puck and Ariel, now fitted to a higher, visionary purpose. Thus, near
the end of his song, the Spirit sings:
But now my task is smoothly done,
I can fly, or I can run
Quickly to the green earth’s end,
Where the bow’d welkin slow doth bend,
And from thence can soar as soon
To the corners of the moon. (Comus 1011-16)

With the end-rhyme soon/moon, in fact, the Spirit echoes Oberon’s reminder, uttered during his
joyful reunion with Titania, of just how powerful his minions are: “We the globe can compass
soon/Swifter than the wandering moon (MND 4.1.96-7). This is no longer the language of
fairies, elves, or ethereal spirits; Milton appropriates this charming vocabulary (“the bow’d
welkin,” “the corners of the moon”) and rhyme to display the real magic of divine providence at
work.98 For Milton, fantastical magical feats are possible, and delightful, and the poetic
imagination that creates them should be cherished, providing they proceed from a recognition of
the divine truth that is their true source. If Shakespeare leaves this unsaid, Milton will not. This
is instructive of Milton’s approach to Shakespeare in general, where he repeatedly draws upon
Shakespeare as an ally in his quest to articulate and dramatize the nature of faith and, in Milton’s
later poems, of heroism.
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2b. The Lady and Miranda
If the Attendant Spirit in the masque is a Christianized version of Prospero’s helper Ariel
in The Tempest, the masque’s Lady is a Christianized version of Prospero’s daughter, Miranda,
now freed from The Tempest’s marriage plot. Milton’s debt in the conception of the Lady’s
character in Comus to Miranda is not a matter of verbal echoes but of similarities of character.
Foremost, Milton, I believe, looks to Miranda to portray the Lady’s courage.99 What makes the
Lady Miranda-like? Like Prospero’s virginal daughter, Milton’s character demonstrates a
forthright courage and righteous indignation when confronting the sinister duplicity of a wouldbe rapist. Milton adopts, and adapts, Shakespeare’s portrait of a daughter whose innocence and
virtue grant courage, the moral chutzpah to upbraid the most dangerous and vile of adversaries.
If for Miranda this adversary is Caliban, for the Lady it is Comus. Unlike Miranda, though, who
is shielded by Prospero’s power, Milton’s Lady has only her faith in God’s providence to protect
her (she knows nothing of the Attendant Spirit sent to assist her).100 This does not stop the Lady
from castigating Comus as forcefully as Miranda does Caliban, and from challenging him with
his own moral failings. The Lady believes herself as safe as Miranda under Prospero’s watchful
eye, asserting that Comus cannot hurt her “while heaven sees good”(664). This is amazing
because unlike Miranda, the Lady has no physical proof of this protection; she asserts it based on
her faith alone.
Held captive in Comus’s pleasure palace, the Lady is restrained by his magic upon a
“marble venom’d seat/Smear’d with gums of glutenous heat”(916-7). Despite the dire threat to
her chastity, she goes on the offensive against her captor when he threatens to immobilize her
like Daphne who “was Root-bound, that fled Apollo”(660-1), retorting:
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Fool do not boast,
Thou canst not touch the freedom of my mind
With all thy charms, although this corporal rind
Thou hast immanacled, while heaven sees good. (Comus 661-664)

She displays true courage here in light of her predicament when confronting her captor. This
courage is quickly followed by other words whose stern tone and directness recall Miranda
countering Caliban’s lies. In response to Comus’s temptation to sip the “cordial julep”(671) he
proffers, the liquor by which his victims enslave themselves, the Lady fearlessly contradicts him:
’Twill not false traitor,
’Twill not restore the truth and honesty
That thou hast banished from thy tongue with lies,
Was this the cottage, and the safe abode
Thou told’st me of? (Comus 689-93)

The literary source of the Lady’s courage, I believe, is Miranda’s indignation in The Tempest
upon hearing Caliban’s similar distortions of truth. The passage may well have suggested to
Milton how to dramatically present the character of the Lady in his masque—her tone and moral
authority. In act one, scene two of the play, Miranda boldly confronts Caliban. He has
complained how Prospero took his island and his freedom from him, only to be reminded by
Prospero that “thou didst seek to violate/The honour of my child”(1.2.48-9). Caliban’s response
is to revel in the idea of her attempted rape: “O ho, O ho! Would’t have been done;/Thou
[Prospero] didst prevent me, I had peopled else/This isle with Calibans”(250-3). Miranda’s
moral outrage and sense of personal violation fuels her response, which is swift, cutting, and
powerful:
Abhorred slave,
Which any print of goodness wilt not take,
Being capable of all ill; I pitied thee,
Took pains to make thee speak, taught thee each hour O
One thing or another. . . .
But thy vile race
(Though thou didst learn) had that in’t which good natures
Could not abide to be with; therefore wast thou
Deservedly confined into this rock,
Who hadst deserved more than a prison. (Temp. 1.2.352-63)
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Her direct tone, her moral outrage, her precise argument—these also comprise the voice of
Milton’s Lady confronting Comus, who attempts to have this “fair virgin”(688) yield her chastity
to a more sophisticated argument, one favored by court poets writing carpe diem lyrics: “Why
should you be so cruel to yourself,/And to those dainty limbs which Nature lent/For gentle usage
and soft delicacy?”(678-80).
The Lady also shares Miranda’s hard-won lesson that good and evil cannot mingle,
however confusing appearances might be. She, too, has been tricked into thinking the creature
she encounters might possess good intentions. The Lady clearly recognizes what Miranda has
learned—that good intentions only come from good beings, and Comus, like Caliban, is not one
of them; he has proven himself a liar. Offered “his cordial julep here/That flames, and dances in
his crystal bounds/With spirits of balm, and fragrant syrups mixed”(671-73), the Lady retorts:
Were it a draught for Juno when she banquets,
I would not taste thy treasonous offer; none
But such as are good men can give good things,
And that which is not good, is not delicious
To a well-governed appetite. (Comus 700-04)

Milton thus capitalizes upon the power of Miranda’s forceful rhetoric, however briefly it is
displayed in The Tempest. The possibilities of this rhetoric, the rhetoric of an innocent daughter
confronting evil, are fully developed by Milton in the Lady’s rebuke of Comus until it borders on
a prophetic fury that physically threatens her captor. In his masque, Milton gives the Lady, who
was played by Alice Edgerton (herself a dutiful daughter), words that grant her what we might
think of as the power of her father’s [God’s] “magic”; Comus fears that the delicate Lady’s
words might literally crush him.
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The Lady’s argument against Comus’s repeated sallies eventually reaches a register of
prophetic vehemence unknown to Shakespeare’s Miranda as the Lady tells of “the sublime
notion, and high mystery/That must be uttered to unfold the sage/and serious doctrine of
virginity”(786-7). Comus and Caliban (and all others who indulge their private desires at the
expense of God’s truth) are unworthy to hear such sacred doctrine, and hearing the words of it
alone would destroy them:
Though are not fit to hear thyself convinced;
Yet should I try, the uncontrolled worth
Of this pure cause would kindle my rapt spirits
To such a flame of sacred vehemence,
That dumb things would be moved to sympathize,
And the brute Earth would lend her nerves, and shake,
Till all thy magic structures reared so high,
Were shattered into heaps o’er thy false head. (Comus 791-98)

If Shakespeare’s Caliban puts language to its basest use, cursing, the Lady here puts it to its
highest, which only exists in potentia in Miranda, that of speaking the truth of God’s presence
and the earth-shattering power of his Word against all evil. For Milton, this highest register of
language is akin to Orphic song; it affects and moves objects in the physical world. The Lady’s
words channel something more powerful than even Prospero’s magic, something of which
Prospero’s magic is but a derivation, the Word and power of God, “as when the wrath of
Jove/Speaks thunder.” Comus is awe-struck:
She fables not, I feel that I do fear
Her words set off by some superior power;
And though not mortal, yet a cold shuddering dew
Dips me all o’er, as when the wrath of Jove
Speaks thunder, and the chains of Erebus
To some of Saturn’s crew. (Comus 799-804)

The flash we see of Miranda’s rhetoric against Caliban acquires real force in the mouth of
Milton’s Lady. Her words achieve a prophetic power, an opportunity that is not even an option
for Prospero’s daughter, whose role is so severely circumscribed by The Tempest’s marriage
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plot. Miranda shows the way, however, of a chaste daughter who defends virtue (and her
chastity) with muscular rhetoric.101 Milton finds in Prospero’s daughter a pattern for moral
courage in confronting evil upon whose possibilities he expands, making the Lady the central,
heroic figure of his drama. Like the infant Jesus in his manger in Milton’s earlier Nativity Ode,
the Lady in his masque can smash to smithereens the pagan edifice (both the stones and the
values) of Comus and his rout.

The source of her power resides in the pure and unwavering nature of her Christian faith,
which Milton represents in Comus as the Lady’s spiritual chastity. It is the limitation of her
assailant, Comus, that he can only think of chastity as a physical condition. Beholden as he is to
sensual materialism, he is, as the Lady assesses him, unfit “to hear thyself convinced” of a
different kind of chastity, a chastity of the mind and the soul of which physical chastity is but a
representation or sign. It is in The Tempest’s concern with Miranda’s bodily chastity, though,
that Milton sees the allegorical potential for a drama about the power of a lady’s (or a poet’s)
spiritual chastity or religious faith.

In The Tempest, chastity appears in its most traditional, socially proscribed role as the
protector of family bloodlines, and hence protector of titles, property, inheritance, and
succession. The overriding theme of Prospero’s wedding masque, for instance, is his concern
that Miranda and Ferdinand remain chaste until proper wedding rites will confer legitimacy upon
their union and their offspring. As The Tempest’s Arden 3 editors put it, “Miranda is his
[Prospero’s] raison d’être, her marriage and future children his promise of immortality.”102 In
Comus, Milton elevates The Tempest’s concern with chastity into a symbolic register of the
Lady’s (and the young Alice Edgerton’s) faith. As soon as the Lady enters his woods, Comus
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senses “some chaste footing near about this ground” belonging to “some virgin sure”(146, 148).
Milton’s emphasis is fixed upon her mental and spiritual attributes: hers is “[t]he virtuous mind,
that ever walks attended/By a strong siding champion Conscience”(201-11); afraid of her
surroundings, she can see in her mind’s eye “pure-eyed Faith, white-handed Hope,/Thou
hovering angel girt with golden wings,/And thou unblemished Form of Chastity,” and she
attributes their appearance to God, “he, the Supreme Good” whom, she firmly believes, “[w]ould
send a glistering guardian if need were/To keep my life and honour unassailed”(212-19).
Comus, too, links the Lady’s virginity to a transcendent, otherworldly power, but it is his
limitation that he can’t appreciate it aright. Overhearing her song to Echo, Comus marvels: “Can
any mortal mixture of earth’s mould/Breath such divine enchanting ravishment?”(243-4). His
response is the most natural and worldly thing: “I’ll speak to her/And she shall be my
queen”(263-4). This is in fact exactly the response Miranda elicits from Ferdinand, as well as
from other male characters in The Tempest, where chastity only registers in its more traditional
sense as a bulwark against physical desire and, thus, as a protector of legitimate title and
inheritance.103 In this vein, Ferdinand promises Miranda “O, if a virgin,/And your affection not
gone forth, I’ll make you/The queen of Naples”(1.2.449). In Milton’s masque, the next words
out of Comus’s mouth, however, prove even more astonishing as he addresses the Lady with
“Hail foreign wonder/Whom certain these rough shades did never breed/Unless the goddess that
in rural shrine/Dwell’st here with Pan, or Sylvan”(264-7), directly echoing Ferdinand’s first
address to Miranda: “Most sure the goddess/On whom these airs attend! . . . . My prime
request,/Which I do last pronounce (O, you wonder!)/If you be maid or no?”(1.2.422-8). By
recalling Ferdinand’s words to Miranda, Milton aligns Comus’s interest in the Lady (and her
chastity) with its more obvious meaning—sex and marriage (or at least, from the mouth of
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Comus, the promise of marriage). Comus is aware of, and attracted to, the Lady’s spiritual
qualities, but he can’t plumb the significance of her spirituality or faith; for him, it just feeds his
physical desire. His perplexity, though, attunes Milton’s readers (and the masque’s original
audience) to keep focused upon the Lady’s faith and her chastity or purity of mind. Comus is
only “Sure something holy lodges in that breast,/And with these raptures moves the vocal air/To
testify his hidden residence”(245-47).104 In Comus, in contrast to The Tempest, the Lady’s
chastity is always coupled with evidence of her unwavering faith and the otherworldly presence
of protective, angelic spirits. In this way, Milton catalyzes Shakespeare’s play. Inspired by
Shakespeare’s Miranda, Milton explores the Lady’s chastity in Comus as a symbol of her inner
faith, a prospect that Shakespeare left dormant.
In this chapter, my reading has been for a Shakespeare with whom Milton felt kinship
and camaraderie, a Shakespeare from whom he learned as well as whom he altered. If Milton’s
earliest published poem, “On Shakespeare,” is panegyric, a poem in praise of one of his favorite
English poet-dramatists, the panegyric’s praise consists of terms that prove unique to the young
Milton. His poem casts Shakespeare as a “delphik” poet of an “unvalu’d book” whose pages
catapult readers into imaginative vision. In making this the substance of his praise, Milton
effectively appropriates Shakespeare into a Protestant tradition of epic poets whose master works
inspire vision, that is, inspire new insights about the possibilities of life for the individual in his
or her relationship with faith. These works help the mind open itself to the creative possibilities
of art, to matters of love, passion, and personal desires, to the way individuals determine history,
and to how faith enters individuals’ lives. Four years after writing “On Shakespeare,” when
Milton writes Comus, or the Maske Presented at Ludlow Castle, his more complex project
necessitates a more complex investigation of his ideas about Shakespeare. Conversing with
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Shakespeare in Comus, Milton draws upon Shakespearean character and adapts what is best to
help him dramatize what he considers the most crucial argument, one about the fate (and faith) of
the Protestant individual (styled as a virginal Lady) navigating the dark woods of the world. In
his masque, Milton recalls Prospero’s tricksy spirit, Ariel, but transforms him from an agent of
natural magic to an agent of God’s providence; he recalls Prospero’s chaste daughter Miranda,
too, but amplifies her role from a mere marriage prospect to that of spiritual heroine, a woman
whose words are inspired by the divine power that underwrites her faith. In his masque, Milton
also critiques the romance genre, of which Comus’s magic and love lyrics are important
hallmarks. For Milton, much of romantic literature constitutes self-regarding distractions from
romance’s true, higher purpose—to illustrate (and to teach) the wondrous power of faith. In
Comus, Shakespeare helps him illustrate the problem with the romance genre, but Shakespeare
also affords him with models (in the form of Shakespearean characters) for designing a dramatic
allegory about the rhetorical power of “pure-eyed faith”(Comus 212).
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Chapter Two: “ ‘To venture down the dark descent, and up to reascend’ ”: Selfhood, Doubt, and
the Shakespearean Soliloquy in Paradise Lost”

Scholarship has long recognized the influence of Elizabethan tragic soliloquy upon
Paradise Lost. While there are several kinds of Elizabethan soliloquy, I am most interested in
Milton’s affinity for the kind of soliloquy developed and refined by Christopher Marlowe and
William Shakespeare which has been usefully labeled by Lloyd Skiffington as “psychological
soliloquy” for its intense, detailed focus on a character’s thoughts and feelings.105 A hundred
years ago, James Holly Hanford, in his essay “The Dramatic Element in ‘Paradise Lost’,” made a
convincing case that the soliloquies in Milton’s epic are “strikingly analogous in purpose and
effect to those in Elizabethan drama.”106 Hanford focused on the soliloquies of Satan, who is
perhaps Milton’s most dramatic character. In Satan’s first soliloquy, for example, Hanford found
a close match between Satan’s behavior “as he first contemplates the hapless human pair amid
their bliss” and that of Shakespeare’s devil, Iago, contemplating Othello and Desdemona.107 In
the same soliloquy, Hanford identified Satan’s “explicit avowal of evil intent” with the substance
of Richard 3’s opening soliloquy. Furthermore, in “[t]he self-torturing remorse of Satan” in his
soliloquy atop Mt. Niphates, Hanford finds the subject matter similar to Marlowe’s
Mephistopheles and Shakespeare’s Claudius and their anguished attempts at failed repentance.108
His identification of Satan’s soliloquies in Paradise Lost with soliloquies from Shakespeare’s
tragedies is based upon similarities of the characters’ situations and emotional responses.
Versions of such connections between Milton’s soliloquies for Satan and Shakespeare’s
soliloquies for his tragic characters have held up under scrutiny over the course of time. In 1948,
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Helen Gardner published her highly-regarded essay, “Milton’s Satan and the Theme of
Damnation in Elizabethan Tragedy,” which detailed the fine parallels between Milton’s Satan
and the tragic sinners of the earlier era’s drama such as Faustus, Macbeth, and BeatriceJoanna.109 She concluded that Satan’s complexity and power derives from his heightened
“egoism” and “monomaniac concern with himself,” which Milton renders in convincing detail
via Satan’s innermost thoughts: “he is presented to us,” Gardner wrote, “by the means by which
the great Elizabethan dramatists commended their heroes to our hearts and imaginations: by
soliloquy.”110 For Gardner, Satan’s emotional torment, occasioned by his fantastic solipsism,
puts him in the company of “the great tragic heroes of Shakespeare” who project their intense
suffering through soliloquy: “this capacity of theirs to expose relentlessly the full horror of their
situations is just what makes them the heroes of their plays.”111 For Gardner, the power of these
soliloquies lies in their emotional and psychological realism. In the nineteen-eighties, Barbara
Kiefer Lewalski argued in Paradise Lost and the Rhetoric of Literary Forms (1985) that Satan’s
five soliloquies identify him “successively, and on a descending scale of moral worthiness, with
various kinds of Elizabethan tragic heroes, villain-heroes, and tragic antagonists.”112 She finds
Satan to encapsulate the full range of Elizabethan tragic soliloquy, including the species that
focuses on his inner emotional turmoil. Neil Forsyth re-asserts that it was this kind of soliloquy
which most influenced Milton in constructing Satan. In his study of Satan’s role in Paradise
Lost, The Satanic Epic (2007), Forsyth writes that “it is especially the reproachful, tortured,
baroque quality of the introspection that shows us the link with Elizabethan drama, and which
makes so many readers find themselves in Satan.”113 Forsyth advances arguments for Satan’s
Elizabethan models in a most insightful way by arguing that “Satan’s real model” was
Shakespeare’s Hamlet: “[t]he sympathy we are invited to feel for each has a similar occasion—
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their magnificent and tormented soliloquies; and in each case they [Satan and Hamlet] are
eventual victims of parallel revenge plots against themselves, but worked out in secret and so
without their knowledge.”114 For Forsyth, too, it is the parallels in the characters’ circumstances
which surround their introspective soliloquies that matter most. Like Gardner and Richard Ide,
Forsyth stresses the psychological nature of Satan’s inner torment.115 By the re-opening of the
theaters during the Restoration, the convention had fallen out of popular favor along with other
elements of Elizabethan tragedy.116 It is striking, then, that Milton revives the psychological
soliloquy in poetry with his character Satan.117 Satan’s introspective soliloquies (atop the tree of
life as a Cormorant [4.196], atop Mt. Niphates [4.742], or about to enter the serpent [9.97]) are
all rooted in his solipsism and pride, which have led him into open conflict with God. This
proud turn inward becomes for Milton the signature of fallen selfhood. Since Marlowe’s
Mephistopheles first informed Faustus that Heaven and Hell are internal states, not actual places,
the tragic soliloquy had developed in tandem with this idea that, as Milton’s Satan says, “[t]he
mind is its own place, and in it self/Can make a Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of Heav’n”(PL 1.254-5).
Indeed, Shakespeare’s greatest triumph with verisimilar, psychological soliloquy—those of his
character Hamlet—reflect a mind that takes for granted the subjective nature of reality, as when
Hamlet informs Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that “there is nothing/either good or bad but
thinking makes it so”(2.2.249-50) before pronouncing of Denmark, “To me it is a prison”(250)
and that “I could be bounded in a nutshell and count/myself a king of infinite space—were it not
that I/have bad dreams”(2.2.254-6). Granting unprecedented access to a character’s inner
thoughts and motives, the psychological soliloquy also carries with it an epistemology that
Milton must square with faith.
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This selective survey reveals the emphasis of Milton scholarship, which tends, for the
most part, to focus upon the debt of Satan’s soliloquies to the Elizabethan drama, while glossing
over this debt in the soliloquies of Adam and Eve. My chapter, therefore, investigates the debt of
Adam’s and Eve’s soliloquies to Shakespeare’s psychological soliloquies in books nine and ten
of Milton’s epic. My interest lies in Milton’s attentiveness to Shakespeare’s advances in the
soliloquy’s psychological nuance and realism of thought to depict what for Milton matters
most—the struggle over, and the threat to, one’s faith. The psychological soliloquy itself has a
natural affinity for struggles of faith and conscience since early triumphs of the convention like
the final soliloquy of Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus or the soliloquies of Shakespeare’s Richard 3
centered on the sinner’s psychological response to the looming threat of damnation. The
soliloquies of Paradise Lost’s central characters—Satan, Adam, and Eve—reflect this original
preoccupation of Elizabethan tragedians. As Satan alights on Mt. Niphates, for example, we hear
that within him “now conscience wakes despair/That slumbered”(4.23-4). If the psychological
soliloquy marks the descent into oneself, and away from God, it still remains an excellent means
for depicting the internal suffering and struggle that accompanies the prospect of damnation, as
the soliloquies of Adam and Satan attest. Eve’s first soliloquy finds her justifying her sin to
herself (an effort to dismiss any fear of punishment), but in Adam’s soliloquy and several of
Satan’s, they suffer the guilt of what they have done to a fair-dealing God (and the fear of what
their future holds).
For these reasons, Milton was clearly interested in Shakespeare’s soliloquies. It is
remarkable, for instance, that the soliloquies of Adam and Eve recall subject matter, as well as
the progression of ideas, found in the soliloquies of Hamlet and Brutus. Recalling Hamlet’s
fourth soliloquy, Milton’s Adam revisits the metaphysical doubts that haunt Hamlet about the
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nature of the soul, death, and the afterlife. The metaphysical questions that Hamlet poses express
the philosophical and religious doubts of Shakespeare’s era, a new uncertainty that Shakespeare
captures in the unresolved, ambiguous status of the ghost in Hamlet. There is no better example
of this new skepticism that the play’s prince, and Hamlet’s skepticism remains au currant when
Milton writes. It is imperative, therefore, that Milton confront these doubts about the actual
nature of death and the guarantee of an afterlife, which continue to haunt Milton’s reading
audience. Similarly, Eve’s thoughts in her first soliloquy (the one immediately before her fall)
closely parallels another Shakespearean model; her thought process bears remarkable similarities
to Brutus’s in his orchard soliloquy in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar. Brutus’s orchard soliloquy
was a breakthrough for Shakespeare in his realistic depiction of reasoning that flows from a
character’s erroneous assumptions and faulty logic. Eve’s soliloquy, like Brutus’s, is a
convincing display of self-serving logic on behalf of a transgressive desire—to eat the forbidden
fruit in her case, to murder an overreaching friend (Caesar) in Brutus’s. Adam’s soliloquy, and
Eve’s prelapsarian soliloquy, pose a spiritual dilemma to Milton’s audience—can the self exist
apart from God, and if so, to what extent?
From Milton’s perspective, the psychological soliloquy is necessary for depicting
characters, but it also reveals dangerous mentalities for readers to inspect. The soliloquy
naturally shows the extreme inward turn of a character’s private mental experience; Milton wants
us to consider how this turn threatens the individual’s proper relationship to God. Instead of the
individual acknowledging his or her obedient place among God’s creation, the individual is
susceptible to privilege his or her own mental experience above all else. Insofar as the
psychological soliloquy as developed by Shakespeare promotes this perspective, we may call it
Cartesian, as this is how we would best term it today, in hindsight.118 Hamlet, Shakespeare’s
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greatest soliloquist, anticipates Descartes when the Danish prince schools Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern that “nothings either good or bad but thinking makes it so”(Ham 2.2.249-50).119
Similarly, to combat the truth of his physical deterioration,120 Milton’s Satan embraces
the very aspect of Cartesian metaphysics that worried Descartes’s enemies: namely, that it would
forever and irreparably separate the domain of the mind, or res cogitans, from the physical world
of res extensa.121 Milton’s Satan preaches to his minions that “[t]he mind is its own place, and in
itself/Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven”(PL 1.254-55). He takes refuge in the promise
held by Descartes’s declaration, cogito ergo sum, “I think, therefore I am”122—that the mind—
one’s thought and identity—exists independently of the body and the world. For Milton, this
emphasis on one’s mind as the only reliable source of reality is a gross distortion. Milton
suggests that Satan claims a solipsistic freedom from external factors, whether from bodily
degradation or God’s judgment; Satan fancies himself free from the rule of any higher power or
external reality.123 Moreover, Satan doesn’t simply express his own skeptical thoughts; he also
spreads his radical skepticism like a disease. For example, he lectures his rebel host: “We know
no time when we were not as now;/Know none before us, self-begot, self-raised/By our own
quickening power”(PL 5.859-61). He preaches the priority of private desires. Into the sleeping
ear of Eve, for example, he whispers “Taste this, and be henceforth among the gods/Thy self a
goddess, not to earth confined”(5.77-8). He spreads a skeptical philosophy of self that closely
approximates the worst of fears contemporaries had about the emerging philosophy of Descartes.
In conferring such importance upon the character’s inner mind, psychological soliloquy invites
such modes of skeptical thought that jar against Christian belief.124
Satan demonstrates how susceptible fallen, rational creatures are to such error, whether
they be angelic beings or humans. It is no surprise, then, that soliloquy becomes the natural
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mode of discourse for characters like Adam and Eve (as well as Satan) as they find themselves
alone, isolated, and partially severed from their former connection to God. It is for this reason
that Barabara Lewalski categorizes such soliloquy as one of the definitive genres of the damned
in Paradise Lost.125 With the psychological soliloquy, characters become echo chambers for
their own thoughts, and this distorts their perception of the external world. Often, too, their
thoughts are marred by emotionally driven logic or subconscious desire. For these very reasons,
though, Milton found the psychological soliloquy useful for dramatizing the nature of fallen
selfhood.
1. Adam’s Soliloquy in Book Ten (PL 10.720-844) and Hamlet’s Fourth Soliloquy
(Ham. 3.1.56-81)
Immediately after the Fall, Adam plunges into the same vortex of selfhood in which
Satan finds himself trapped when he says “Which way I fly is hell; my self am hell;/And in the
lowest deep a lower deep/Still threatening to devour me opens wide”(PL 4.75-7).126 Suddenly
estranged from God, Adam experiences an excruciating crisis of faith as he lashes out at God and
himself, and races from one fear about his fate to the next.127 To capture this convincingly,
Milton relies upon psychological soliloquy.
Interestingly, Milton draws on Hamlet’s famous fourth soliloquy in doing so.128 The
narrator explains that because of Adam’s “miseries,” he was “in a troubled sea of passion
tossed,/[and] Thus to disburden sought with sad complaint”(PL 10.714-19).129 Milton’s phrase
“troubled sea of passion” echoes Hamlet’s soliloquy, where the prince considers whether he
should endure misfortune or escape the “sea of troubles” by ending his life like a good Stoic:
To be, or not to be—that is the question;
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them. (Ham 3.1.60-4)
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The echo is significant because it alerts us to the possibility that Hamlet’s soliloquy will function
as a kind of source-text for Adam’s. The substance and themes of Adam’s soliloquy prove this
to be the case as Adam, like Hamlet, entertains escaping his troubles through death. Like
Hamlet, too, Adam reflects upon the nature of death and the afterlife. For Milton, Hamlet is
perhaps the most significant portrayal of literary selfhood because the character thinks upon
these themes, themes which are of the utmost importance for Milton’s epic as he tries to “justify
the ways of God to men”(PL 1.26).
Adam’s soliloquy does not only recall Hamlet’s fourth soliloquy, however, but extends
its debt to other soliloquies in Shakespeare’s tragedy. First, it features a theme of self-rebuke
similar to the one in Hamlet’s “O what a rogue and peasant slave am I!” soliloquy. Adam
laments bitterly the transgressive action he has taken in eating the fruit and abuses himself
accordingly: he complains, “For what can I increase/Or multiply, but curses on my head?”(PL
10.731-2). He continues, “Who of all ages to succeed, but feeling/The evil on him brought by
me, will curse/My head?”(PL 733-5). Meanwhile, berating himself with curses is the central
theme of Hamlet’s heated soliloquy, the opening line of which is a wonderful example of such
self-castigation: “O, what a rogue and peasant slave am I!”(Ham 2.2.576ff). If Adam reproaches
himself as “our ancestor impure”(PL 10.735), Hamlet berates himself with a string of such
invective, including, “I am pigeon-livered and lack gall” and “Why, what an ass am I!” (Ham
2.2.611).
The most striking debt in Adam’s soliloquy, though, is to Hamlet’s fourth one. In his
soliloquy, Adam adopts a similar position to the Stoic one that Hamlet entertains in “To be or not
to be.” Adam, like Hamlet, contemplates escaping his earthly troubles and the burdens of his
identity through a quick death.130 Indeed, both characters entertain the idea of death as a kind of
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annihilation or complete non-existence that will remove them from all pain. This was a concept
that continued to gain traction throughout the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, as
Robert Watson has demonstrated. “Jacobean culture,” Watson informs us, “struggled with the
suspicion that death was a complete and permanent annihilation of the self, not merely some
latency of the body awaiting Last Judgment.”131 Adam expresses this idea when he asks God to
reduce him back into insensible dust: “it were but right/And equal to reduce me to my dust”(PL
10.747-8).132 Adam also says he is “Desirious to resign, and render back/All I
received”(10.7749-50). Later in the soliloquy, he repeats this wish: “Be it so, for I submit his
[God’s] doom is fair,/That dust I am, and shall to dust return:/O welcome hour
whenever!(10.769-71). Indeed, Adam looks forward through much of his soliloquy to his nonexistence as a respite from his own anguish and what he perceives to be God’s cruelty. He
complains “[i]nexplicable/Thy justice seems”(10.754-5), and he demands to know “Why am I
mocked with death, and lengthened out/To deathless pain?”(10.774-5). Adam reaches intuitively
for the same insight that dogs Hamlet—that identity, like the body, ceases to exist in death, that
both body and mind perish with the flesh. Essentially, Hamlet, like Adam, is haunted by the
specter of materialist philosophy, by Epicurus’s atoms, by the possibility that the soul is material,
just like the body. As Rhodri Lewis concludes in his recent book, Hamlet and the Vision of
Darkness, what is lacking from Hamlet’s thinking in his fourth soliloquy, and from Elsinore and
the rest of its inhabitants in general, is any affirmation of the soul’s Christian afterlife: “for a
purportedly Christian world,” Lewis argues, “there is a complete lack of conviction with respect
to the immortality of the soul.”133
Such atheistic notions gained credence in the late sixteenth century as former religious
sureties were eroded.134 In Hamlet’s first soliloquy, he expresses such a materialistic idea of
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existence when he apostrophizes: “O that this too too sullied flesh would melt,/Thaw and resolve
itself into a dew”(Ham 1.2.129-30). He desires non-existence by dissolving or dispersing
himself, wishing “that the Everlasting had not fix’d/His canon against self-slaughter”(1.2.131-2).
What he wishes to escape through suicide is the pain of consciousness, of his identity and
memory—“Heaven and earth,/Must I remember?”(1.2.142-3). In his fourth soliloquy, Hamlet
again assesses existence in the same stark terms when he weighs whether “[t]o be or not to
be”(3.1.56). In his speech, he juxtaposes suffering “in the mind”(3.1.57) with effecting the
“end”(3.1.60) of all awareness, the end of his “sea of troubles”(3.1.59) and all memory of it. In
like manner, he believes suicide can release one from “the heartache and the thousand natural
shocks/That flesh is heir to”(3.1.61-2). It is striking, too, that Hamlet sees Stoic honor in this
choice, which Robert Watson argues is a way, along with revenge heroism, for Hamlet to
compensate for the loss of identity that death occasions.135 The newly fallen Adam evinces a
similar pride when contemplating his self-destruction as he wonders “[i]s this the end/Of this
new glorious world, and me so late/The glory of that glory”(PL 10.720-2).
Strikingly, Adam gives voice to the same thoughts about death as Hamlet does in his
soliloquy. For Milton, these are popular errors about the nature of death that arise from skeptical
thinking that ignores the Christian promise of the afterlife. Desiring to be rendered back into the
dust out of which he was created, Adam soon imagines this death as a senseless sleep.136 In this
way, he imagines he would escape God’s cruel punishments:
How gladly would I meet
Mortality my sentence, and be earth
Insensible, how glad would lay me down
As in my mother’s lap? There I should rest
And sleep secure; his dreadful voice no more
Would thunder in my ears, no fear of worse
To me and to my offspring would torment me
With cruel expectation. (PL 10.775-82)
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Here, Adam recalls Hamlet, who immediately melds the possibility of Stoic non-existence with
the thought of death as a kind of sleep in his fourth soliloquy. Hamlet reaches this notion as he
reasons through a fast-paced sorites, or chain-syllogism: “to die: to sleep—No more . . . To die:
to sleep—/To sleep, perchance to dream”(Ham 3.1.63-4). Also like Hamlet, though, Adam soon
wonders just what sort of “sleep secure” this death might be. If he first imagines it as a reprieve,
he soon thinks on it as a nightmare that may portend worse suffering:
Yet one doubt
Pursues me still, lest all I cannot die,
Lest that pure breath of life, the spirit of man
Which God inspired, cannot together perish
With this corporeal clod; then in the grave,
Or in some other dismal place who knows
But I shall die a living death? O thought
Horrid, if true! (PL 10.782-89)

Here, Adam continues retracing Hamlet’s thoughts in his fourth soliloquy. Hamlet also
questions the nature of “that sleep of death” and wonders if it is akin to sleep, who knows “what
dreams may come” of it (Ham 3.1.66)?:
To sleep, perchance to dream—ay, there’s the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause—there’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life (Ham. 3.1.66-9)

Adam worries that what we experience or suffer in this sleep could be far worse than what one
endures in life, a kind of “living death.”137 Hamlet will not say as much; he heeds the skeptical
principle of acatalepsia, or our inability to apprehend such things. He can only offer a long list
of abuses people would rather endure than embrace the peace Stoic suicide might afford (“When
he himself [a man] might his quietus make/With a bare bodkin”) because they fear “the dread of
something after death”:

But that the dread of something after death,
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The undiscover’d country from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of? (3.1.77-81)

What if there is an afterlife where identity, and perhaps suffering, endures? This certainly does
not, however, revert Hamlet back to any sense of Christian surety. Given the depth of his
skepticism, Hamlet concludes only that some type of afterlife, perhaps a horrible one, might
exist, and this is enough to prevent most people from ending their suffering here to encounter
another, unknown one that may be worse.
Adam’s soliloquy, in contrast to Hamlet’s, delves headlong into the possible nature of
death, thus elaborating upon the range of errors available to skeptical thinkers who dispense with
Christian providence. Milton’s point, though, is that Adam finds himself lost among these
unsatisfying possibilities. Trying to puzzle out the nature of death without recourse to God’s
providential plan, Adam stumbles. From his idea “who knows/But I shall die a living death,” he
reasons “Yet why? It was but breath/Of life that sinned; what dies but what had life/And sin?
The body properly hath neither./All of me then shall die”(PL 10.789-91). Here, Adam tries to
separate the incorporeal, sinning soul from the corporeal body, and he errs. By the time Milton
wrote Paradise Lost, he was a confirmed monist who believed that everything in the universe is
made of one matter, even the intellect, and that there is no separate soul.
Milton evidently thought of Hamlet’s repeated desire to annihilate himself in order to
escape the pains (and memories) “[t]hat flesh is heir to”(Ham 3.1.63) to be a dangerously
alluring error. Reuniting with Adam, Eve confides her own “unquiet”(PL 10.975) thoughts: “let
us make short,/Let us seek death, or he not found, supply/With our own hands his [death’s]
office on our selves;/Why stand we longer shivering under fears”(10.1001-3), and when Michael
later shows Adam a vision of a lazar-house, Adam reacts: “O miserable mankind, to what
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fall/Degraded . . . Better end here unborn”(11.500-2). In that scene, Adam argues that if “we
knew/What we receive [from God], [we] would . . . soon beg to lay it down,/Glad to be so
dismissed in peace”(11.504-7). For Adam, as for Hamlet, there are no answers from “[t]he
undiscover’d country, from whose bourn/No traveller returns”(Ham 3.1.79-80). Milton, though,
in his effort to “justify the ways of God to men”(PL 1.26), supplies the archangel Michael to aid
Adam and Eve, who through vision and dream helps them to understand correctly the nature of
death and God’s providential plan.
The remainder of Adam’s soliloquy dramatizes Hamlet’s skeptical stance in his fourth
soliloquy about the limits of human knowledge with respect to “[t]he undiscover’d
country,/From whose bourn/No traveller returns.” Adam tries to calm himself by invoking
similar rhetoric: “let this appease/The doubt, since human reach no farther knows”(PL 10.792-3).
It doesn’t ease his fears, though, because such admissions about the limits of human knowledge
are meaningless for Milton without a corresponding awareness of God’s providential design.
Instead, Adam continues to speculate, dramatizing Hamlet’s claim that the nature of death is a
“dread” that “puzzles the will”(Ham 3.1.80). In his error, Adam construes of God as the
punitive, irrational tyrant of anti-Calvinist invective: “How can he exercise/Wrath without end
on man whom death must end? . . . Will he draw out,/For anger’s sake, finite to infinite/In
punished man, to satisfy his rigour/Satisfied never”(PL 10.796-804). Hamlet, for his part, is
unwilling to speculate about such matters in his soliloquy. It is the very impossibility of
knowing the nature of death that “makes us rather bear those ills we have/Than fly to others we
know not of” (Ham 3.1.81-2). Rather than espouse Christian assurance, Hamlet embraces a
healthy skepticism about “what dreams may come,/when we have shuffled off this mortal
coil”(Ham. 3.1.66-7). For Milton, though, this is not enough. Without awareness yet of God’s
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providential plan for him, Adam flounders among various “dreams” about “the dread of
something after death”(Ham 3.1.78). Adam’s mind soon circles back to the idea that death must
be a kind of endless suffering: “But say/That death be not one stroke, as I supposed,/Bereaving
sense, but endless misery/From this day onward . . . . ay me. That fear/Comes thundering back
with dreadful revolution/On my defenceless head; both death and I/Am found eternal, and
incorporate both”(PL 10.808-16). His fears demonstrate Hamlet’s point that “conscience does
make cowards of us all”(Ham 3.1.83) when it comes to thinking about death and the afterlife.
Milton’s point is that this is so only if we are ignorant of God’s providence.
Adam’s soliloquy ends with a most Hamlet-like gesture, an apostrophe to a part of
himself, his conscience:
O conscience! Into what abyss of fears
And horrors hast thou driven me; out of which
I find no way, from deep to deeper plunged! (PL 10.842-4).

Over the course of seven soliloquies, Hamlet directly addresses numerous parts of himself and
invokes numerous others. He directly addresses his “flesh” (1.2.129), his “heart” and
“sinews”(1.5.93-4), his “brains”(2.2.584), his “heart” again (3.2.384), his “sword”(3.3.98), and
his “thoughts”(4.4.66), and he refers in his soliloquies to his “tongue”(1.2.159), “the table of my
memory”(1.5.98), his “brain”(1.5.103), his imagined “pate,” “beard,” “face,” “nose,” “throat,”
and “lungs”(2.2.567ff), his “bosom”(3.2.385), his “tongue and soul”(3.2.388), and “excitements
of my reason and my blood”(4.4.58). In Marcus Nordlund’s recent quantitative study of
Shakespeare’s soliloquies and asides, he finds that Hamlet’s soliloquies are remarkable for the
frequency of such apostrophes to parts of his own self.138 This tendency is nurtured in part,
Nordlund argues, by Hamlet’s profound “social isolation,” his “catastrophic loss of genuine
dialogue with other people.”139 Adam is similarly isolated after the Fall when he is left to his
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thoughts; this, for Milton is part of the experience of the Fall—the sense of sudden, profound
isolation from God, which opens the space to soliloquize in the echo chamber of one’s own head.
Thus, the soliloquies of both characters, Adam and Hamlet, assert what is essentially a
materialistic idea of a soul that they imagine can be annihilated completely.140 Adam articulates
the materialism underlying Hamlet’s thinking when Adam asserts he wants to be made into
“earth/insensible”(PL 10.776-7). With his next breath, Adam styles this as a sleep “in my
mother [Earth’s] lap”(10.776-7). 141 For both Adam and Hamlet, whether imagined as
annihilation or insensible sleep, death seems to promise a total escape from the burdens of guilt
and identity. Adam’s repeated calls for self-annihilation are rooted in the skeptical idea, newly
popular in late sixteenth-century intellectual circles, that death reduces the being of man to
insensate dust.142 This mode of thought is starkly materialistic, treating the mind (and soul) as
something that ceases to exist when the physical body is destroyed.143 In this, Adam revisits
Hamlet’s thoughts in soliloquy as he parses the utility of self-murder. Such materialism is also
consistent with Hamlet’s other reflections, such as in the graveyard scene, where ideas about
life’s materiality grate against the Christian idea of an afterlife.144
At the other end of the spectrum are various other possibilities, (or “dreams” as Hamlet
calls them) for the soul, which are all equally unattractive and misguided for Milton without the
guiding insights of Christian faith. Adam, much like Hamlet, can achieve no satisfactory insight
into the nature of death; in Adam’s soliloquy, Milton dramatizes the metaphysical fears of
educated contemporaries. For Milton, to engage in such metaphysical speculation without a firm
sense of faith is to become like the devils in Paradise Lost who “reasoned high/Of providence,
foreknowledge, will and fate,/ . . . And found no end, in wandr’ing mazes lost”(PL 2.559-61).
Indeed, in his soliloquy, Adam admits to “all my evasions vain,/and reasonings, though through
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mazes”(10.829-30). Once one dismisses the central truth that Stanley Fish identifies with
Milton’s poetry—the reality of God and his providence—one opens endless other paths that lead
to nowhere.145 For Milton, it makes all the difference in the world if one believes that
providence watches over even “the fall of a sparrow”(Ham 5.2.198), or whether one believes that
the universe is blind or indifferent to individual suffering. Adam reprises Hamlet’s thoughts on
death and the afterlife in soliloquy in order to ultimately demonstrate a path away from modern
skepticism back towards God. In Rhodri Lewis’s analysis, the last two acts of Hamlet, in
particular, share with King Lear a deep and ironic skepticism towards divine providence, so that
Hamlet’s own “appropriation of providential language” towards the end of the play “entails some
magnificently black comedy.”146 Lewis believes that Hamlet cannot even take consolation in a
firm sense of his inner self. Rather, for Lewis, “Hamlet may or may not have a core of
something inexpressible within him, but he has no notion of what this might be, or of how to go
about finding it if doing so does not involve playing [yet another] role.”147 This is precisely the
abyss of meaning from which Milton wants to rescue his readers as Adam confronts what in the
late seventeenth-century were pressing and growing doubts about former religious sureties.

2. Eve’s Prelapsarian Soliloquy (PL 9.745-779) and Brutus’s Orchard Soliloquy in
Julius Caesar (JC 1.3.10-34)
Influence is often more than a matter of direct verbal echoes, and it can extend to parallel
uses of convention, dramatic situation, and theme. The more of these factors are present, the
stronger the case for influence, especially when there is already evidence that the later writer
admired the earlier one, as is the case with Milton and Shakespeare. Hopefully, the intersection
of several points of such contact between a soliloquy in Paradise Lost and one in Shakespeare’s
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plays increases the possibility that Milton does indeed recall Shakespeare at such a moment. It is
with these caveats in mind that I suggest a new connection between Eve’s first soliloquy in
Paradise Lost and the orchard soliloquy of Brutus in Julius Caesar. While Eve’s first soliloquy
reveals no verbal echoes of Shakespeare, it does bear a striking similarity in its substance and
form as well as in its immediate dramatic situation to Brutus’s soliloquy.148 The matter or
substance of both soliloquies is nearly identical: the self-justification of a forbidden act to gratify
one’s internal desire. Eve’s soliloquy also borrows Brutus’s rhetorical strategy of arguing from
adages or what Brutus calls “a common proof”(JC 1.3.21). In short, Brutus’s soliloquy offers
Milton a model for portraying Eve’s flawed or erroneous thinking in a realistic and convincing
manner.
Both characters enter their soliloquies still reflecting upon the words of others. Satan’s
words are still ringing in Eve’s ears when she descends into thought: “[p]ausing a while, thus to
herself she mused”(PL 9.744). Milton tells us that Satan’s words “replete with guile/Into her
heart too easy entrance one”(9.733-4). In Shakespeare’s scene, Brutus cannot sleep after his
earlier conversation with Cassius and Casca, and he walks about all night thinking. If Satan has
charmed Eve’s thoughts, Cassius claims to Casca just before we hear Brutus’s soliloquy that
“three parts of him [Brutus]/Is ours already, and the man entire/Upon the next encounter yields
him ours”(JC 1.3.154-56).149 Both begin their soliloquy by foregrounding their respective goals;
in naming these goals, there is a way in which both soliloquizers have already decided to act, and
all that follows is arguably an exercise in self-justification. Eve begins by praising the “best of
fruits”(PL 9.745) that is “worthy to be admired”(746) while Brutus begins with the realization “It
must be by his [Caesar’s] death”(JC 1.3.10).
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Both soliloquies also prove alike in substance—they are attempts by the characters to
convince themselves of a thing that serves their desire. What Eve desires intimately above all
things is admiration and attention, and Satan preys upon this need. What Brutus desires above
all else is to uphold his reputation as an honorable Roman, and Cassius preys upon that. At the
start of their soliloquies, both characters already have it in mind what outcome they want, and
they say as much. Eve then proceeds to argue mostly from personal experience. She has
witnessed how the fruit in Eden “gave elocution to the mute [serpent]”(PL 9.748), and she has
also heard the fruit praised by God himself: “he also who forbids thy use,/Conceals not from us,
naming thee the tree/Of knowledge”(750-2). To such evidence as this, she adds the assurance of
a general maxim, or what Brutus terms “a common proof”(JC 1.3.21). She reasons, “[f]or good
unknown, sure is not had, or had/And yet unknown, is as not had at all”(9.755-7). Brutus’s
argument relies much more heavily upon such “common proof” because as he admits, “for my
part,/I know no personal cause to spurn at him [Caesar],/But for the general”(JC 1.3.10-12).
Therefore, personal experience will not serve him. He confesses, “to speak truth of Caesar,/I
have not known when his affections sway’d/More than his reason”(1.3.19-21). As A. D. Cousins
puts it in his recent study, Brutus is guilty of manipulating rhetoric in such a way that he is
“perhaps half-concealing, even from himself, the evident fact that he is deciding how to
‘fashion’[1.3.30] Caesar to his own purposes.”150 In Eve’s case, observational experience
supports her goal to pluck and eat the fruit. She dismisses God’s prohibition against eating it as
an attempt by God to withhold wisdom from her, and she dismisses the penalty of death attached
to God’s prohibition with more first-hand observation: “How dies the serpent? He hath eaten
and lives”(PL 9.764) and “brings with joy/The good befallen him”(9.770-1).
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Brutus, meanwhile, considers how crowning Caesar might change him. He begins with
the maxim “[i]t is the bright day that brings forth the adder,/And that craves wary walking”(JC
1.3.14-5) and “put[s] a sting in him”(16). Brutus next invokes the “common proof”(1.3.21)
“[t]hat lowliness is young ambition’s ladder”(22) from which he builds an extended metaphor
wherein the climber, “when he once attains the upmost round” then “scorn[s] the base
degrees/By which he did ascend”(1.3.24-7). Again, Brutus is stymied by the lack of proof his
experience of Caesar provides: “[a]nd since the quarrel/Will bear no colour for the thing he
is,/Fashion it thus”(1.3.28-30), and he makes a satisfying (and self-justifying) final comparison
of Caesar to “a serpent’s egg”(32) which necessitates that Brutus and his co-conspirators “kill
him in the shell”(34). This brings full circle his original maxim wherein he styles Caesar as “the
adder.” Milton noticeably avoids such metaphor (why use it when Eve is talking to a real
serpent?). By the end of their respective soliloquies, Brutus’s tight logic, like Eve’s, forces the
outcome each character wants. Eve buttresses her observational experience with a maxim about
“good unknown,” but more importantly by the end of her reflection, her soliloquy takes shelter in
a logical syllogism: if the fruit bestows knowledge, and she has been denied the benefits of the
fruit by God, how can she even know she is doing anything wrong?: “What fear I then, rather
what know to fear/Under this ignorance of good and evil,/Of God or death, of law or
penalty?”(PL 9.773-5). As Brutus does with his argument about Caesar, she ultimately justifies
her action based on a chain of rather abstract logic that runs counter to what her life experience
actually indicates about the fruit. In so doing, she deceives herself, much as Brutus does.
Regarding his fears of tyranny, Brutus can at best conclude “so Caesar may”(JC 1.3.27), and
with that, he commits to executing a friend based upon speculative possibility.
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Behind the seemingly objective logic exercised in both soliloquies, though, is the force of
personal desire. Eve desires to be an object of attention and worship, and Brutus desires—
earnestly— to live up to his reputation as the noblest and most honorable of Romans. Eve
justifies taking the fruit in myriad ways, all of which overlook what truly motivates her—her
desire to be worshipped by gods, instead of just by Adam. Recounting her earliest memories
after her creation in book 4, Eve reveals that she was prone to narcissism from the start, and that
she would not have left her reflection in the lake if God had not come to fetch her (PL 4.458ff).
Satan exploits this weakness when he later enters her dreams to encourage “high conceits
engendering pride” (4.799-809), and she relates to Adam that in her dream, an angel who
addressed her as “fair angelic Eve” promised the fruit will make her “among the gods/Thy self a
goddess”(5.74, 77-8). This speaks to her inner-most desire as Satan manipulates her
predisposition towards narcissism in the official temptation scene in book 9. In her soliloquy
standing before the fruit, she continues to be consistently vain, valuing the fruit’s outward
appearance rather than its inner substance; she dwells on its attractiveness and idolizes it in much
the same way she herself wishes to be idolized. At the start of her soliloquy, she addresses it as
the “best of fruits”(PL 9.745) and as most “worthy to be admired”(9.746). When she finally
picks the fruit, her first thought is about its attractiveness: “Fair to the eye, inviting to the
taste,/Of virtue to make wise: what hinders then/To reach, and feed at once both body and
mind?”(9.777-9).151 This is consistent with what readers already know about her character in the
epic. Eve’s first soliloquy, then, shares some tantalizing similarities with Brutus’s as they both
seek to justify crimes with the encouragement of savvy instigators (Satan, Cassius) who
manipulate them for political ends.152
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By echoing the words and dramatic situations surrounding some of his predecessor’s
famous characters, Milton continues a conversation with Shakespeare that he began in his early
poetry. If in “On Shakespeare,” “L’Allegro,” and Comus, Milton is concerned primarily with
thinking through the nature of inspiration and creative imagination, and with aligning
Shakespeare with the prophetic model with which Milton identified, in Paradise Lost, Milton has
other concerns. As a literary artist concerned with “justifying the ways of God to men,” Milton
is most interested in appropriating Shakespeare’s achievement with soliloquy for its
psychological realism. The Shakespearean characters that Satan, Adam, and Eve echo in
soliloquy help Milton articulate those skeptical habits of thought that are part and parcel of life in
our fallen world. In order to possess real faith, one must cope with one or another of the crises
that affect one’s faith. This can encompass doubts about the nature of providence and the nature
of death, as in the case of Adam and Hamlet, or doubts about God’s relevance, as in the case of
Eve. It also extends to the selfishness and ambition that infect first Satan’s thoughts, then Eve’s.
Here, too, we may include the propensity to anger and violence that afflict Milton’s tragic
character Samson. There are numerous ways the seemingly isolated self may trip and stumble
further from faith. The most challenging of these doubts, though, at least from a doctrinal
standpoint, is skepticism about the role divine providence plays in the larger scheme of things.
Satan, Adam, and Eve all express such doubt in their soliloquies.
Verbal echoes and dramatic parallels demonstrate just how instrumental Shakespeare’s
soliloquies prove to Milton as models for realistically depicting the errors of his characters’
thinking. To say this is not to disparage Milton’s opinion of Shakespeare; rather, it is to argue
how vital Shakespeare remains to Milton’s later poetry. In Areopagitica (1644), Milton’s
feelings about the value of depicting error and sin in literature, as encountering them elsewhere
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in life, are quite clear: “[g]ood and evill we know in the field of this World grow up together
almost inseparably; and the knowledge of good is so involv’d and interwov’n with the
knowledge of evill, and in so many cunning resemblances hardly to be discerned . . . . As
therefore the state of man now is; what wisdome can there be to choose, what continence to
forbeare without the knowledge of evill? . . . . I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister’d virtue,
unexercis’d and unbreath’d, that never sallies out and sees her adversary, but slinks out of the
race.”153 The Shakespearean echoes, recollections, and parallels in Adam and Eve’s soliloquies
help Milton depict how our thoughts journey away from God through expressions of skepticism,
self-justification, or ambition. In a way that it is not for Shakespeare, our departure from faith is
the central problem for Milton. Adam’s soliloquy in book 10 revisits Hamlet’s nihilistic
reflections about the nature of death and the afterlife, prodding readers to confront these
concerns afresh but now in the context of an epic poem where God himself is a concrete
character and heaven and the biblical Eden are settings. God’s presence provides a reassuring
backdrop and certainty about faith while not detracting at all from fallen Adam’s emotional pain
and fear in his soliloquy. Likewise, the errors of Eve’s thinking about God and his relation to his
creatures in her prelapsarian soliloquy prove as dramatic and convincing (and quite similar in
kind) to Brutus’s errors of logic, but, again, the presence of God and his heaven in Milton’s epic
are meant to resolve any potential for true relativity or ambiguity about how humans stand in
relation to their creator. This is a perspective Shakespeare withholds in his tragedies. By
tapping into the dramatic realism of Shakespeare’s tragic soliloquies in order to depict human
skepticism and erroneous logic, Milton is able to fashion his characters’ struggles with faith in a
convincing way, while the divine machinery in Paradise Lost argues against the validity of such
doubts and errors. In this way, Milton is able to dramatize (and portray with psychological
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realism) “the centrifugal forces” of the fallen world that Stanley Fish finds “are in constant
motion and vie for our attention”—those thoughts attendant upon our lives in the “world of
mortal experience” that pull us away from faith in God and his providential plan.154 Milton
wants us to emerge out of the challenging literary terrain of Paradise Lost with a stronger faith,
one better armed to scrutinize the suspect motives behind many private doubts and desires.
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Chapter 3: “ ‘Fierce Remembrance’: Anti-Heroic Dramatic Irony in Samson Agonistes and
Echoes of Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra”
The elements in Samson Agonistes that argue for Milton’s engagement with
Shakespearean tragedy include verbal echoes and shared imagery as well as shared thematic
motifs. All of these point to Milton’s debt to Shakespeare’s late heroic tragedies about the fate
of great Roman warriors—Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra. Ultimately, Milton uses
echoes of these Shakespearean plays as a kind of intertextual commentary upon the dubious
morality of Samson’s actions, actions which scholars such as Joseph Wittriech and Derek Wood
have found ambiguous at best, and at worst, highly immoral.155 In particular, Milton censures
the indiscriminate violence that underwrites Samson’s notion of male heroism. To this end,
Milton puts numerous verbal echoes to these plays into the mouth of Samson’s Chorus, and in
the end, these echoes introduce dramatic irony into the tragedy at Samson’s expense and serve
as intertextual warnings that caution readers against taking the perspective of Samson or his
Danite Chorus at face value.
These echoes of Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra, I believe, are part
and parcel of Milton’s critique of pagan heroic values in his epic poetry, now carried out in
tragedy, where echoes of Shakespeare contribute to Milton’s revaluation of the heroic.156 In
Samson Agonistes, Samson and his fellow Danites partake of the same martial culture as their
Philistine enemies. It is a warrior culture that is a composite of the classical heroic virtues as
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understood by the Renaissance.157 The Danites and Philistines are ironically more alike than
not in the privilege they accord to martial deeds, earthly fame, and in their corresponding dread
of shame or loss of one’s heroic reputation. In subjecting this ethos to critique, Milton
simultaneously critiques the notion of classical virtus, or manliness, which accompanies the
heroic enterprise in epic and tragedy and undergirds the male hero’s identity. Samson’s
heroism is as much a reaction against the threat of being identified with feminine qualities like
mercy (which I argue are represented by his wife, Dalila) as it is an attempt to fulfill a
longstanding masculine military ideal. Milton, following Shakespeare, shows us that resisting
the threat of the feminine is inseparable from the very nature of male heroism. This is why
Milton’s poetry calls for a new model of heroism: because the most Christian virtues for Milton
are gendered feminine; these include mercy, charity, and forgiveness. Inviting Coriolanus and
Antony and Cleopatra into the text of Samson Agonistes, Milton suggests that Samson acts less
out of a desire to fulfill a noble heroic ideal than he does out of anxiety over his heroic
reputation and the suggestion of womanly behavior, evinced by his “infirmity/To publish” (SA
776-7) the secret of his strength, as well as his own “shameful garrulity”(491), which his wife
admits is a “common female fault”(777).158 Milton’s Samson actually shares a special strain of
the heroic ethos with Shakespeare’s Caius Martius Coriolanus and with Antony; these
characters are examples of what Eugene Waith has called Herculean heroes, heroes whose
unique martial gifts and a higher mandate sanction violent, aggressive behavior, including
large-scale slaughter, that would otherwise be morally outrageous.159 Their hyper-heroic status
makes the threat which feminine behavior poses in each tragedy all the more significant.
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1. Echoes of Coriolanus in Samson Agonistes
Near the end of Samson Agonistes, Milton introduces two powerful images drawn from
Coriolanus when, in an extended metaphor, he has the Chorus valorize Samson first as a
“dragon” then as an “eagle.”160 John Carey, in his Longman edition of Milton’s shorter poems,
pronounces this “series of echoes” to Coriolanus “remarkable.”161 They appear side-by-side in
a single passage from Samson Agonistes:
But he though blind of sight,
Despis’d and thought extinguish’t quite,
With inward eyes illuminated
His fierie vertue rouz’d
From under ashes into sudden flame,
And as an ev’ning Dragon came,
Assailant on the perched roosts,
And nests in order rang’d
Of tame villatic Fowl; but as an Eagle
His cloudless thunder bolted on thir heads (SA 1687-96)

The images of Samson as a “dragon” and an “eagle” are both echoes of Coriolanus. First, there
are several references to Coriolanus as a dragon in Shakespeare’s tragedy; it becomes for him an
epithet. The context this recalls from Coriolanus is very specifically one of the warrior’s
revenge for his trampled honor. For example, the Roman Menenius desperately warns the
Tribune of the danger the banished Coriolanus poses to Rome: “There is differency between a
grub and a butterfly;/ yet your butterfly was a grub. This Martius is/grown from man to dragon:
he has wings: he’s more/ than a creeping thing”(Corio 5.4.11-14). Bent on vengeance against
Rome, Coriolanus, once Rome’s best warrior, is likened to a winged dragon who will return for
vengeance. The Chorus in Milton’s tragedy similarly exults in the revenge Samson has taken
against the Philistines.162 It crows, “O dearly bought revenge, yet glorious!”(SA 1660),163 and
Manoa, Samson’s father, admonishes readers “Come, come, no time for lamentation now,/Nor
much more cause, Samson hath quit himself/Like Samson, and heroically hath finished/A life
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heroic, on his enemies/Fully revenged, hath left them years of mourning,/And lamentation to the
Sons of Caphtor/Through all Philistian bounds”(SA 1708-14).164 Revenge and blood are thus the
order of the day in both worlds.165
Milton also draws on Shakespeare in describing how Samson “as an Eagle/His cloudless
thunder bolted on thir heads”(SA 1687-96). In Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, the titular character
taunts his enemies, the Volscians, about how at the battle of Corioles, he was “like an eagle”
attacking a “dove-cote” (a pigeon house). He “fluttered” their best soldiers like so many meek,
hapless birds, killing them at will. The image is one of violent mockery; at the end of the play, it
is Coriolanus’s last assertion of his reputation before Volscian swords cut him down. Indeed, he
says:
Cut me to pieces, Volsces, men and lads,
Stain all your edges on me. Boy! False hound!
If you have writ your annals true, ‘tis there,
That like an eagle in a dove-cote, I
Flutter’d your Volscians in Corioles.
Alone I did it. Boy! (Corio 5.6.111-6)

This speech is remembered along with Coriolanus’s identification with dragons by Samson’s
Chorus as it intertwines both images. The Chorus not only praises Samson as “an ev’ning
dragon”(SA 1692) who attacks the Philistines, it also borrows the metaphor by which Coriolanus
compares himself to an eagle striking enemies who are characterized as tame fowl in their
dovecote. It calls Samson an eagle that “bolted”(SA 1695) on the “heads”(1696) of the “tame
villatic Fowl”(1695) and destroyed their “nests”(1694). Like Coriolanus in his final moments,
Milton’s Chorus takes deep satisfaction from Samson’s sudden, complete destruction of his
enemies. Like Coriolanus, it rejoices in its enemy’s swift, sudden overthrow. If the Romans in
Shakespeare’s play marvel how “alone he [Coriolanus] enter’d/The mortal gates of th’ city,
which he painted/With shunless destiny” and “struck/Corioles like a planet”(Corio 2.2.110-14),
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Samson’s Chorus rejoices in “which is best and happiest yet, all this/With God not parted from
him, as was feared,/But favouring and assisting to the end”(SA 1718-20).
If the Chorus’s praise of Samson as an “ev’ning dragon” and an “eagle” captures the
fearsome power Samson reigns down on the Philistines, we are meant to see these images as
morally ambiguous. Indeed, Milton invites associations unintended by the Chorus between
Samson and Satan with this imagery.166 The image of the “dragon” captures the Chorus’s joy in
the horrific, lop-sided vengeance taken by Samson; it is a revealing image for the values the
Chorus privileges. Like Samson, a dragon, all by itself, can lay waste to whole armies of men,
and if a dragon breathes fire, Samson has his “fiery virtue”(SA 1690).
Milton suggests that what finally undoes Samson and determines his fate is that within
his warrior culture in which men are “dragons” and “eagles,” there is no place for tender
affections and feelings like mercy and forgiveness.167 Such emotions are associated with women
and threaten the warrior’s masculine identity. In Milton’s tragedy, Samson remains steadfast in
his anger, and he refuses to grant his supplicant wife any meaningful gesture of forgiveness. She
observes, “Thy anger, unappeasable, still rages/Eternal tempest never to be calm’d”(SA 963-4).
Milton’s criticism of Samson’s rigidity revisits Shakespeare’s own critique of the warrior ethos
in Coriolanus, where the titular hero excels all others in his unyielding desire for revenge.
Coriolanus means to address the wrong done to his honor by Rome even if it means destroying
the city, even if it means destroying his kin. Joining his enemies to make war on his motherland,
Coriolanus takes heroic honor to an extreme beyond even Achilles’s memorable protest to
avenge his dishonor. The extent of Coriolanus’s wounded pride and corresponding desire for
vengeance is remarkable, as is Samson’s.168 While the ideal of martial virtus was often
celebrated, Shakespeare’s play, like Milton’s, reveals it to be unnatural, extreme behavior that is
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unfit for the demands of everyday society. Coriolanus’s flaw is his extreme fixity, his Stoic
determination to suppress all natural, tender emotions in the service of his vengeance. Milton
paid particular attention to Coriolanus’s assertion that a man can will himself to a supernatural
constancy of purpose to “stand/As if a man were author of himself”(Corio 5.3.35-6).169 Milton’s
Samson adheres to an equally rigid, and ultimately self-destructive, warrior ethos at the expense
of softer, humanizing emotions like mercy, pity and forgiveness (whether of his enemies or of
himself). His wife, Dalila, is struck above all by the extent of his anger and wounded pride,
which she finds unnatural: “I see thou art implacable, more deaf /To prayers, then winds and
seas, yet winds to seas/Are reconcil'd at length, and Sea to Shore (SA 960-2). In Samson
Agonistes, Milton shows us what happens when reason and compassion fail to intervene and alter
the martial mindset.
Coriolanus differs from Samson in this important respect. Even though Coriolanus is a
warrior par excellence, Shakespeare suggests he cannot exist untouched by softer affections,
which are a necessary part of being human. Coriolanus thus offers Milton a powerful critique of
such masculine pride. In Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, the warrior finally gives way to entreaties
for mercy, but it is too little, too late. Throughout most of act five, Coriolanus can only think of
revenge. When confronted at last by his family (in Rome’s last-ditch attempt to save itself), he
rebuffs his beloved wife and mother: “Tell me not/T’allay my rages and revenges with/your
colder reasons”(Corio 5.3.83-6). Rejecting them requires enormous resolve on his part: “not of a
woman’s tenderness to be,/Requires nor child nor woman’s face to see./I have sat too
long”(5.3.127-31). Nevertheless, he eventually yields to his mother’s entreaties; he cannot abide
“this unnatural scene”(5.3.184) of his loved ones pleading for mercy.170 Against Coriolanus’s
will, the manly fortitude of this greatest of warriors cracks and yields to his basic humanity.
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Milton’s point in bringing Coriolanus into dialogue with Samson Agonistes is that Samson will
not yield his own martial mindset to any softer emotions—he will perpetuate a different kind of
violent tragedy by accomplishing what Coriolanus narrowly avoided doing—he destroys a whole
city and its inhabitants for the sake of revenge, for the sake of restoring his honor and public
reputation. In Samson’s eye-for-an-eye mentality, he will take payment in blood for the
humiliation he has endured, something which Coriolanus ultimately rejects.
Milton uses other echoes of Coriolanus to problematize this idea of blood revenge.
Both Manoa and the Chorus echo passages from Shakespeare when they describe the shouts
and noises emanating from Samson’s violent destruction of the Philistine theater. These shouts
and noises evoke a parallel situation in Coriolanus. First, in Milton’s tragedy, Manoa cries
"What noise or shout was that? It tore the sky”(SA 1472) after Samson takes his revenge. This
passage clearly echoes the “great shouts of the people”171 that greet Coriolanus when he
“returns/Splitting the air with noise”(Corio 5.6.51-2) in the streets of Antium, the Volscian city.
In the Miltonic context, the Shakespearean echo proves ironic. Coriolanus has brokered a peace
with Rome “[w]ith no less honour to the Antiates/Than shame to the Romans”(5.6.80-1). There
could not be a sharper contrast between the actions of these two Herculean heroes. One, in
spite of his martial bearing, making peace, and the other indiscriminately slaying the population
of an entire city. Coriolanus’s experiment with forgiveness and mercy, of course, has a horrible
ending.172 The noises and shouts that encouraged Coriolanus to think things could end well
actually presage death and destruction, the calamity of war. Upset over the peace, Aufidius
orchestrates Coriolanus’s murder, and weaponless himself—Coriolanus— the greatest product
of this violent martial culture, is (perhaps fittingly) stabbed and torn apart by the crowd.
Samson orchestrates a far different ending for his own tragedy. He, too, dies a violent death,
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but he takes almost the whole of his enemy with him. The Chorus in Samson Agonistes hears
this “noise or shout”(SA 1472) as the sound of Samson’s public humiliation and mockery:
“Doubtless the [Philistine] people shouting to behold/Their once great dread[Samson], captive,
and blind before them/Or at some proof of strength before them shown”(SA 1473-5). The next
“noise or shout” it hears, though, portends the destruction of Samson and every Philistine
within the theater. The Chorus reacts to these frightening sounds along with Manoa, Samson’s
father, who stands beside his tribesmen. Manoa must soon interrupt his own words to the
Chorus in midsentence as another, far more terrible noise erupts from the temple/theater area: “I
know your friendly minds and—O what noise?/Mercy of heaven what hideous noise was
that?/Horribly loud unlike the former shout”(1508-10). The Chorus is as stunned as Manoa and
recognizes that “[b]lood, death, and deathful deeds are in that noise”(1513). Taken collectively,
these shouts and noises that unfold in Samson Agonistes over some thirty lines refer to the
chaotic, calamitous sounds of Samson enduring further humiliation at the hands of the crowd he
must entertain, only to use the occasion to fulfill his personal desire for revenge upon his
enemies.173
As this series of verbal echoes to Coriolanus indicates, Milton is clearly thinking about
his hero Samson in relation to Shakespeare’s Roman warrior. Shakespeare’s own critique of
Coriolanus centers upon the warrior’s lack of flexibility in transitioning from the battlefield to
the political arena. Coriolanus embodies an extreme example of the masculine heroic ideal, a
sort of human embodiment of pure sword action, akin to Spenser’s merciless iron robot,
Talus.174 Milton’s Samson is cast in the same heroic mold, but Milton’s interest lies in his
hero’s failed capacity for empathy and mercy.
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2. Echoes of Antony and Cleopatra in Samson Agonistes
If echoes in Samson Agonistes to Shakespeare’s Coriolanus impugn Samson’s code of
violence and revenge, echoes in Samson Agonistes to Shakespeare’s other late Roman tragedy,
Antony and Cleopatra, impugn Samson’s manhood, which is ultimately the basis of this martial
creed. Oddly, the strongest echo of Antony and Cleopatra in Samson Agonistes doesn’t at first
seem to involve Samson, but rather Dalila and Cleopatra. Dalila is described by the Chorus as
an ostentatious treasure ship as she approaches Samson:175
But who is this, what thing of sea or land?
Female of sex it seems,
That so bedecked, ornate, and gay,
Comes this way sailing
Like a stately ship
Of Tarsus, bound for the ‘isles
Of Javan or Gadire
With all her bravery on, and tackle trim,
Sails filled, and streamers waving,
Courted by all the winds that hold them play,
An amber sent of odorous perfume
Her harbinger, a damsel train behind
Some rich Philistian matron she may seem,
And now at nearer view, no other certain
Than Dalila, thy wife. (SA 710-24)

This passage clearly recalls Enobarbus’s description of his first sight of Cleopatra upon her
barge in Shakespeare’s play:
The barge she sat in, like a burnished throne,
Burned on the water; the poop was beaten gold;
Purple the sails, and so perfumed that
The winds were love-sick with them; the oars were silver,
Which to the tunes of flutes kept stroke, and made
The water which they beat to follow faster,
As amorous of their strokes. For her own person,
It beggared all description: she did lie
In her pavilion, cloth-of-gold of tissue,
O’erpicturing that Venus where we see
The fancy outwork nature. On each side her
Stood pretty dimpled boys, like smiling cupids,
With divers-coloured fans, whose wind did seem
To glow the delicate cheeks which they did cool,
And what they did, undid. (AC 2.2.201-14)
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In Antony and Cleopatra, Enobarbus’s description of the Egyptian queen captures her
allure and seductive majesty as she is suggestively concealed within her rich pavilion amid a
stunning array of sights, scents, and sounds. The Chorus in Samson Agonistes recalls this
description without any of the awe.176 Rather, the Chorus sees Dalila in more mercenary,
mercantile terms as a gaudy trade ship advertising its wares. What is captivating about
Cleopatra’s carefully orchestrated self-presentation upon her barge is filtered through a more
dismissive male gaze in Milton’s tragedy. While Enobarbus is truly beguiled by the sight of
Cleopatra on her ship, Milton’s Chorus, catching sight of Dalila, owns the same misogynistic
attitude expressed by the Romans elsewhere (and often) in Shakespeare’s play, one that sees
women as lascivious, conniving, and untrustworthy.177 The Chorus’s description of Dalila is
similarly sexualized and condescending, and it transforms the ship imagery into something
garish; it is ambiguous whether the Chorus is legitimately confused or merely sarcastic when it
claims not to be able to decipher what she is: “But who is this, what thing of sea or land?/Female
of sex it seems”(SA 710-11). The Chorus’s description is scornful of Dalila’s frippery, and it
attributes an indiscriminate amorousness and overblown sense of pride to her trappings as they
are “[c]ourted by all the winds that hold them play”(719). While Cleopatra stuns Enobarbus with
her floating tableau, Milton’s Chorus is turned off by the arrival of the gaudy woman it sees.
What is remarkable is that if Milton uses the echo of Antony and Cleopatra to criticize
Dalila, he also uses it to criticize Samson. To the wonder of his tribesmen, Samson, after all,
chose this garish woman “rather/Than [a woman from] thine own tribe fairer, or as fair,/At least
of thy nation, and as noble”(SA 216-18). An even more stunning irony, though, is that Milton
identifies Samson himself with both Dalila as a merchant ship and Cleopatra upon her barge.
Early in the tragedy, Samson, complaining about his departed magnificence, describes his former
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self as a ruined ship that was once similarly “gloriously rigged.” He is glad, in fact, that his
blindness saves him from perceiving the discrepancy between his former physical grandeur—his
physique, his handsomeness—and his current filthy, ruined state:
Yet that which was the worst now least afflicts me,
Blindness, for had I sight, confused with shame,
How could I once look up, or heave the head,
Who like a foolish pilot have shipwrecked,
My vessel trusted to me from above,
Gloriously rigged
(SA 195-200)

Samson’s body, infused with the unimaginable strength of heaven, is this “vessel . . . Gloriously
rigged.”178 The verbal echoes suggest that Samson is ultimately like his nemesis, the proud and
materialistic Dalila as well as the proud Cleopatra. Samson and his estranged wife are thus more
alike than Samson cares to admit; they are both figured by Milton as vain, garish treasure
ships.179 He, too, once paraded about like a “vessel . . . Gloriously rigged.” Echoes of
Cleopatra’s description, then, undermine Samson’s efforts to distinguish himself from his wife
either by his values—which prove quite similar to hers—or by asserting his masculinity; rather,
through the common imagery of the grand ship, Milton suggests that Samson is similar to the
extreme example of femininity which he despises.180
If Milton suggests Samson is similar to Dalila and Cleopatra, he also suggests Samson is
similar to Antony. The link between Samson and Antony is more thematic. Just as Samson
shares Antony’s status as the preeminent warrior, he also shares Antony’s uxorious situation as a
warrior whose reputation and fame are lost because of an enchanting, foreign woman.
Anthony’s martial fame, like Samson’s, is largely a thing of the past, to be recounted by other
characters. In the present, both heroes have been emasculated through their relationship with
seductive foreign women (Cleopatra in Antony’s case, Dalila in Samson’s). The degradation of
Samson’s masculinity at the hands of his wife, along with the suggestion that she has reversed
roles with him, are important thematic recollections of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, a
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play in which Cleopatra repeatedly turns the tables on Antony and undermines his identity as the
age’s greatest male warrior.181 Both men forfeit their heroic reputation because of their uxorious
behavior, and in both tragedies, this wanton behavior is spurred on by their pride.182
The greatest of warriors, Samson is defeated by a Philistine matron. This opens him to
the same charge of unmanly dotage that hounds Antony throughout Shakespeare’s tragedy.
Once the paragon of Roman martial fortitude, Antony’s martial reputation is now recalled only
in its leaving. The soldier Philo, in the tragedy’s opening speech, laments the loss of Antony’s
soldierly bearing to “this dotage of our general’s”(AC 1.1.1) as he recalls the disparity between
what Antony once was and what he is now, a mere instrument of Cleopatra’s:
Nay, but this dotage of our general’s
O’erflows the measure. Those his goodly eyes,
That o’er the files and musters of the war
Have glowed like plated Mars, now bend, now turn
The office and devotion of the view
Upon a tawny front. His captain’s heart,
Which in the scuffles of great fights hath burst
The buckles on his breast, reneges all temper
And is become the bellows and the fan
To cool a gypsy’s lust. (AC 1.1.1-10)

Samson’s effeminization proves as dire as Antony’s. In Samson’s own words, he has been
“Effeminatly vanquish’t”(SA 562) by a “deceitful Concubine”(537), leaving him “[n]ow blind,
disheartn’d, sham’d, dishonour’d, quell’d”(563). He describes his humiliating defeat as a
castration, and laments that his wife has “shore me/Like a tame wether [a castrated sheep], all my
precious fleece,/Then turn’d me out ridiculous, despoiled,/ Shaven, and disarmed among my
enemies”(537-40). Still seething at his disgrace, he at least feels freed from his excessive dotage
upon women and their “fair fallacious looks”(533):
The base degree to which I now am fall’n,
These rags, this grinding, is not yet so base
As was my former servitude, ignoble,
Unmanly, ignominious, infamous,
True slavery, and that blindness worse than this,
That saw not how degenerately I served. (SA 414-19)
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Samson’s pronouncement is a powerful expression of Milton’s idea that through trial, the
individual can free him or herself from slavish tyranny and idolatry. Having escaped from
uxorious excess, though, Samson’s tragedy is rather that he cannot escape his other shortcomings
tied to his heroic demeanor—his rash temper, his desire for revenge against his sworn enemies,
his propensity towards a violent, physical solution.
Just as Milton uses Samson’s final, violent act of vengeance to distinguish him from
Coriolanus, he also uses it to distinguish him from Antony. In Shakespeare’s tragedy, Antony
fails to deliver a final, knockout blow to his enemy, Caesar, like the kind Samson manages
against the Philistines, but Antony ultimately accepts his fate, or rather, he sees beyond it. He
and Cleopatra have created their own world, a world where they exist for each other and the
world exists for them alone.183 Not so for Samson, who partakes of no such love that matches
his great fame. In contrast, his love for Dalila is painfully opportunistic. As he tells his father,
Manoa, he “took [her] to wife”(SA 227) thinking “it lawful from my former act, [his disastrous
marriage to the woman from Timna]/And [to] the same end; still watching to oppress/Israel’s
oppressors”(231-32). His father also reminds him of his first wife “thou didst plead/Divine
impulsion prompting how thou might’st/Find some occasion to infest our foes”(421-3).
Ironically, Samson’s behavior finds a perfect compliment in Dalila’s, “who to save/Her country
from a fierce destroyer, chose/Above the faith of wedlock bands”(984-6). When it comes to
love, Milton suggests that Samson, for all his God-given strength, is a character who remains
smaller than Antony. If Samson’s love is anemic in comparison to Antony’s, not so his rage at
the wife who has betrayed him. Samson remains unremittingly hostile to his estranged wife.
When Dalila asks to touch his hand, Samson warns “Not for thy life, lest fierce remembrance
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wake/My sudden rage to tear thee joint by joint”(952-3). Below the surface of his seeming
acceptance of responsibility for his situation simmers an inordinate rage. This is in stark contrast
to Shakespeare’s example, where Antony’s anger towards Cleopatra’s betrayal quickly subsides,
and Antony dies displaying affection for her, and she for him.184 In fact, though Samson’s
behavior mirrors Dalila’s in most respects (this is perhaps the greatest irony of the tragedy) it
differs in one radical way—Dalila exhibits a propensity during their encounter to seek out
forgiveness and mercy, qualities which Samson dismisses as female chicanery and weakness.
As tragedies about the downfall of Roman warriors, Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and
Antony and Cleopatra share another powerful theme with Samson Agonistes that is tied to
martial valor: namely, the abiding concern in Greek and Roman culture with a warrior’s fame
and public reputation.185 For Milton, this classical obsession with worldly fame is diametrically
opposed to true Christian heroism. While Shakespeare is interested in ironies that reveal such
fame to be a kind of performance that fails to live up to the venerated ideal, and is more often
than not motivated by concerns not of honor but of realpolitik, Milton is interested in contrasting
the cost of such earthly fame and reputation (in violence, in bloodshed) to unsung acts of
religious faith—what Milton describes in Paradise Lost as “the better fortitude/Of patience and
heroic martyrdom/Unsung”(PL 9.31-2).186 In Shakespeare’s Roman plays, Milton could see
how to undercut heroic action through dramatic irony, to both dazzle the reader, fulfilling his or
her desire for such action, even while asking the wiser sort of reader to question it.
In Milton’s tragedy, Samson proves obsessed with the earthly fame of marital deeds. To
build upon Shakespeare’s critique of Roman virtus, Milton has his Samson define himself by it.
Instead of the Roman world, Milton relocates his tragedy to Philistine Gaza, where the biblical
context asks readers to consider the virtus of “arms and the man” from the vantage point of their
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Christian faith. Milton questions the virtue of the heroic ideology Samson embraces, then, in
much the same way that Shakespeare questions Antony’s or Coriolanus’s—through powerful
dramatic ironies.187 Perhaps the most devastating irony by which Milton undercuts Samson’s
obsession with martial deeds is through echoes not of Antony, but of Shakespeare’s Egyptian
queen, an identification that Samson would reject as vehemently as he does Dalila’s
identification of his crime with her own.
Samson’s repugnance at the prospect of public humiliation in the theater before the
Philistine “lords”(SA 1310), as well as the fame he seeks (and his father honors) by his suicidal
revenge act, closely parallel the mindset and example of Shakespeare’s Cleopatra, who commits
suicide to thwart her enemy, Caesar, in order to wrest control of her reputation from him; she
refuses to be an infamous spectacle in Caesar’s triumph and will instead “show” herself “like a
queen”(AC 5.2.226). It is a magnificent irony for Milton to have Samson again echo the
behavior of this Egyptian queen, especially since Cleopatra so closely resembles Samson’s
estranged wife, Dalila, whose behavior Samson castigates as self-serving. The parallelism
between Samson’s own behavior at the end of his tragedy and that of Shakespeare’s theatrical
queen, who carefully studies how to manipulate men and opportune circumstances, undercuts
Samson’s bid to secure by his final, heroic act—the destruction of the Philistine theater— the
most masculine of identities as the greatest warrior. Rather, the parallelism of his thoughts and
actions with Shakespeare’s Cleopatra suggests that Milton sees Samson as serving himself and
his own concern for his earthly reputation, rather than serving God. Like Cleopatra, Samson
reinvigorates his reputation and fame through influencing the end of his tale as he chooses to
narrate it—how he single-handedly annihilated his enemies at the very moment they would
celebrate his defeat.188
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The ironic parallelism Milton establishes between Samson and Shakespeare’s Cleopatra
begins with the similarity of their situations. Both are prisoners, and what Cleopatra fears,
Samson already endures. Cleopatra announces that she “will not wait pinioned at your master’s
court”(AC 5.2.52), but this is already Samson’s fate since when the nuntius, or messenger,
comes to fetch him, he is told “His manacles remark him, there he [Samson] sits”(SA 1309).
Samson abhors this public humiliation, just as Cleopatra dreads it after Antony’s death.
Samson is as stridently opposed to being the butt of Philistine theatrical spectacle as
Shakespeare’s Egyptian queen is loath to be the butt of Caesar’s. At the Philistine theater,
Samson is to be part of the entertainment during the public feast for their god, Dagon. Among
the day’s “sacrifices, triumph, pomp, and games”(SA 1312) they would add “public
proof”(1314) of his strength to the day’s events. In Samson’s rebuke of the messenger sent to
fetch him, we hear his indignation at such humiliating treatment; the Philistines would reduce
the role of this mighty warrior to that of a clown:
Have they not sword-players, and every sort
Of gymnic artists, wrestlers, riders, runners,
Jugglers and dancers, antics, mummers, mimics,
But they must pick me out with shackles tired,
And over-laboured at their public mill,
To make them sport with blind activity?
....
Although their drudge, to be their fool or jester,
And in my midst of sorrow and heart-grief
To show them feats, and play before their god,
The worst of all indignities, yet on me.
Joined with extreme contempt? I will not come” (SA 1323-1328)

Samson rejects the messenger’s first offer to accompany him on religious grounds, but these
morph into proud disgust at the indignity done against his person: “Shall I abuse this
consecrated gift/Of strength . . . A Nazarite in place abominable/Vaunting my strength in
honour to their Dagon?/Besides, how vile, contemptible, ridiculous”(1354-61).
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Samson’s recoil at such public humiliation recalls Cleopatra’s similar fear of the fate
that awaits her. She reacts to its prospect with “thoughts of horror”(AC 5.2.62): “Shall they
hoist me up/And show me to the shouting varletry/Of censuring Rome”(5.2.54-6)? Similarly,
she tells her servant Iras: “[t]hou an Egyptian puppet shall be shown/In Rome as well as I.
Mechanic slaves/With greasy aprons, rules, and hammers shall/Uplift us to the view”(5.2.20710). Like Samson, Cleopatra would rather die than be paraded before the Romans in Caesar’s
triumph where “the quick comedians/Extemporally will stage us,” and she “shall see/Some
squeaking Cleopatra boy my greatness/I’ th’ posture of a whore”(5.2.215-6; 219-20).
Shakespeare has Cleopatra define her fears in terms of base theatrical spectacle, and Milton
departs from the Book of Judges narrative to define Samson’s concern in similar terms. In the
end, we might say that because both Cleopatra and Samson fear being shamed on the theater’s
stage, they determine instead to enact noble tragedies. Rather than be the subject of comic
interludes, they chose heroic suicide.
Samson’s dread of public humiliation parallels Cleopatra’s, but so too does his
dissembling to thwart this fate. In this, he (or rather, Milton) learns from Shakespeare’s archactress. Cleopatra strings the Romans along and feigns “sweet dependency”(AC 5.2.26).189 To
the demands of Caesar’s messenger, Cleopatra claims that she “hourly learn[s]/A doctrine of
obedience”(5.2.30-1). She flatters Caesar, “My master and my lord/I must obey”(5.2.115-6), and
excuses her behavior with an argument which Milton will later appropriate for Dalila: “I cannot
project my own cause so well/To make it clear, but do confess I have/Been laden with like
frailties which before/Have often shamed our sex”(5.2.120-3). Cleopatra has already resolved,
though, “To do the thing that ends all other deeds,/Which shackles accidents and bolts up
change”(5.2.5-6).190 She is too proud a character to let her enemies determine the nature of her
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final scene, and so she will see it acted as she wishes history to record it. In a telling verbal echo,
if Cleopatra will foil the Romans’ “most absurd intents” to stage her before a crowd, Samson
will foil the “absurd commands”(SA 1337) of the Philistines when he is led out into their public
theater with “pipes/And timbrels” “to heave, pull, draw, or break” things for the amusement of
the crowd (SA 1616-7, 1626).191
Like Cleopatra, Samson feigns compliance when he agrees to accompany the Philistine
messenger whom he initially rebuffed. Perhaps he has even more reason to want to spite his
enemies than Cleopatra. After all, what Cleopatra most fears, the shame that Caesar will “lead”
her “in triumph”(AC 5.2.108), Samson actually experiences: first at the public mill, then in the
Philistine theater. When he departs, Samson confides in the Chorus “[b]e of good courage, I
begin to feel/Some rousing motions in me which dispose/To something extraordinary my
thoughts”(SA 1381-3). Milton’s tragedy does not reveal these thoughts to the reader, but Samson
has clearly formulated some idea of what he will try to accomplish in the Philistine theater. He
tells his countrymen “I with this messenger will go along . . . If there be aught of presage in the
mind,/This day will be remarkable in my life/By some great act, or of my days the last”(1384-9).
As Cleopatra flatters Caesar with “[m]y master and my lord/I must obey”(AC 5.2.115-6),
Samson, reversing his earlier defiance, now tells the Philistine messenger he will accompany him
willingly, for “Masters’ commands come with a power resistless/To such as owe them absolute
subjection”(SA 1404-5). Just as Caesar, in light of Cleopatra’s subservience, promises her that
“If you apply yourself to our intents,/Which towards you are most gentle, you shall find/A
benefit in this change”(AC 5.2.125-7), the Philistine messenger tells Samson that his newfound
“compliance . . . wilt win the lords/To favour, and perhaps to set thee free”(SA 1411-2). Like
Cleopatra, though, Samson clearly has other ideas about how his story will end. For Milton,
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Samson’s interest in his own fame and heroic legacy makes suspect his assertion as he departs
with the messenger that he will take no action “that may dishonour/Our Law, or stain my vow of
Nazarite”(1385-6).
In his final, suicidal “performance” within the Philistine theater, Samson’s words also
betray a satisfaction similar to that which Cleopatra takes as she addresses the asp: “O, couldst
thou speak,/That I might hear thee call great Caesar ass/Unpolicied”(AC 5.2.305-7). Samson, put
through the humiliating spectacle before a crowd which Cleopatra would escape, addresses a
grim joke to the Philistines about the feats of strength they bid him to perform: “Now of my own
accord such other trial/I mean to show you of my strength, yet greater;/As with amaze shall
strike all who behold”(SA 1643-5). And strike he does. If Antony’s “serpent of old Nile”(AC
1.5.26) chooses a suicide befitting her alluring persona, the bite of that “pretty worm of Nilus . . .
That kills and pains not”(5.2.242-3), Samson chooses a death befitting his heroic one. Like
Cleopatra, he will go to his death with his sense of pride intact and the bitter satisfaction that he
has had the last laugh on his enemy. To this end, and contrary to the Book of Judges narrative,
Milton withholds from readers what exactly goes through Samson’s mind as he stands between
the pillars: “which when Samson/Felt [the pillars] in his arms, with head a while inclin’d/And
eyes fast-fix’t he stood, as one who pray’d,/Or some great matter in his mind revolv’d”(SA 16351638). Befitting Cleopatra’s ego, she likewise writes her story to the end, and commands “show
me, my women, like a queen. Go fetch/My best attires. I am again for Cydnus/To meet Mark
Antony”(AC 5.2.226-8); “give me my robe. Put on my crown”(279). Samson does much the
same. His final “act” will be a spectacle that, like Cleopatra’s, ensures his name will be placed
where he feels it belongs—among the roll call of God’s greatest heroes. This will come to pass,
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as his father Manoa promises he “will . . . build him/A monument”(SA 1733-4) in honor of his
heroic deeds.192
The verbal echoes and thematic parallels between Milton’s tragedy and Shakespeare’s
late Roman ones, Coriolanus and Antony and Cleopatra, thus serve a significant purpose in
Milton’s critique of classical heroism, and it is this classical heroism that largely defined the
values of literary heroism which Milton inherited. Milton, like Shakespeare, stages the heroic
ideal that so fascinates audiences, but he does so for different reasons, and in a different time.
If in Shakespeare’s era, a critique of such a hero might allude to a troubled (and very public)
warrior like Essex, in Milton’s era, a critique of such heroism, and its implications for revenge
and forgiveness, had new relevance after a Civil War and the restoration of the monarchy.
Samson Agonistes not only offers conflicting viewpoints between characters that destabilize any
consensus about heroic valor; it pushes against the pillars of heroic valor with thematic and
verbal echoes of an earlier dramatist/poet. Shakespeare’s late Roman tragedies provide Milton
a consistent, ironic counterpoint to the martial and masculine values espoused by Samson and
his Danite tribesmen. Exploring these echoes is a way to rediscover tensions that Milton builds
into his tragedy and to combat, as it were, the tendency by scholars to interpret Samson
Agonistes as a validation of Samson’s heroic violence in the name of true religion.193 Milton’s
echoes of Shakespeare’s Roman plays disturb the certainty by which “a male readership [once]
reclaimed Milton as a masculinist, patriarchal poet” through this poem.194 As the English
public clamored for celebratory expressions of heroism in the wake of the Restoration, Milton
saw it as imperative to interrogate such values and to offer an alternative, Christian model to his
readers. In this quest, he engages Shakespeare as an ally.
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Chapter 4: “ ‘Eternal tempest never to be Calmed’: Merciful Heroines and Stern Judges in
Milton’s Samson Agonistes and Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure and The Merchant of
Venice”
In this chapter, I will continue to read Milton’s Samson Agonistes in terms of
Shakespearean tragedy, but also in terms of a context in which it is not typically read—in terms
of Shakespearean comedy.195 I argue that in their encounter at the Gaza prison, Samson and
Dalila enact a scene favored by Shakespeare in his dark comedies—one where a heroine argues
on behalf of mercy and equity against a stern, inflexible judge or interpreter of the law.196 In this
encounter, Dalila pleads with her estranged husband to consider her crimes with compassion in
light of his own transgressions. She asks him to apply the principle of mercy, and the related
principle of equity, to her case and to forgive her. She seeks, she says, to reconcile with him.
Her arguments for mercy, and hence for forgiveness, prove close analogues to arguments made
by Isabella in Measure for Measure (1604) and Portia in The Merchant of Venice (1596-7).197
What possible reason could Milton have, though, for recalling Shakespearean comedy in the
middle of Samson Agonistes? Dalila’s speech, as Elizabeth Sauer points out, occupies “the
central space . . . in a poem once judged by Aristotelian standards to lack a middle.”198
Recognizing Dalila’s arguments for mercy as the tragedy’s oft-unacknowledged middle is to
acknowledge how Milton challenges Samson’s insistence that his heroic actions represent the
only proper course of action. The nature of Dalila’s argument, the force of her rhetoric, and her
plausible sincerity at this moment in the tragedy, all contribute to challenge Samson’s logic and
motives. In this way, Shakespeare helps Milton complicate his portrayal of a character who
would otherwise be a flat, age-old “symbol for dangerous femininity,” a mere “liar, a
temptress.”199 Dalila’s echo of Isabella’s and Portia’s arguments, coupled with Dalila and
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Samson’s scenic echo of these Shakespearean heroines pleading their case before hostile male
judges, help to confound our expectations for this villainess, and invites us, as Sharon Achinstein
observes, to reevaluate this “destructive female” who “stands strong as a potential heroine” for
her own people.200 Enacting a scenic pattern familiar from Shakespeare, Dalila argues for what
are essentially Christian virtues against Samson’s insistence that the conflict between their
peoples can only be resolved through heroic violence. In this way, as Achinstein points out,
Milton “both develops that tradition and criticizes it.” Elizabeth Sauer highlights the relativism
that Dalila’s arguments introduce into the tragedy. Sauer observes how “Dalila’s apologia in
particular further unsettles a performance and a text plagued by problems of closure.” She
argues that with Dalila’s speeches, Milton “accomodat[es] a competing and intersecting
performance,” the voice of a “powerful other,” that “challenges the reader of the tragedy to
confront alternative models of motivation, piety (loyalty to one’s nation) ([SA]955, 993), and
standards of judgment.”201 This is in keeping with the opinion of Milton scholars like John
Leonard, who continue to draw attention to the tragedy’s “competing claims.”202 The success
and familiarity of Shakespeare’s scenic model increases the likelihood that Dalila’s arguments
will be dramatically compelling, and as Elizabeth Sauer concludes, “[t]o acknowledge the
compelling, potent nature of Dalila, as Samson himself does in rehearsing his tragedy, is . . . to
mark her, as ‘an agent of change within the action of the text itself, a boundary-crossing presence
that defies [Samson’s] ideological intractability’.”203 In short, by imitating the pattern of
Shakespeare’s scenes between a rhetorically gifted heroine and a stern judge, Dalila’s arguments
for mercy, her pleas for equity and forgiveness, cast doubt upon the Chorus’s confident
conclusion that “All is best”(SA 1745) at the tragedy’s end. I assert that while Dalila herself
remains morally flawed (though perhaps no less so than her husband), her arguments unleash a
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powerful Christian perspective in Milton’s tragedy, one that draws attention to, and criticizes, her
own self-interest no less than Samson’s.
If Samson’s words paint Dalila as an unnatural villainess, Milton arms her with tested
and convincing arguments on behalf of mercy and equity. Her rhetoric, persuasive in its own
right, gains force from the line of dramatic characters whom she recalls from Shakespeare’s
popular dramas—notably, Portia and Isabella as they confront angry men enforcing the strictest
letter of the law. Shakespeare’s mature comedy and tragicomedy establish the model by which
an intellectual heroine shines through a brilliant legal defense of both mercy and equity, and this
pattern was imitated by other popular dramatists, notably by John Webster in The White Devil.204
As interpreters of the law, Shakespeare’s heroines base their arguments for mercy upon equity,
or a special reconsideration of the law in the face of its unremitting harshness. As Martha C.
Nussbaum has documented, both terms have a long tradition of being paired together in this way,
so that when one considers equity, or a special revaluation of the law as it applies to the
circumstances of an individual case, it often also implies the application of mercy.205 In Measure
for Measure and The Merchant of Venice, Isabella’s and Portia’s arguments for mercy on behalf
of Claudio and Antonio center upon equity, or amending the law to take into account mitigating
circumstances particular to each case in accordance with the judge’s better conscience. Isabella
and Portia’s legal arguments prove forceful enough to re-direct each play’s narrative, steering
their plays’ impending tragedies towards comic resolution.206 Moreover, the superior
intelligence and rhetorical skills of these two heroines are inseparable from their success, and as
enlightened advocates of Christian mercy, they are thoughtful, fit instructors of law to the men
around them.
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Ironically, the villainess Dalila in Samson Agonistes comes to share with Shakespeare’s
Isabella and Portia a profound appreciation for the principles of mercy and equity—in short, for
the need for forgiveness. Milton keeps the motive for Dalila’s newfound appreciation
ambiguous; it is dramatically plausible that she has gained insight into the need for forgiveness
through reflection upon her own terrible actions, though it is more likely that she lights upon
these arguments because they best serve her cause to recover her husband. Ricki Heller has
argued, for instance, that Dalila seems to think of love in physical, rather than spiritual terms,
and her ardent desire remains to have her husband (and his body) back under her care.207 In
Heller’s reading, “her love is not genuine” because it is overly concerned with the physical
nature of their relationship.208 Whether Dalila is motivated by pride, by physical desire, or by
some actual remorse (or a combination of all three), she is inspired to teach the doctrine of mercy
and forgiveness to a recalcitrant judge—her Israelite husband Samson. Milton allows dramatic
space for Dalila’s appreciation of mercy to emerge from what could be her character’s insights
into her own behavior in the wake of Samson's blinding and imprisonment. In this apparent
capacity for self-assessment, she further resembles her Shakespearean counterparts Isabella and
Portia. According to Dalila, having had time to consider the error of her former actions, she can
now appraise them matter-of-factly in her speeches before Samson.209 Dalila asks for mercy
from Samson, but she also sees that Samson needs the mercy of others, and—by extension—that
we all have need of it. Even if her argument is motivated by self-interest, its insight would ring
true for Milton’s Christian reader. This is quite a profound insight for the Philistine Dalila to
achieve within the confines of Samson Agonistes’s archaic, bellicose world, and her example
finds an apt precursor in Isabella’s and Portia’s own sensitivity to the importance of mercy.
Milton, however, respects the Old Testament setting of his poem by allowing Dalila to appreciate
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the necessity for mercy based on her character’s own experiences, without access to the example
of Christ’s sacrifice that so clearly informs the arguments of Isabella and Portia.
Adding support to the ways in which Dalila enters into dialogue with Isabella and Portia
is the extent to which Samson enters into a similar dialogue with the male judges from these
Shakespearean dark comedies (which are essentially tragicomedies). In particular, his speeches
recall the hostile rhetoric of those merciless, male interpreters of the law Angelo and Shylock.
Insofar as Samson’s steadfast opinion is that Dalila is a depraved seductress, Milton also aligns
Samson with the broader tradition of Shakespearean tragic heroes who, in their madness and
rage, equate women with sexual monsters—most notably Hamlet, Lear, Antony, and Leontes in
The Winter’s Tale. If Dalila’s affinities with Shakespearean heroines who argue for equity and
mercy complicate our portrait of her, so, too, do Samson’s affinities with Shakespeare’s
unforgiving male judges and enraged misogynists. By recalling such Shakespearean characters
in the confrontation between Dalila and Samson, Milton ultimately complicates our
interpretation of his Israelite hero’s motives, heroic values, and virtue.210
This Shakespearean context thus furthers the interpretations of Samson Agonistes offered
by scholars like Joseph Wittreich, John Shawcross, Stanley Fish, and Peter C. Herman. These
scholars all conclude that the central action of Samson Agonistes—Samson’s destruction of the
Philistine temple/theater—is intentionally mired in ambiguity by Milton, as are the competing
accounts in the tragedy of Samson’s prior heroic deeds.211 In a poem marked by such ambiguity,
it should not surprise us that Dalila, the purported enemy of Israel, argues forcefully on behalf of
equity and reconciliation. Nor should it surprise us that Samson, Israel’s purported hero,
possesses an intractable rage and hatred for his wife that raise questions about the justice of his
actions towards her and the Philistines.212 The best available model for interpreting Milton’s
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censure of Samson’s heroism, remains, I think, Joseph Wittreich’s Interpreting Samson
Agonistes (1986). Wittreich argues that Samson is a hero who enacts a troubling and violent
brand of heroism, a heroism that is, in the final analysis, more pagan and Satanic than Christian.
My reading of Samson in the context of these Shakespearean allusions concurs with Wittreich’s
reading. I see Samson, in the final analysis, as a failed, rather than a regenerated, hero—as a
warning to readers rather than as a model for imitation. While there are other “Samsons” present
in Milton’s poem, the interpretive thrust of the Shakespearean allusions I discuss is ultimately
toward critique and criticism of Samson’s heroism.

1. Dalila
Samson’s visit by Dalila, “my wife, my traitress”(SA 725), is the most dramatic and
emotionally charged encounter Samson has with another character in the tragedy, and this
encounter centers upon Dalila’s pleas for mercy and forgiveness.213 Clearly, Dalila has a lot at
stake in coming before her husband—her pride, her reputation, her feelings. While Sharon
Achinstein argues what is surely the majority opinion regarding her motives—how, in the end,
“she abandons her love-plotting . . . [and] boasts of the heroism of her betrayal,” Anthony Low
offers an equally compelling motive, that her “basic reason for coming [to visit Samson] may be
quite simple: she thinks she has acted, and is acting, out of love.”214 He concludes “[t]here is no
need entirely to disbelieve her.” Low allows though, as does Ricki Heller and others, that “the
‘love’ of which she speaks is poles apart from the mutual married love and companionship that
Milton describes in the divorce tracts and movingly portrays in Paradise Lost.”215 Dalila does
seem to need charity from Samson; this resonates in her opening supplication of penance and
remorse; it informs her attempt to show, under Samson’s verbal assault, the equality of their
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crimes and hence the logic in forgiving her; and it culminates in her desperate plea that Samson
“severely . . . exact not /More strength from me, than in thyself was found”(SA 788-89). Mercy’s
legal handmaiden—equity—informs her entreaty, including her argument that her betrayal was
motivated by selfish—but not criminal motives—what she terms “the jealousy of love”(791).
The need for a fairer assessment of Dalila’s motives is apparent, too, in her admission that she
could not withstand the verbal “assaults” of the Philistine nobility and clergy, whose arguments
and threats would have worn down “the best-resolved of men”(847), and whose relentless
cajoling misled her to obey “Virtue, as I thought, truth, duty so enjoining”(870).216 Even arguing
on behalf of her own self-interest (regaining her husband, protecting her pride), she hits upon a
powerful Christian truth. The personal testimony she provides in her defense demonstrates that
Dalila has come to appreciate the same principles of mercy and charity that inform Isabella’s and
Portia’s ideas about justice in Shakespeare’s dark comedies. That this connection rises to the
level of critical allusion is clear when we consider the host of dramatic conventions associated
with Isabella and Portia of which Dalila also partakes—the confrontation scene with a hostile
male judge, the persuasive eloquence of her argument, the centrality of equity to her thinking,
and a humility and self-awareness about her own shortcomings. In the unwavering resistance
with which Samson greets her pleas in her own defense, Dalila also shares a dramatic fate with
those tragic heroines in Shakespeare who are condemned by their husbands or judges.
Dalila’s identification with these heroines begins, however, with the pointedly legal
nature of her rhetoric. Her arguments before Samson constitute a stirring legal defense fit for the
courtroom which consists of her “proper testimony.” 217 Such a defense is fitting in a tragedy
whose legal nature has been affirmed by other critics.218 In her opening words to Samson, Dalila
frankly admits her guilt and her fear in confronting him:
With doubtful feet and wavering resolution
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I came, still dreading thy displeasure, Samson,
Which to have merited, without excuse,
I cannot but acknowledge; yet if tears
May expiate (though the fact more evil drew
In the perverse event than I foresaw)
My penance hath not slackened, though my pardon
No way assured (SA 732-39)

Dalila’s tears are also a dramatic convention signaling the potential sincerity of her words.219
Her tears here recall those “natural tears” of contrition shed by Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost
(PL 12.645), as well as those “psychological tears” that Margo Swiss identifies as part of the
affective being we all share with God.220 Samson, however, sees these tears as crocodile tears,
but based on her plaintive eloquence, her suffering certainly sounds as real as Samson’s. Thus,
we might see Dalila along with Raymond B. Waddington as a mirror image or “feminization of
Samson’s [own] melancholy posture.”221
In the speech above, Dalila seeks pardon and forgiveness from her husband for whom she
still claims a strong “conjugal affection”(SA 739).222 She says she wants to atone for the pain she
has caused him: “to lighten what thou suffer’st, and appease/Thy mind with what amends is in
my power,/Though late, yet in some part to recompense/My rash but most unfortunate
deed”(744-47). She seeks mercy in his judgment of her; if we take her character at her word,
she wants forgiveness to pass between them and for reconciliation to begin.
It is striking how closely her arguments on behalf of mercy recall the stirring rhetoric of
Isabella and Portia. As a novice nun in Measure for Measure, Isabella demonstrates an
enormous capacity for mercy in deed, not just in thought, and she pleads for Angelo’s pardon
even though she thinks he has executed her brother. Her example provides instruction at the end
of the play for the Duke of Vienna in how to rightly apply true mercy.223 She begs of the Duke
to
Look, if it please you, on this man condemn’d
As if my brother liv’d. I partly think
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A due sincerity govern’d his deeds
Till he did look on me. Since it is so,
Let him not die. (MM 5.1.442-5)

Dalila’s testimony before her husband proves a similarly powerful appeal for mercy and
forgiveness—not on someone else’s behalf, as in the case of Isabella, but on her own.224
Dalila’s argument for mercy and forgiveness rests upon two things: 1) an appreciation of
Christian charity but also, 2) the manifold meanings of equity, both legal and commonplace. In
testifying before Samson about the circumstances of her poor behavior, Milton’s contemporaries
could understand Dalila’s appeal for mercy in terms of Christian mercy, mercy in imitation of the
charity Christ first showed to fallen humankind in spite of our sinfulness and fallibility. In
Measure for Measure, Isabella explains that the roots of earthly mercy (including judicial mercy)
lie in Christ’s example: “[w]hy, all the souls that were, were forfeit once/And He that might the
vantage best have took/Found out the remedy”(MM 2.2.73). In The Merchant of Venice, Portia
expounds the same argument in stunning poetic detail in what is perhaps that play’s most
memorable speech:225
The quality of mercy is not strain’d,
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice blest,
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes,
‘Tis mightiest in the mightiest, it becomes
The throned monarch better than his crown.
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,
The attribute to awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings:
But mercy is above this sceptred sway,
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God’s
When mercy seasons justice: therefore Jew,
Though justice be thy plea, consider this,
That in the course of justice, none of us
Should see salvation: we do pray for mercy,
And that same prayer, doth teach us all to render
The deeds of mercy (MV 4.1.182-200)
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Lawrence Danson sums up Portia’s argument this way: “as only God’s mercy can free us from
the just sentence passed against mankind, so in Venice’s strict court only an act of mercy can
mitigate the rigor of law.”226 Such mercy spreads like ripples in a pond. At the end of The
Merchant of Venice, Antonio, for example, agrees to relinquish his claim to Shylock’s property,
which would have been unduly punitive of him to keep, “ha[ving] learned the trial’s lesson” as
Portia would teach it.227
Dalila, in a very different time and place, perhaps has learned the same lesson in the
events leading up to the action of Milton’s tragedy.228 Her pleas highlight the unforgiving
culture in which she and Samson live. She begs of him:
Be not unlike all others, not austere
As thou art strong, inflexible as steel.
If thou in strength all mortals dost exceed,
In uncompassionate anger do not so (SA 815-18)

She voices this idea more than once, in fact. Earlier, she asks him to forgive her crime so “that
men may censure thine/The gentler”(SA 787-88). She essentially asks Samson to behave like
Isabella, pardoning one who has harmed her as a way to teach others how to apply such
mercy.229 Dalila’s plea for mercy and forgiveness make her the de facto voice of Christian
charity, along with those Philistines inclined toward it, “More generous far and civil”(SA
1467).230
Such forthright self-awareness and humility are distinguishing characteristics of
Shakespeare’s heroines Isabella and Portia. Their modesty in owning their faults distinguishes
them as fit spokespersons for mercy, both in terms of their dramatic credibility and in terms of
the Christian values of “Vienna,” “Venice,” and of course, England. In The Merchant of Venice,
Portia’s humility is precisely what renders her fit to instruct others in mercy—not only Shylock,
but even other Christians, like Antonio. She states:
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. . . the full sum of me
Is sum of something: which to term in gross,
Is an unlesson’d girl, unschool’d, unpractised,
Happy in this, she is not yet so old
But she may learn: happier than this,
She is not bred so dull but she can learn; (MV 3.2.157-62)

Isabella in Measure for Measure also humbles herself. For her character, however, the lesson of
such mercy is something she acquires over time in Measure for Measure much as Dalila might in
Samson Agonistes, not something she possesses at the outset, as is the case for Portia.231
Isabella’s rejection of the physical body and its desires suggests she already possesses a high
degree of humility (she desires even “more strict restraint”[MM 1.4.4] than the already strict
order of St. Clare can provide her), but scholars often regard her piety at the beginning of the
play, which privileges her chastity above her brother Claudio’s life, as overly-strict, naïve, and
smacking of self-regard.232
In contrast to the mercy Isabella displays at the end of Measure for Measure, her earlier
conversation with her brother is devoid of any sense of compassion we would expect for a
beloved sibling: “More than our brother is our chastity”(MM 2.4.184), she declares, as she
informs Claudio that “Mercy to thee would prove itself a bawd;/’Tis best thou diest
quickly”(2.2.29-33). To save the brother she still loves, she must confront the extremity of her
position:
There is a vice that most I do abhor,
And most desire should meet the blow of justice;
For which I would not plead, but that I must;
For which I must not plead, but that I am
At war ‘twixt will and will not. (MM 2.2.29-33)

In act two, her sense of justice proves, ironically, as merciless as Angelo’s; both of their
characters, as David McCandless argues, prove “reclusive ascetics who deploy extreme defenses
against eruptive sexual drives.”233 She will only learn to temper such rigorous logic with mercy
at the play’s end. Prompted by what R. G. Hunter refers to as “the long pause” in act five
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between Mariana’s plea for Isabella to take action and the Duke’s pronouncement of death for
Angelo, Isabella finally argues “for the mitigation of the law’s rigor.” 234 What matters to
Shakespeare is that Isabella learns to internalize compassion for her fellow human beings and
their failings as a necessary part of the same Christian outlook by which she defends her
chastity.235 One of the possibilities in Milton’s ambiguous tragedy is that Dalila also benefits
from such individual growth towards a more enlightened perspective.
Like Isabella at the conclusion of Measure for Measure, Dalila believes she deserves
Samson’s mercy because she has undergone a similarly painful process of growth which has led
her to self-awareness of, and repentance for, her former behavior. Dalila’s character has already
learned of the necessity for mercy to temper the law’s rigor in the events directly preceding the
action of Milton’s tragedy. Like Portia, Dalila now possesses a healthy humility about her own
shortcomings that informs her thinking about mercy.236 She is an ethically flawed character, no
doubt, but Milton affords her enough psychological complexity that her desire for mercy and
forgiveness seem more than a mere self-serving ruse. Having her espouse lessons of mercy and
equity drawn from Shakespeare’s heroines is a novel way for Milton to achieve in Dalila the kind
of intricate character other scholars have connected to Milton’s interest in Euripidean tragedy
and its “doubled characters of complex powerful women.”237
In confessing her error to Samson, Dalila freely admits what he is loath to think about
himself—that she has been a fool, admitting “I was a fool, too rash, and quite mistaken/In what I
thought would have succeeded best”(SA 907-8). She now also says she wants to amend “what I
have misdone,/misguided”(911-12). Dalila has thus stumbled upon a founding principal
underlying the Christian faith—the principle that Isabella in Measure for Measure expounds
upon so eloquently—namely, that human weakness needs first to be acknowledged, and only
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after this has been done can individuals then can ask for charity and mercy from God (and by
extension, from his judges on earth).
Dalila channels the rhetoric of Isabella and Portia not just through her arguments on
behalf of mercy, however, but through her penetrating insights into the related concept of equity.
At the heart of her plea for mercy seems to be an awareness of the equivalence of her crimes and
Samson’s—she suggests that both of them have revealed entrusted secrets (she reveals his secret,
but he reveals it first, betraying himself but also his God). She therefore asks Samson to balance
his anger with “just allowance” that people often follow bad reasoning or wind up injuring those
about whom they most care. She is, of course, guilty, but so too is Samson, who “gave up [his]
fort of silence to a woman”(SA 236) and who has foolishly betrayed God’s sacred secret of his
strength. As she puts it: “Was it not weakness also,/To make known/For importunity, that is for
naught,/Wherein consisted all thy strength and safety?/To what I did thou show’dst me first the
way./But I to enemies revealed, and should not”(778-82). Dalila reasons that because of the
equity of their crimes, Samson surely can find it in his heart to begin to forgive her. Her
reasoning here rests upon a broad, common sense understanding of equity as sensible fairness: 238
Yet hear me Samson; not that I endeavour
To lessen or extenuate my offence,
But that on the other side if it be weighed
By itself, with aggravations not surcharged,
Or else with just allowance counterpoised,
I may, if possible, thy pardon find
The easier towards me, or thy hatred less. (SA 766-772)

The essentially identical nature of their crime, Dalila reasons, means Samson should show
charity in judging her, that the forgiveness (she imagines) he hopes to obtain from others, from
himself, from his God, should inform his own forgiveness of her. She continues:
Ere I to thee, thou to thyself wast cruel.
Let weakness then with weakness come to parle
So near related, or the same of kind,
Thine forgive mine; that men may censure thine
The gentler, if severely thou exact not
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More strength from me, than in thyself was found. (SA 784-89)

Here, Dalila argues that she and Samson have failed equally in keeping entrusted secrets. 239 She
assumes that Samson wants what any normal person would want— to have men “censure” him
“the gentler,” just as she wants him to be “gentler” in his denial of her. Equity rests upon this
principle—that everyone deserves (or at least desires) such a measure of mercy.240
Shakespeare’s Isabella and Portia pave the way for Dalila’s argument on behalf of equity
to emerge. Milton could easily look to Measure for Measure and find, in conjunction with
Isabella’s arguments on behalf of mercy for Claudio, an argument for equity similar to the one
that Dalila offers in Samson Agonistes. In Measure for Measure, Isabella asks Angelo to put
himself in Claudio’s place. She then suggests that since both men are equally guilty in the eyes
of God, Angelo should, to be fair, temper his justice with this knowledge:
Go to your bosom,
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know
That’s like my brother’s fault. If it confess
A natural guiltiness, such as is his,
Let it not sound a thought upon your tongue
Against my brother’s life. (MM 2.2.135-142)

Other characters in Measure for Measure reinforce Isabella’s argument about the role equity
plays in Christian mercy. Lord Escalus asks Angelo to consider our human fallibility; since we
all possess “a natural guiltiness” that can trip us at any moment, it behooves a judge to not be
unduly harsh in his or her sentencing. He asks Angelo to consider:
Whether you had not sometime in your life
Err’d in this point, which now you censure him,
And pull’d the law upon you. (MM 2.1.14-16)

The Duke points out the hypocrisy of one “whose cruel striking/ Kills for faults of his own
liking!”(3.2.258-59), and near the end of Measure for Measure, the Duke taunts Angelo with the
lack of equity and fairness by which he judged Isabella’s brother. The Duke, feigning
incredulity, declares of Angelo:
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If he had so offended,
He [Angelo] would have weigh’d thy brother by himself,
And not have cut him off (5.1.113-15)

Against eye-for-an-eye rhetoric, Isabella asks us to apply equity and consider Angelo’s (or any
individual’s) specific circumstances. She proves an important precursor for Dalila’s own
arguments as she invokes mitigating factors, including Angelo’s personal weaknesses and past
deeds. Demonstrating true Christian charity, Isabella goes so far as to suggest “I partly think/A
due sincerity govern’d his deeds/Till he did look on me”(5.1.442-4). Dalila applies the same
moral logic in asking Samson to forgive her own faults as well as his.
If Dalila’s argument for equity in Samson Agonistes is indebted to the arguments made by
the heroines in these Shakespearean comedies, it also resonates with the political circumstances
of post-Restoration England. As Elliot Visconsi has demonstrated, Milton is concerned
repeatedly with teaching “the English people to exercise the principle of equity in which one
weighs the spirit against the letter of the law, an act against its intention.”241 Visconsi places
Milton in the context of other Post-Restoration writers like Dryden and Neville whose goal is to
emphasize reconciliation. Indeed, by the 1670s, when Samson Agonistes (1671) was published,
the English nation may well have been tired of merciless judges like the one Milton portrays in
Samson. For Milton, God’s laws are “just and good to every wise and sober
understanding”(CPW 2.297-8), and so God requires “the observance thereof not otherwise than
to the law of nature and of equity imprinted in us seems correspondent”(CPW 2.2.97).242
Ironically, it is Milton’s Dalila, a Philistine, who points the way forward to these ideas of
Christian mercy and equity in Samson Agonistes.
Typically, Dalila’s character is read in relation to Shakespearean tragedy, and, in
particular, her similarities to (and divergences from) Cleopatra in Antony and Cleopatra (as I
myself have done in the preceding chapter).243 Such readings emphasize her role as a seductress
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and an actress, which is certainly how Samson and his fellow Danites persist in seeing this
“stately ship of Tarsus”(SA 714-5). Whether critics read Dalila as Samson does, as a malevolent
temptress, or whether they read her more sympathetically, as numerous critics have been inclined
to do since Empson’s reading of her in Milton’s God (1965), they generally support her
identification with (and debt to) Shakespeare’s Cleopatra.244 As I’ve attempted to demonstrate
here, viable connections also exist between her character and other Shakespearean characters,
and in a genre quite other than tragedy.

2. Samson
Dalila’s arguments serve to dramatically point up Samson’s flaws; they highlight
Samson’s obstinacy, rage, and desire for revenge. In this context, it is intriguing that there are
also strong similarities between Milton’s Samson and Shakespeare’s judges and arbiters of the
law such as Angelo, Shylock, and Leontes. The proximity of Samson’s outlook on justice and
mercy to that of these male Shakespearean characters is the compliment of Dalila’s proximity to
the merciful outlook of Shakespeare’s heroines from the same dark comedies (or in the case of
The Winter’s Tale, tragicomedy). Overall, Milton’s engagement with the role of the male judges
from these same Shakespearean scenes only further validates Dalila’s arguments for mercy and
forgiveness. As Milton’s Samson parallels the behavior of these stern Shakespearean judges and
interpreters of the law, it helps shine a critical light upon the nature of his heroism and values as
a biblical judge and champion of Israel.
In response to Dalila’s plea for pardon, Samson declares:
Such pardon therefore as I give my folly,
Take to thy wicked deed: which when thou seest
Impartial, self-severe, inexorable,
Thou wilt renounce thy seeking
. . . weakness is thy excuse
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. . . If weakness may excuse,
What murderer, what traitor, parricide,
Incestuous, sacrilegious, but may plead it?
All wickedness is weakness: that plea therefore
With god or man will gain thee no remission. (SA 825-35)

In this passage, Samson equates mercy with weakness. He understands it only as a breakdown or
failure of justice, rather than its possible fulfillment. With the words above, Samson manages to
dismiss the whole premise of charity which underpins the New Testament.245
A nearly identical critique of the punitive zeal dramatized by Samson is leveled at
Shakespeare’s Angelo in Measure for Measure. Samson is a veritable reincarnation of Angelo,
one who is guilty of those vices which he would condemn in others and a judge who zealously
embraces the most punitive aspects of the law. In Measure for Measure, Angelo’s application of
the law as a judge proves the dramatic foil that inspires Isabella’s arguments on behalf of mercy.
Angelo’s severity anticipates Samson’s extremism when the Viennese magistrate declares
“When I that censure him do so offend,/Let mine own judgment pattern out my death”(MM
2.1.29-30), and once Angelo is exposed for trying to seduce Isabella, he craves “Immediate
sentence, then, and subsequent death”(5.1.371). Samson’s thinking is remarkably similar as he
berates Dalila, admonishing her, as we have seen, “[s]uch pardon therefore as I give my
folly,/Take to thy wicked deed: which when thou seest/Impartial, self-severe, inexorable,/Thou
wilt renounce thy seeking”(SA 825-8). Both judges, Samson and Angelo, prove unreasonable
not only in sentencing others harshly, but also in desiring that they be severely punished
themselves according to the letter of the law. Dalila has pointed out the paradox of Samson’s
self-destructive logic with objective clarity when she observes “thou determinst weakness for no
plea/In man or woman, though to thy own condemning”(SA 843-4). In parallel fashion, the
Duke in Measure for Measure demonstrates the absurdity of Angelo’s logic by feigning to
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sentence him according to his own rigid law, pronouncing “An Angelo for Claudio; death for
death”(5.1.407).
Samson, like Angelo, has no concept of a middle ground, of moderation or equity, when
debating matters of justice. In his severity, in his refusal to entertain any notion of equity, he,
like Angelo, judges too severely.246 One of Isabella’s lines in Measure for Measure proves
remarkably apt with regard to Samson, who, possessing the strength of a giant, will not grant
Dalila any real forgiveness: “O, it is excellent to have a giant’s strength,” Isabella intones, “but it
is tyrannous/To use it like a giant”(MM 2.2.108-10). Isabella’s plea to Angelo perfectly captures
the error of Samson, a judge who would apply a severe, violent remedy to all matters. In fact, he
sees war, religion, judgeship (and even his marriage) as “contests” to be won through the
application of force.247 As I have indicated in my last chapter, we should read Samson’s
identification with giants throughout Milton’s tragedy—with Atlas(SA 150), the “sons of
Anak”(528), Harapha and Golaith(1247-9)—as criticism of his modus operandi, of his
characteristic mode of solving all problems through overwhelming physical violence. By his
own admission, Samson “used hostility” on his “enemies, whenever chanced”(SA 1202).
Samson’s final warning that Dalila not touch him, lest he might just “tear thee joint by
joint”(953) is therefore characteristic—a response apropos of one “[w]ho tore the lion, as the lion
tears the kid”(128). It is endemic of his brand of justice, and he repeatedly applies it, as all the
characters attest who encounter Samson in Milton’s tragedy. Such dismemberment is a penalty
that the more equitable Lord Escalus in Measure for Measure reserves only for the most
outrageous crimes, as when the Duke, disguised as a friar in Measure for Measure, appears at
court and slanders Lucio, the Duke, and the state itself as “unjust.” An outraged Escalus
responds by threatening to “tousel” the friar “joint from joint!”(5.1.309-10).248 This is a threat,
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however, that the audience knows can never be fulfilled because the insolent friar is the Duke
himself.
Along with his Shakespearean counterpart, Angelo, Samson lacks moderation, the
wisdom to “be keen, and rather cut a little,/Than fall, and bruise to death”(MM 2.1.5-6). As
Ernest Schanzer put it, the role of “the magistrate is . . . to heal, not to wound.”249 Either
character could benefit from heeding Lord Escalus in Measure for Measure, the portrait of a
reasonable judge. Despite his outburst at the friar, Escalus remains the counterweight to
Angelo’s severe interpretation of the law.250 Samson’s concern then, like Angelo’s, remains ever
with the letter of the law and its physical penalty, making Samson as absolute in his way as “the
precise Angelo” in his. Upon following the messenger to Dagon’s temple, Samson will once
again try to obey the letter of the law and “Nothing to do, be sure, that may dishonour/Our law,
or stain my vow of Nazarite”(SA 1385-6). He’s concerned with the letter of the law, yet his
actions give no thought to its spirit; he has already violated both the laws of Israel and his
Nazarite vows multiple times.251 Samson, then, proves particularly deficient when it comes to
matters of mercy and equity, and in this, he is identical to Shakespeare’s Angelo.
Samson will not entertain the idea of mercy or pardon for Dalila, just as he will not
entertain such an idea for himself; he remains, as Manoa remarks, “self-rigorous”(SA 513).252
His mentality reflects what Milton might imagine to be the mindset of an ancient Israelite who
favors the strict letter of the law, in all its physicality, over any notion of its spirit.253 Against
Samson’s repeated calls for self-flagellation, Manoa reminds him “thou bear’st/Enough, and
more the burden of that fault;/Bitterly hast thou paid, and still are paying/That rigid score”(43033).
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Yet Samson cannot help but think in these terms. In fact, his corporeal reading of the law
puts him into dialogue with another character from Shakespeare’s dark comedies, Antonio’s
nemesis in The Merchant of Venice, the equally rigid Shylock.254 Samson enacts a version of
Shylock; he is the recalcitrant plaintiff to Dalila’s Portia since he propounds an unremittingly
carnal, punitive interpretation of the law.255
Samson outdoes Shylock, however, in his willingness to pay for his betrayal of God’s
secret with his life, something even the stubborn Shylock is unwilling to trade for the satisfaction
of his bond at the end of The Merchant of Venice.256 Samson’s words about his condition even
recall some of the more poignant lines from this play. When Samson recounts how Dalila “shore
me like a tame wether, all my precious fleece,/Then turned me out ridiculous, despoiled,/Shaven,
and disarmed among my enemies”(SA 537-40), he repeats Antonio’s sentiment in The Merchant
of Venice about the merchant’s own doom: “I am a tainted wether of the flock,/Meetest for
death—the weakest kind of fruit /Drops earliest to the ground, and so let me”(MV 4.1.114-16).
The image of the castrated sheep or goat, the “wether,” well captures the corporeal, punitive
sense of justice as both Samson and Shylock understand it and apply it (the former, to himself,
the latter, to his Christian enemy).257 Indeed, the violent imagery of circumcision proves a
crucial symbol of Samson’s adherence to the letter of Old Testament law; the practice even
colors his acts of heroism.258
Samson and Shylock also share identical motives. Both act out of a desire for revenge
against “the uncircumcis’d.”259 Both would dispense lex talionis law—an eye for an eye—or, as
an eyeless Samson puts it, he desires “to pay my underminers in their coin”(SA 1204). Shylock
articulates a similar belief in his arresting “I am a Jew” speech: “And if you wrong us shall we
not revenge—/if we are like you in the rest, will we resemble you in/that. If a Jew wrong a
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Christian, what is his humility?/revenge! If a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his/sufferance
be by example?—why revenge!/The villainy you teach me I will execute, and it shall/go hard but
I will better the instruction”(MV 3.1.60-66). Samson proves no less exacting than Shylock in his
insistence on bodily punishment for his enemies (and for himself), in his desire for revenge
against “the uncircumcis’d,” and in his refusal to acknowledge the value of mercy in judgment or
sentencing.
This brings us to another aspect of Samson’s Shakespearean heritage, for his obstinacy
proceeds not just from his absurdly rigid moral code, but from a misogynistic anger directed at
the woman who ruined his life. Shakespeare was clearly invested in delineating this disease of
the male psyche for consummate dramatic effect. Misogynistic rage drives the tragic drama of
the great tragedies like Othello, King Lear, and Hamlet. Most importantly for my purposes, it
figures importantly in the tragicomic Winter’s Tale—another one of Shakespeare’s dark
comedies—where it motivates Leontes’s unbridled rage against his innocent wife. Milton’s
portrait of Samson resonates with Shakespeare’s insights into such extreme behavior. Samson is
unwilling to give Dalila anything approaching a fair hearing because he is convinced a priori
that she is a deceitful actress—a female monster in the mold of Lear’s daughters, or a veritable
sorceress in the mold of Antony’s Cleopatra.
Samson’s attacks against Dalila span a range of invective found in Shakespearean tragedy
and these ultimately serve to undermine our confidence in him as a judge. Such invective in
Shakespearean tragedy captures the psychological distress of men such as Hamlet, Lear, Leontes,
Othello, Antony, and others, but it also serves to protect their psyches from laying too much
blame upon their own errors of judgment and behavior. Samson imitates such characters when
he argues that women are sexual monsters who wield Circe-like magic powers, casting spells
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over the men they ensnare.260 He rails in just such language against Dalila: “I know thy trains . .
. thy gins, and toils;/Thy fair enchanted cup, and warbling charms . . . I have learnt/To fence my
ear against thy sorceries”(SA 932-37).261 Samson charges Dalila with overwhelming power
when in fact the real error lies with Samson, who should have withstood his wife’s temptation.262
Moreover, although Dalila repents the grievous harm and humiliation she has caused her
husband, he does not forgive her. Fueling his misogynistic rage is what the tragedy portrays as
the “feminine” nature of his own crime—blabbing. The equivalence of their crimes
paradoxically renders Dalila a “masculine” heroine in vanquishing the greatest of warriors and
her people’s foe, just as it renders Samson a “feminine” fool. This equivalence, though, is too
much for Samson to bear. His heroic masculinity, after all, is his identity. The shining irony here
is that while what Dalila endured from the Philistine leaders, princes, and priests was enough to
crack “the best-resolved of men”(847), Samson only had to endure her, and yet he too cracked
after being “wearied out”(405).263
It is no surprise, then, that Samson utterly rejects Dalila’s plea for forgiveness or equity.
He does not recognize the links between himself and Dalila; instead, he views her in terms of her
spurious womanhood, marveling “[h]ow cunningly the sorceress displays/Her own
transgressions, to upbraid me mine!”(SA 819-20). It is impossible to him that she acted out of
misguided love; it must, he pronounces, have been her lust for money, for Philistian gold (831),
or not love but “furious rage/To satisfy thy lust”(836-7). As a paragon of Old Testament rigidity
and violence, as a Herculean hero who has been effeminately vanquished, and as a betrayed
husband, he will not tolerate equity or special consideration in her favor, especially at the
expense of his own heroic (male) ego.264 The couple soon falls into sniping about the sexes
(903-06), but Dalila pulls back from this contentious bickering (903-06) by offering a powerfully
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frank admission of her guilt and a direct, desperate plea for forgiveness that unfolds into a vision
of domestic care wherein she will “tend about” Samson with “redoubled love and care” until
“old age”(923ff). Samson’s response is brutal: “This jail I count the house of liberty/To thine
whose doors my feet shall never enter”(949-50).
Tellingly, Samson’s rhetoric in his encounter with Dalila closely aligns him with the
fiercely misogynistic Leontes in Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale. Both Samson and Leontes are
characterized by their immoderate anger toward women.265 If Samson’s thoughts are motivated
by “inexpiable hate”(SA 839) for Dalila, Leontes likewise acts against Hermione with “immodest
hatred”(SA 102). Leontes stands out as perhaps Shakespeare’s most disturbing portrait of a
husband’s (and a judge’s) misogynistic rage, “reach[ing] a mad fit of jealous fury unmatched by
any other character in the Shakespeare canon.”266 Much as Samson identifies Dalila as “My
wife, my traitress”(SA 725), Shakespeare’s Hermione stands before her husband’s court charged
with “high treason”(WT 3.2.13-4).267
Leontes has falsely accused his wife of adultery and plotting “with Camillo to take/away
the life of . . . thy royal/husband”(3.2.15-7) much as Dalila is accused of seeking to (re)injure
hers. In The Winter’s Tale, Hermione is keenly aware of her present predicament in confronting
an angry husband whose mind is stoked by misogynistic suspicion; anything she says in her
defense will be twisted against her and used as proof of her guilt:
Since what I am to say, must be but that
Which contradicts my accusation, and
The testimony on my part, no other
But what comes from myself, it shall scarce boot me
To say ‘not guilty’: mine integrity,
Being counted falsehood, shall, as I express it,
Be so receiv’d. (WT 3.2.22-8)

Dalila finds herself in a similar situation where, being judged by her enraged husband, all her
words are used against her, “Being counted falsehood.” Indeed, Samson rebuffs Dalila’s
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arguments at every turn with a zeal similar to his Shakespearean counterpart: “these are thy
wonted arts”(SA 748); “that plea therefore/With god or man will gain thee no remission”(834-5);
“In vain thou strivest to cover shame with shame, /Or by evasions thy crime uncover’st
more”(841-2); “I thought where all thy circling wiles would end;/In feigned religion, smooth
hypocrisy”(871-2); “the contradiction of their own deity, Gods cannot be”(898-9). Samson
dismisses Dalila with a sarcastic jibe at her newfound fame to “bewail thy falsehood/And the
pious works it hath brought forth to make thee memorable/Among illustrious women, faithful
wives”(955-7), and rejects her with a curt “so farewell”(959). He treats their encounter as a
rhetorical version of the physical combat at which he excels, and, as always, he rides roughshod
over his enemy.
Dalila, like Hermione, is caught in a rhetorical trap sprung by her husband’s misogynistic
anger; their husbands’ cases against them are tautologies where the conclusion—guilty—is
already known, and where any defense offered by the wife only reaffirms her guilt.268 So
Samson is prepared to brand any apology of Dalila’s as proof of further deceit:
these are thy wonted arts,
And arts of every woman false like thee,
To break all faith, all vows, deceive, betray,
Then as repentant to submit, beseech,
And reconcilement move with feigned remorse,
Confess, and promise wonders in her change,
Not truly penitent
(SA 748-54)

Given Samson’s rhetoric, there is simply no way for Dalila to convince Samson
otherwise. Likewise, while Hermione’s intentions are noble, she cannot escape her husband’s
certainty of her presumed “falsehood.” In The Winter’s Tale, Leontes brushes aside Hermione’s
defense, declaring “I ne’er heard yet/That any of these bolder vices wanted/Less impudence to
gainsay what they did /Than to perform it first”(WT 3.2.54-7). Hermione admits the axiom is
true in general but “not due me”(3.2.58). Nonetheless, Leontes sentences her to death: “As you
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were past all shame/(Those of your fact are so) so past all truth,/Which to deny concerns more
than avails”(3.2.84-6). Given the lines of Leontes’s logic, there can be no other conclusion than
guilt. Hermione condemns his prejudice with the proclamation “ ‘Tis rigour and not
law”(3.2.114) while Leontes believes (as does Samson) that he is proceeding fairly, without
prejudice, announcing “Let us be clear’d/Of being tyrannous, since we so openly/Proceed in
justice, which shall have due course,/Even to the guilt or the purgation”(3.2.4-7). In the
aftermath of Hermione’s supposed death, Leontes’s life will become a lesson in the kind of
patience that is praised by Samson’s fellow Danites (SA 652ff) but the kind which Samson
himself could not really tolerate in practice. In spite of the Chorus’s wish (“sight bereaved/May
chance to number thee with those/Whom patience finally must crown”[SA 1294-6]), in spite of
offers from Dalila and Manoa to care for him at home and see what years may bring, Samson
ushers in a swift and violent conclusion to his tragedy. Leontes, by contrast, embarks upon a
process of repentance that lasts sixteen years, and like Milton’s Adam and Eve, he learns to shed
tears of remorse.269 Samson never re-evaluates his treatment of his wife, and his gesture at the
end of their meeting “At distance I forgive thee, go with that”(SA 953-4) is a bit of magnanimity
on his part that does nothing to dilute our sense of his real feelings which he expresses when he
cautions her not to touch him lest he tear her limbs apart.270 Dalila has judged aright. Her
husband remains, with regard to her, an “eternal tempest never to be calmed,” and he insists the
denouement of his tragedy will be one of revenge rather than forgiveness.271
As I’ve demonstrated in my third chapter, Milton’s concern in Samson Agonistes is with
competing modes of heroism that engross him in the wake of the English civil war, the
Protectorate, and finally the Restoration, as Milton sought to instruct his nation in the ways of a
better, Christian heroism, a heroism that privileged forgiveness and reconciliation over hostility
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and violence. Samson’s heroism of martial valor and revenge is called into question throughout
the tragedy, but particularly in his encounter with his estranged wife. In crafting Dalila’s
character, it has been my argument that Milton draws upon Shakespeare’s success with
intelligent and rhetorically gifted heroines in order to make Dalila’s case as persuasive as
possible, while at the same time he draws upon Shakespeare’s equally successful portrayal of
male heroes who are convincingly motivated by misogynistic anger to make Samson’s case more
dubious. Those Shakespearean heroines that Milton draws upon to create his character Dalila
(Isabella and Portia) were well known, popular and powerful in the English literary imagination.
The same can be said for their counterparts Angelo and Shylock against whom these heroines
must argue for mercy and equity. In making this claim for literary influence I but find Milton
thinking, as numerous other scholars have attested he does, in terms of myriad genres and poets
throughout his oeuvre. Milton’s characters Samson and Dalila show the influence of
Shakespeare’s dark comedies, and Milton revives and redirects Shakespeare’s own artistic
concern with mercy, equity, and judgment in these plays in order to question not the nature of
justice itself, as did Shakespeare, but the justice of one man, Samson, a biblical Judge to whom
God gave “Immeasurable strength” but “of wisdom nothing more than mean” (SA 306-7).
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Conclusion
Over the course of his poetic career, Milton draws repeatedly upon the works of
Shakespeare to help articulate the Christian vision of his poetry. Milton’s Christianity
emphasizes the individual’s (and his fictional characters’) personal journey towards a faith that
reflects those values he most admires in Christ—mercy, forgiveness, patience, and a willing
obedience towards a loving God. To help dramatize these values for his readers, Milton echoes
images that are identified with certain Shakespearean characters, such as Coriolanus with the
“dragon” or Cleopatra with the treasure ship; at other times, Milton alludes to a specific phrase
or line identified with a play, such as Hamlet’s “sea of troubles”; at still other times, he borrows
conventions, like the psychological soliloquy, or the characters and structure of a particular
scene, as with confrontation scenes involving Isabella, Portia, and Leontes. His strategy remains
flexible and varied; it is dictated by the necessities of each poem. As Milton does with classical
writers such as Homer, Virgil, or Ovid, he always uses allusion and echo to evaluate and
interpret the morality of his characters in the moment. In this way, Milton’s exacting use of
Shakespeare—whether by echoes of words, conventions, or scenes, practically always functions
as what William Porter termed “critical allusion,” where the connection between the two texts
“extend beyond local verbal resemblances” to recall “the larger contexts” of the earlier work—
its themes and situations.272 Milton’s recall of Shakespeare’s plays works as a kind of intricate
shorthand to define the shifting moral compass of his own characters in a universe governed by
God’s providential design. Alluding to Shakespeare in various ways, Milton’s characteristic
strategies are on display, for example, in his early work Comus. Scholars have long recognized
that Comus is suffused with the vocabulary of Shakespeare’s enchanted forest from A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and the magical island from The Tempest. Yet while the character of
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Comus himself draws upon the imagery, diction, style, and meter of the fairy world in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Milton’s masque also calls upon other Shakespearean resources to
subordinate Comus’s licentiousness to the order of God’s providential design. To accomplish
the latter, Milton recalls the actions and modus operandi of Shakespeare’s Ariel in his heavensent Attendant Spirit. He transforms Ariel into God’s emissary, a being who instead of serving
an earthly magus now frames and guides the masque’s narrative action in God’s name. It is not
just through verbal allusions, then, that Milton registers his debt to Shakespeare but also through
allusions to certain characters and situations in Shakespeare. There is, again, no overarching
pattern; Milton alludes differently to, and draws upon different elements of, Shakespeare,
depending upon his immediate poetic need. Here he might echo Shakespeare’s imagery or word
choice to capture a character’s morally vacuous behavior (think of the sorcerer Comus), while
there he recalls traits of a Shakespearean character or conventions of a Shakespearean scene to
reinforce the message of a character’s faithful obedience (as he does with the masque’s
Attendant Spirit). Through a variety of allusions, then, Milton draws on Shakespeare in this
early work to help articulate the struggle between sensual, earthly desire and faith in God’s
heavenly design. Thus, he ultimately makes generous use of the “resources of kind” that
Shakespeare affords him to dramatize his religious vision.273
In his later works, Milton utilizes similar strategies for alluding to Shakespeare in the
service of his own religious vision. Just as he alludes in Comus to the actions and situation of
Shakespeare’s Ariel as supernatural servant, he alludes in Samson Agonistes to the actions and
situation of Shakespeare’s Isabella and Portia in order to articulate Dalila’s proto-Christian
perspective. Throughout his poetic career, in fact, Milton models his characters on
Shakespearean ones as a compelling strategy for dramatizing his investigations into Christian
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morality. Milton employs this strategy in Paradise Lost when in the soliloquies of Adam and
Eve, he recalls the situation and rhetoric of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Brutus. Adam’s soliloquy
literally recalls Hamlet’s well-known phrase about being cast upon a “sea of troubles,” but more
generally, Milton recalls the arguments and dramatic situations of Shakespeare’s characters to
help stage the dramatic action of Adam and Eve’s fall. Milton draws on the skepticism and
doubt expressed in Hamlet, for instance, to portray the (newly) fallen world of Adam and Eve. It
is only by struggling against a realistic sense of skepticism and doubt that Adam and Eve
credibly succeed in returning to God. Consistently, Milton finds it useful throughout his poetic
career to draw on Shakespeare to help render an earthly, worldly perspective against which (or
rather through which) characters achieve Christian faith.
Occasionally, too, Milton also draws upon Shakespeare’s own Christian perspective to
reinforce his own, as he does in crafting the Christian messages of the Attendant Spirit and of
Dalila. In these instances, Milton acknowledges Christian virtues like mercy and forgiveness, as
well as a sense of transcendence and providential guidance, as native to Shakespeare’s own
poetic vision. Indeed, it seems Milton appreciated this aspect of Shakespeare’s oeuvre early on,
since his dedicatory poem “On Shakespeare” attributes a kind of religious power to the Folio’s
collected plays. Still, while Milton acknowledges Shakespeare’s own Christian vision, what he
appears to appreciate most is Shakespeare’s power and skill in delineating the perspective and
concerns of characters who are making their way in our fallen world.
Milton’s appreciation in “On Shakespeare” of the playwright’s own religious vision,
however, reminds us of why he can feel comfortable engaging with Shakespeare’s treatment of
worldly realpolitik, violence, and skepticism—Milton sees these as realistic components of a
larger, divine vision by which human history, guided by providence, will play out until it
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ultimately leads to Christ’s second coming and His kingdom on earth. As Milton states in
Areopagitica, the only path to faith and Christian truth is through actively encountering the
world, a variety of people, ideas, and actions, including vice intermixed with virtue. He
admonishes that he “cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue, unexercised and unbreathed,
that never sallies out and sees her adversary, but slinks out of the race where that immortal
garland is to be run for, not without dust and heat.”274 Such exercise includes—and perhaps
especially so—an author like Shakespeare, who exposes readers so powerfully to the actions and
deeds of so many different kinds of characters. It is, arguably, Shakespeare’s skill with
representing character in conjunction with what Stanley Fish refers to as “the world of mortal
experience” that makes Milton return to Shakespeare again and again in framing his vision of
faith won through encounters with the real world, the “world of risk, design, ambition, projects,
purposes, successes, failures . . . the landscape, in short, of history.”275
As I show in my first chapter, Milton establishes the value of Shakespeare to his own
Christian message early in his career. In “On Shakespeare” Milton interprets Shakespeare’s
Second Folio as a source of transcendent wonder affirming our confidence in God’s grand
design, and thus recognizing Shakespeare as a poet-prophet who reinforces our faith through
such wonder—wonder not only at the actions of individual men and women, but also about the
fate of nations so often tied to their actions. In “On Shakespeare,” then, Milton invokes
Shakespeare as a source of imaginative power that is crucial to his own vision as a Christian
poet-prophet. As Paul Stevens has recently put it, for Milton, reading Shakespeare’s plays “had
the power to produce a kind of religious ecstasy, to enable [him] to transcend the thisworldly.”276 My chapter builds upon the insights of Stevens to argue that in Milton’s earliest
lyric, he reads Shakespeare as a comrade who can help him dramatize his own Christian vision.
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If Milton announces this in “On Shakespeare,” he demonstrates it in Comus, where the
base sensuality of Comus is ultimately routed in a more Christian direction through the
providential guidance of the Attendant Spirit. Milton employs Shakespeare to craft both sides of
this moral equation, and the poem’s vision culminates in the rescue of the masque’s Lady and the
triumph of the faithful. From early on, then, Milton also relies on Shakespeare to articulate the
power of Christian faith and the poet’s divine ability to (re)inspire (and defend) the faith of
characters and readers alike.
In Milton’s later works Paradise Lost and Samson Agonistes, he continues to draw upon
Shakespeare’s plays to help him articulate his vision of Christian faith, which for him is rooted
above all in the values of mercy and forgiveness. Milton alludes to Shakespearean characters in
these later poems as a way to register the morality of his own characters as they move towards,
or, in the case of Samson away from, these Christian values, and head toward or away from
proper obedience owed to a loving God. These allusions to Shakespeare function, then, in a
dramatically compelling way to register how Christian values (or the lack thereof) manifest
themselves in the fictional lives of his characters.
As I argue in my second chapter, Milton shows the central crisis of faith and obedience in
the lives of Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost. Perhaps more than any other convention, he relies
upon Shakespeare’s psychological soliloquy to register their newly fallen and thoroughly human
state in the wake of the Fall. In the soliloquies of Adam and Eve, Milton alludes to the thoughts
of Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Brutus respectively. First, Adam’s soliloquy alludes to the
soliloquy of Shakespeare’s prince Hamlet as a negative example to capture the doubt and
skepticism that plague a newly fallen Adam. At the same time, Milton ultimately shows how
Adam overcomes this skepticism to reassert his faith in God and to show strengthened obedience
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to him. As Adam and Eve learn, the freedom of the modern self is—paradoxically—rooted in
freely-willed obedience to a loving God (who is not the tyrant that Satan imagines). If Hamlet’s
thoughts in his soliloquies capture the skeptical bent of modern thought, Milton has Adam allude
to these soliloquies in order to re-configure their skeptical premise. Instead of taking the dark
perspective that humans are alone in a fallen world, Adam eventually comes to recognize that he
and Eve still exist in a universe governed by a forgiving and loving God. In his soliloquy,
though, Adam’s earth-bound, skeptical perspective directly echoes Hamlet’s empiricist mindset;
he owns a mind that, as Paul Stevens contends, “den[ies] him access to the evidence of things not
seen and the freedom of God’s grace.”277 Like Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Milton’s Adam initially
“can find no assurance of things hoped for.”278 Milton validates Hamlet’s experience since
Adam’s fall shows that too often, the nature of reality seems unknowable and uncertain. In other
words, Milton acknowledges through his allusions to Hamlet’s soliloquies the realism of
Hamlet’s perspective. What Milton adds, however, is that Adam overcomes this perspective to
find his way back to faith in God. In this way, Milton’s Adam achieves what Shakespeare’s
Hamlet cannot: he moves beyond skepticism and isolation to embrace God, and hence faith, once
again.
Milton’s depiction of Eve’s thinking in her first soliloquy is likewise indebted to
Shakespeare since her logic is ultimately very similar to the erroneous logic Shakespeare’s
Brutus employs in his seminal orchard soliloquy. Again, Milton uses Shakespeare to articulate a
mode of thinking to which humans are particularly prone in the fallen world, one where flawed
logic leads us to the wrong conclusion and away from religious faith. In this soliloquy, Eve’s
logic, tainted by her innermost desires, leads her away from faith in, and obedience to, God in a
way that is quite similar to how Brutus’s logic leads him away from faith in, and obedience to
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Caesar. Showing the fallen world with the aid of Shakespeare’s psychological realism, Milton
ensures that when his characters do regain their faith and freely submit to God, their return is
meaningful and convincing for his readers. Thus, Milton’s characters, unlike Shakespeare’s,
generally move beyond such habits of thought to regain and reaffirm their faith in Milton’s
Christian God.
In his poetic maturity, Milton again relies upon Shakespeare as a seminal voice whose
critique of martial heroism aids Milton to distinguish those heroic values he rejects—the
classical martial ethos of revenge, an eye for an eye retribution, and merciless violence, as well
as the hero’s overweening pride—from those Christian heroic values he lauds—patience, mercy,
and forgiveness. Once again, Shakespeare proves useful to Milton in dramatizing both
perspectives. Shakespeare’s Roman tragedies like Coriolanus are particularly critical of the
classical heroic ethos and prove useful to Milton in exposing the immorality of such heroism,
while Shakespeare’s dark comedies and romances provide Milton with ample precedent for
dramatizing heroic Christian values like mercy and forgiveness.
My third and fourth chapters examine how Milton employs allusions to Shakespeare to
both of these ends. Milton alludes to specific Shakespearean characters that embody aspects of
the classical heroic ideal as well as other characters who embody aspects of the Christian ideal.
Thus, my third chapter focuses on allusions in Samson Agonistes to Shakespeare’s Roman
warrior Coriolanus. What Shakespeare renders so disturbing about the pagan warrior
Coriolanus—his martial prowess and (once Rome betrays him) his violent fury, Milton renders
as equally disturbing in his character of Samson. By recollecting Coriolanus’s dragon imagery
in Samson Agonistes, Milton effectively exports Shakespeare’s critique of martial heroism in his
Roman play into the biblical (pre-Christian) context of Samson Agonistes. But this is not the full
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extent of how Shakespeare’s own critique of (Roman) heroism influences Milton’s tragedy. In
Samson Agonistes, Milton also recalls the well-known image of Cleopatra upon her “gloriously
rigged” ship from Shakespeare’s tragedy Antony and Cleopatra. If the image of Cleopatra upon
her ship makes the Egyptian queen eternally seductive in Shakespeare’s tragedy, the image in
Samson Agonistes is employed by Milton to devastating ironic effect.279 Milton uses similar ship
imagery to convey the pride and seductive allure of the Philistine Dalila, but he also applies it to
capture the pride and self-love of his purportedly pious warrior/hero, Samson. By identifying the
manly Samson with Shakespeare’s impetuous and proud Egyptian queen, Milton further
undermines Samson’s trustworthiness. Desiring to be the most masculine of heroes, Samson’s
volatile and stormy personality actually reflects the worst of what Samson sees in women like his
wife. The morality of Samson’s behavior is undermined, then, through allusions that identify
him with Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Cleopatra.280 Using Shakespearean allusion to ironic
effect is a familiar use of allusion for Milton; in Paradise Lost, he employs ironic allusion
extensively to undercut Satan’s heroism by identifying him with various classical heroes—
Aeneas, Achilles, Odysseus, and the like, against which he falls short in comparison. What
seems new here is the added irony of identifying his most masculine of heroes with an assertive
female character: Cleopatra. Satan in Paradise Lost has no such gender-bending equivalent. In
this way, Samson Agonistes proves a thought-provoking closet drama not just about the nature of
heroism, but about gender’s relation to it.
In my fourth chapter, my emphasis remains on Milton’s ironic use of allusion in Samson
Agonistes. Interestingly, Milton arms the traitoress Dalila with moving arguments on behalf of
Christian virtues such as mercy, forgiveness, and patience that are drawn from Shakespeare’s
heroines like Isabella and Portia. In Shakespeare’s plays, these characters argue on behalf of
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Christian virtues like mercy and forgiveness, and Milton draws on these representations to depict
Dalila’s own apparent change of heart and embrace of these virtues. Milton accomplishes this,
I’ve argued, through allusion to a special scene and argument favored by Shakespeare in his dark
comedies Measure for Measure and The Merchant of Venice: a trial scene where an intelligent
female character argues on behalf of mercy and forgiveness before a recalcitrant male judge
(where the hostility of the male judge helps to showcase the female character’s innocence and
Christian virtue).
Milton further follows Shakespeare insofar as he identifies his stern judge Samson with
misogynistic judges like Angelo and Leontes. In addition, Milton draws upon Shakespeare’s
scenic strategy. He gives his male judge Samson rigid and misogynistic arguments, which add to
Dalila’s conviction and make her most sympathetic. Yet while Milton’s allusions to Shakespeare
sharpen his critique of Samson’s heroism and encourage the reader to find hope in Dalila’s ideas
about mercy, the final tragedy of Samson Agonistes is that its setting is a rocky soil where the
presence of Christian virtue cannot firmly take root, and by the end of Dalila’s confrontation
with Samson, she abandons her arguments, unlike the Shakespearean heroines who ultimately
sway the male judges they confront.281 In Samson Agonistes, then, just as he did years earlier in
Comus, Milton draws upon Shakespeare to articulate the wayward or idolatrous (and ultimately
pagan) perspective as well as the Christian perspective meant to supplant it. The eclipse of
Dalila’s Christian insights, as well as Samson’s lack of them, may well stand as a warning to
Milton’s contemporaries, who had seen their nation riven by cycles of bloodshed and retribution
throughout the Civil Wars and into the Restoration.
In conclusion, it is clear that throughout Milton’s career, allusions to Shakespeare attest
to his appreciation of Shakespeare’s skill in depicting characters making choices which affect
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their lives and, as often, the lives of nations. Milton’s Christian vision is ultimately one of active
virtue well-exercised and tested, and he expects his characters (and readers) to be ever-vigilant,
ever-interpreting, ever-scrutinizing their actions, choices, and motivations. Shakespeare, perhaps
more than other predecessors, helps Milton to dramatize such choices, which for Milton are
always choices of faith, on the part of individual characters.
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discusses the popularity of the “monument topos” in Renaissance lyric in “Milton and the Monument Topos: ‘On
Shakespeare,’ ‘Ad Joannem Rousium,’ and ‘Poems’(1645),” The Journal of English and Germanic Philology 99,
no. 2 (April 2000), 218, http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/stable/27711944.
59
While the young Milton was certainly not immune to the desire for fame, he kept his early works anonymous
through much of the 1630s. In Lycidas, Milton’s poetic persona meditates on the insufficient nature of worldly, as
opposed to heavenly, fame in the passage “Fame is no plant that grows on mortal soil”(lns. 78ff).
60
With fine paradox, Jonson praises Shakespeare as “a Monument, without a tombe,” who “art alive still, while thy
Booke doth live/And we have wits to read, and praise to give.”
61
Indicative of the association of pyramids with Catholic imagery is the anonymous broadside The Popes pyramides
(London: Printed in Shoe-Lane [by R. Shorelyker] at the signe of the Faulcon, 1624?) Early English Books Online.
Proquest.
53
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Milton’s poem’s stones and pyramids also reflect English memorial practice for the great and famous. For
instance, two decades after Milton’s death, there is the ballad reporting a “miracle” at Queen Mary’s tomb (d. Dec.
1693) entitled “The Westminster Wonder: Giving an account of a Robin-Red Breast, who, ever since the Queen’s
Funeral, continues on the top Pinacle of the Queen’s Mausoleum, or Pyramid, in the Abby of Westminster,” London:
Printed for J. Blare, 1695. Early English Books Online:
62

But in Westminster Abby, where
They did a Pyramid prepare,
Against her solid Funeral,
This they did her Mausoleum call,
Where in the Abby it was plac’d,
With rich and sumpt’ous Beauty grac’d

Milton’s contemporaries knew that pyramid forms had funerary functions in other cultures, such as in the Egyptian
and the Etruscan. The funerary function of the Egyptian pyramids is expertly documented at the time by John
Greaves, whose own visits to the sites inform his reading of ancient sources on Egypt, such as Pliny and Herodotus:
“the end or intention of the Pyramids[was] that they were used for Sepulchers.” See John Greaves,
Pyramidographia: Or a Description of the Pyramids in Aegypt (London. Printed for George Badger,1645), 43.
Early English Books Online. On Etruscan pyramids, see Greaves’s image of “Gorsina’s tomb at Clusium in Italy
consisting of many pyramids,” 66. Milton’s imagery may also recall epigraphic verses attributed to Shakespeare
himself in Milton’s day, as Gordon Campbell has convincingly argued in his essay “Shakespeare and the Youth of
Milton,” Milton Quarterly 33, no. 4 (December 1999): 95-105, https://muse.jhu.edu/article/23643. Campbell finds
Milton’s poem echoes verses once attributed to Shakespeare for the Stanley Tomb “in the Collegiate Church of St.
Bartholomew, in the village of Tong, in Shropshire,” 95. The epigraphs for the tombs of Sir Thomas Stanley and his
son, Sir Edward Stanley, bear numerous rhymes found in Milton’s poem, as well as the engraved phrase “sky
aspiring piramids,” along with actual stone obelisks or “pyramids,” 96-97. Campbell’s essay is also notable for
positing the theatrical connections Milton’s father had with the song-writer Thomas Morley, a neighbor of
Shakespeare’s, and as a trustee of the Blackfriars Playhouse. On this connection, see Herbert Berry, “The Miltons
and the Blackfriars Playhouse,” Modern Philology 89, no. 4 (May 1992): 510-14, https://www-jstororg.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/stable/438163.
63
The first edition of Jonson’s collected works was published (brazenly) while the poet was still alive.
64
Again, I make no claim that Shakespeare intended to write a poetic epic, as the Folio (and its arrangement of
thirty-six plays) was compiled after his death. My analysis focuses upon how Milton read Shakespeare.
65
As John Steadman reminds us, “most Renaissance theorists avoided so sharp a distinction between the effects of
epic and tragedy,” albeit most allowed that epic narrative, since it didn’t have to stage the action before an audience,
could achieve greater heights of the “improbable” upon which experience of the marvelous depended. John
Steadman, Epic and Tragic Structure in Paradise Lost (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1976), 106. Like
Paradise Lost, Shakespeare’s Folio can also be read as a kind of epic tragicomedy that plumbs the depths of human
tragedy and history while offering a consoling vision rooted in divine miracles and forgiveness (as exemplified by
Prospero in The Tempest or Jupiter in Cymbeline). Without overemphasizing the Folio’s arrangement of plays, it is
at least suggestive that the “Comedies” section of the Folio is bracketed by The Tempest and The Winter’s Tale, and
that the “Tragedies” section (as well as the whole book) closes with another tragicomedy of forgiveness, Cymbeline
King of Britain. In this way, the sections of the Folio, and even the entire volume, might be thought of as
bookended between plays that offer a consoling, and ultimately comic, providential vision.
66
Steadman, Epic and Tragic Structure in Paradise Lost, 106.
67
Steadman sums up the commentators’ advice as: “an exploit is all the more marvelous if it is performed by a
single man rather than by several persons,” Epic and Tragic Structure in Paradise Lost, 112. See Steadman’s
chapter “Epic and Tragic Affects: Miracle and the Epic Marvelous.”
68
Later in his poetic career, Milton “enhances the element of the marvelous” this way repeatedly in Paradise Lost,
as John Steadman documents, whether it is through Satan’s calculated heroics (he alone volunteers to traverse Chaos
and, alone, perpetrates the Fall of Adam and Eve), the individual heroics of Abdiel (“who single hast
maintained/against revolted multitudes the Cause/Of Truth”[PL 6.30-2], and who alone, “from his armed
peers/Forth stepping opposite,”[PL 6.127-8] interrupts Satan’s advance on the field of battle), or the solitary heroics
of the Son (who bids the angel army “this day from battle rest”[PL 6.802] and rides out alone to meet Satan’s army,
“I alone against them”[PL 6.820], and who alone creates the world and alone offers to redeem humankind).
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Steadman makes this point, Epic and Tragic Structure in Paradise Lost, 108. Citing Shakespeare’s reliance on
the term “wonder and its synonyms to refer to the internal effects of spectacle,” Elizabeth Bradburn affirms that
“Milton’s use of the terms wonder and astonishment in the epitaph on Shakespeare does suggest that he associated
the terms with the playwright.” See Elizabeth Bradburn, “Theatrical Wonder, Amazement, and the Construction of
Spiritual Agency in Paradise Lost,” Comparative Drama 40, no. 1 (Spring 2006): 98n14. Bradburn documents how
“wonder and astonishment” were considered related but opposing critical terms to mark a Renaissance theater
audience’s reaction to spectacle, whether this refers to a viewing audience or an “internal audience” of other
characters (or, we may assume, of readers). She argues that from at least 1630, when Milton composed “On
Shakespeare” and the “Nativity Ode,” he used these terms “as a pair” wherein “wonder” elicits positive action and
the “movement” of audience members’ or readers’ minds, while his use of “amazement” always begets stasis and
paralysis, 79. In alignment with Paul’s Stevens’s idea that Shakespeare embodies all types of imagination for
Milton, Bradburn concludes that Milton identified both terms with Shakespearean drama, so that Milton’s use of
“wonder and astonishment” in his poem “suggests that Shakespeare is a source for Milton’s references to wonder
and amazement, or that the two writers share in a common literary tradition,” 82. At the same time, Bradburn
follows John Guillory in finding that “On Shakespeare” captures Milton’s distrust of the Shakespearean imagination.
In Bradburn’s interpretation of “On Shakespeare,” the readers literally become the “live-long monument” of
Milton’s poem’s eighth line, so that “this synonymia [live-long monument] eventually inspires the final image of the
epitaph,” that of the reader frozen and turned into a monument. For a study that spends so much time distinguishing
two opposing responses to theatrical marvels, Bradburn actually reduces both terms—wonder and awe— to
paralysis when it comes to Milton’s poem “On Shakespeare.” She concludes that “the [Folio’s] plays are so
effective that they congeal their spectators into a living marble memorial,” 81. Hilary Menges’s more recent essay
also follows suit, assuming that the reader is the monument, not the Folio book: “the true keeper of Shakespeare’s
abiding legacy is neither his printed Folio nor his tombstone, but his reader, as the memorial consists of the
internally engraved ‘deep impressions’ that are written on the hearts of the reader by the leaves of the invaluable
book.” See Hilary Menges, “Books and Readers,” 125; 133. Both Bradburn and Menges, then, follow Guillory in
associating Shakespearean imagination and wonder with stultifying mental paralysis. Bradburn and the others do
not entertain a more illuminating possibility; namely, that Shakespeare’s Folio, as an epic text, surveys both kinds of
response—wonder in some places, amazement or astonishment in others— as per Milton’s own, reciprocal practice
in Paradise Lost, as Paul Stevens has chartered in his study of Shakespearean imagination in Milton’s epic.
70
Margo Swiss and David A. Kent point out that the title with which “On Shakespeare” was originally published by
Milton (albeit anonymously), “An Epithet on the Admirable Dramatick poet, W. Shakespeare,” emphasizes the
sense of epic wonder which Milton associates with Shakespeare’s volume: “[t]he epithet ‘admirable’ contains within
its Latin root the verb to wonder or marvel at, and points to the ‘rhetoric of wonder [Paul Stevens] wishes to
describe.” See Heirs of Fame: Milton and Writers of the English Renaissance, ed. Margo Swiss, David A. Kent
(Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell University Press, 1995), 12n6. Paul Stevens, meanwhile, argues that Milton sees
Shakespeare’s Folio in the light of prophecy and the sense of wonder and awe occasioned by Shakespeare’s late
romances and the playwright’s “highest religious aspirations.” Paul Stevens, “Subversion and Wonder in Milton’s
Epitaph ‘On Shakespeare’,” English Literary Renaissance 19, no. 3 (1989): 383, 387, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.14756757.1989.tb00984.x. Also see Paul Stevens’s comments on wonder in Imagination and the Presence of
Shakespeare in Paradise Lost.
71
Citing the famous invocation to book nine of Paradise Lost, Steadman observes how “Milton makes no
distinction between the proper subject matter of tragedy and that of the heroic poem,” Epic and Tragic Structure in
Paradise Lost, 30. Steadman relates that Renaissance critics were split as to whether ‘incidents arousing pity and
fear’ (the proper subject of tragedy) belonged in epic, 31. His conclusion as far as Milton is concerned, however, is
that “[i]n several significant respects—argument, protagonist, and emotional ‘effects’—Paradise Lost exhibits the
‘tragic illustrious’ as Aristotelian poetic theory had conceived it,” 40.
72
Again, the second Folio(1632) begins with The Tempest and concludes with The Tragedy of Cymbeline. The first
section of the Folio, Comedies, opens with The Tempest and closes with The Winter’s Tale. Valerie Wayne observes
of the First Folio that The Tempest and Cymbeline were “[p]laced in alpha and omega positions on the principle that
potential buyers were likely to notice plays in those locations first,” and that “the plays that frame the First Folio
foreground its author’s versatility and virtuosity.” Valerie Wayne, “The First Folio’s Arrangement and Its Finale,”
Shakespeare Quarterly, 66, no. 4 (Winter 2015): 390, https://muse.jhu.edu/article/613033. Though she does not use
the term “epic,” Wayne stresses that the arrangement of the First Folio’s plays was designed to showcase
Shakespeare’s encyclopedic range: Cymbeline was a good candidate to conclude the book because it returns to
Shakespeare’s previous works and generously includes multiple modes and genres, evincing a disregard for the
same [Aristotelian] precepts that The Tempest so carefully observes. These late plays offer two extremes with
69
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respect to their handling of genre, thereby exhibiting their author’s versatility, yet they are both, in different ways,
valedictory,” 404. Wayne also argues that the inclusion of so many unpublished and varied plays addressed the very
practical matter of attracting buyers to purchase the First Folio.
73
“Areopagitica,” in The Riverside Milton, ed. Roy Flannagan (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1998), 999.
74
Milton’s adjective “live-long” refers first to “a period of time” but it also means (and resonates here) as currently
alive and ever-living, something “that lives long.” This latter reading is the second OED definition of the adjective,
and the OED actually cites Milton’s “On Shakespeare” from the 1673 poetic volume as its first important use.
Oxford English Dictionary: The Definitive Record of the English Language, 3rd edition (Oxford University Press,
2009), http://www.oed.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/view/Entry/109315. Milton praises the Folio as a living,
breathing book that has the power to ever ignite a reader’s imagination and thought, like a high-voltage wire.
75
The quotation is from The Reason of Church Government, Book II, in Complete Prose Works of John Milton,
1624-1642, vol. 1, ed. Don. M. Wolfe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), 808. Milton’s Sonnet 1
(published in 1645) demonstrates his early interest in the image. In this sonnet, the nightingale still resonates as a
symbol of Petrarchan love and longing: “O Nightingale, that on yon bloomy Spray,/Warbl’st at eeve, when all the
woods are still.” Yet Milton soon begins to revise this image from Petrarchan love poetry and pastoral romance; its
prophetic significance is only fully illuminated in the invocations to Paradise Lost years later when the blind poet
compares himself to “the wakeful bird” that “sings darkling, and in shadiest covert hid/Tunes her nocturnal note”(PL
3.38-40) as he listens to the “warbling flow” of Zion’s pure streams. The image of Shakespeare as a warbling
nightingale in L’Allegro is Milton’s earliest use of this image as a compliment for another inspired poet.
76
Paul Stevens, Imagination and the Presence of Shakespeare in Paradise Lost, 63-4.
77
We also glimpse the nightingale in Milton’s early entertainment, Arcades(1632), a dramatic work whose Genius
of the Wood and his powers are heavily indebted to Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and its fairyland.
Rather than natural powers, though, Milton’s Genius commands divine music and knowledge. He gets to work
when the nightingale does, “When Eev’ning gray doth rise,” and he listens “To the Celestial Sirens harmony” “in
deep of night.” In L’Allegro, Milton directly links Shakespeare to the nightingale’s song, and this becomes the
poem’s culminating image of the poet-prophet Orpheus rising from his sleep. As the English nightingale (“sweetest
Shakespear fancies childe/Warble his native Wood-notes wilde”), Shakespeare inspires the “L’Allegro” poet’s
rapturous vision of “immortal verse” that “untwist[s] all the chains that tie/The hidden soul of harmony” and
awakens the slumbering figure of the archetypal poet-prophet, Orpheus: “That Orpheus’ self may heave his
head/From golden slumber on a bed/Of heaped Elysian flowers, and hear/Such streins as would have won the ear/Of
Pluto, to have quite set free, /His half regain’d Eurydice.” In “Il Penseroso,” we also find the nightingale, the
“Sweet Bird that shunn’st the noise of folly,/Most musicall, most melancholy!”(61-2), as well as a possible veiled
allusion to Shakespeare in the praise of “what (though rare) of later age,/Ennobled hath the Buskind stage”(101-2).
“Il’Penseroso” also builds towards a prophetic vision, one where a Church Choir and its organ, “In service high, and
Anthems cleer”(163) occasions a harmonious ecstasy that “bring[s] all Heav’n before mine eyes”(166).
78
Parker reads the term “Delphic” to mean “poetic,” William Riley Parker, Milton: A Biography vol.1, 90.
79
Douglas Lanier, “Encryptions: Reading Milton Reading Jonson Reading Shakespeare,” in Reading and Writing in
Shakespeare, ed. David M. Bergeron (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1996), 239, 238.
80
In this context, we should also recall that in Ben Jonson’s dedicatory poem to the Folio, Shakespeare is England’s
Apollo: “And all the Muses still were in their prime,/When like Apollo he came forth to warme/Our eares, or like a
Mercury to charme!”
81
In Comus, an entertainment chock-full of literary allusions, Shakespeare’s presence is particularly felt. By John
Carey’s count in the Longman edition, the masque’s thousand-odd lines have at least twenty-two echoes of
Shakespeare’s plays and poetry, to which may be added allusions and echoes established by other scholars.
82
Popularly known since the eighteenth-century as Comus, the actual title of Milton’s poem is A Mask Presented at
Ludlow Castle. Milton created it for a celebration of John Edgerton’s official installation as the Lord President of
Wales and the Marshes, though he was likely administering the post for several years prior to this official
celebration. The date of the masque’s performance, on Michelmas (September 29 th), marked the official start of the
administrative calendar year and hence the beginning of Edgerton’s official appointment.
83
In his masque, Milton shows himself to be particularly fascinated with act one, scene two of The Tempest. The
most important verbal echoes of The Tempest in Milton’s masque (echoes which he puts into the mouth of Comus)
draw from this scene—the “yellow sands”(1.2.376) of Ariel’s song sung to a mourning Ferdinand, as well as to
Ferdinand’s awestruck reaction beholding Miranda in this odd dreamscape of an island after a shipwreck: “Most
sure the goddess/On whom these airs attend! . . . (O, you wonder!) . . . O, if a virgin,/And your affection not gone
forth, I’ll make you/The Queen of Naples”(1.2.422-3, 27, 48-9). I think the scene’s concern with the psychology of
a good versus an evil nature held special interest for Milton as a poet and as a moralist. In this scene, we learn of
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Prospero’s backstory—how he and his daughter became victims of his brother Antonio, who gradually developed an
evil nature and a rabid ambition. This resonates with Milton’s own concern in his masque with the temptations of
this world, temptations that are offered by Comus but rejected by the pious Lady. In Prospero’s story, Shakespeare
puts a human face (via a highly original romance mythology) on our struggle to resist temptation (in Prospero’s
case, he struggles against the impulse to exact revenge upon his brother Antonio and the king of Naples).
84
Such readings owe a debt, whether acknowledged or not, to Harold Bloom’s “Anxiety of Influence” theory, which
assumes a Freudian struggle between the young poet, or ephebe, and his poetic predecessor or father-figure. In
Bloom’s model, the novice must undercut or render impotent the father-figure’s poetic vision. See the discussion of
Bloom in my introduction. John Guillory, as I’ve also already mentioned, finds that Milton’s poem equates
Shakespeare with the operation of fancy to the detriment of “the more controlled exercise of human reason,” Poetic
Authority: Spenser, Milton, and Literary History, 71. His study remains a touchstone for those who conclude that
Shakespeare’s unchecked fancy overwhelms readers’ minds to the point of paralysis. Jonathan Goldberg and Paul
De Man, authors of other important studies on the poem, find Milton’s epitaph invokes Shakespeare’s voice from
beyond the grave, and that this voice threatens to engulf or entomb Milton. Jonathan Goldberg, Voice Terminal
Echo Postmodernism and English Renaissance Texts (New York: Methuen, 1986), 131-2; Paul de Man,
“Autobiography as De-facement,” Modern Language Notes 94, no. 5 (December 1979), 926-8,
https://doi:10.2307/2906560. Barbara Lewalski proves more charitable, finding Milton’s epitaph praises
Shakespeare as an ally, though it remains anxious about the playwright’s “easy numbers.” Barbara K. Lewalski,
The Life of John Milton: A Critical Biography (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, Inc., 2000), 41. Most recently,
as I’ve noted above, Hilary Menges has reiterated the anxiety argument, finding that “On Shakespeare” “implicate[s]
the reader in his own marmorealization,” or becoming a marble statue. Hilary Menges, “Books and Readers in
Milton’s Early Poetry and Prose,” 127. Menges, too, sees the poem as a blend of praise and Bloomian competitive
anxiety, “intermingling homage with rivalry,” 122. Milton’s real subject, as his edits to the poem for the 1645 and
1673 editions reveal, is his own poetic achievement, and Menges sees Milton’s goal of “draw[ing] attention away
from Shakespeare’s achievements and towards his own” as originating “in the text of the poem itself,” 122. She
concludes that “Milton is not only aligning himself with the Shakespearean tradition, but also imagining a unique
legacy for himself—one that could surpass even Shakespeare’s.”
85
Guillory, Poetic Authority, 74.
86
According to Brisman, Shakespeare’s imagination, like Comus’s wand, threatens to paralyze readers and turn
them into statues, with the sum of Brisman’s argument being that “Milton apprehends the Shakespearean
imagination in terms that imply the rejection of it,” Milton’s Poetry of Choice, 52.
87
See my introduction.
88
One notable attempt to trace the influence of dramatic conventions rather than verbal echoes remains Louise
George Clubb’s study of what she terms “theatergrams.” The term refers to conventions of character and craft
unique to a particular dramatist or school of drama that are picked up, imitated, and altered by others. See Louise
George Clubb, Italian Drama in Shakespeare’s Time (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989).
89
Paul Stevens, Imagination and the Presence of Shakespeare in Paradise Lost, 21.
90
The influence of The Tempest upon Milton’s Comus has long been recognized, prompting the scholar John Major
to conclude that it “touches Comus at so many points that it would seem to deserve being recognized as one of the
principal ‘sources’ for Milton’s poem.” John M. Major, “Comus and The Tempest,” Shakespeare Quarterly 10, no.
2 (Spring 1959): 177, https://doi:10.2307/2866924.
91
Upon his entrance in The Tempest, Ariel declares: “All hail, great master; grave sir, hail! I come/To answer thy
best pleasure, be’t to fly,/To swim, to dive into the fire, to ride/On the curled clouds”(1.2.189-92).
92
Major, “Comus and The Tempest,” 180.
93
Stevens, Imagination and the Presence of Shakespeare in Paradise Lost, 38-9.
94
While Juno is mentioned earlier in Comus by the Lady, she and Ceres, along with their interest in matrimony, are
absent from the Attendant Spirit’s song. Rejecting Comus’s cup, the Lady declares “Were it draught for Juno when
she banquets,/I would not taste thy treasonous offer”(Comus 700-1).
95
This recalls Spenser’s own allegorical description of Venus in FQ 3.6.43-9. As the variorum to Milton’s minor
English poems makes clear, Spenser invokes Venus “as the great mother, the patroness of love and the generative
principle,” whereas Milton invokes Venus in her celestial or heavenly role. This difference is reflected in the poets’
handling of the related Cupid/Psyche myth, where Spenser’s Psyche becomes the mother of Pleasure, whereas
Milton’s Psyche becomes the mother of “Joy and Love”(Comus 1009-10). See A Variorum Commentary on The
Poems of John Milton, vol. 2: The Minor English Poems, ed. A. S. P. Woodhouse and Douglas Bush (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1972), 984-5.
96
Ibid., 984.
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The Attendant Spirit—in his song summoning the nymph Sabrina, in Sabrina’s reply, and in his closing speech
which ends the masque—resorts to, and hence reclaims, the meter of pastoral romance (octosyllabic couplets) from t
Comus’s and his licentious, Anacreontic meter (see Comus’s opening song, “The star that bids the shepherd
fold/Now the top of heaven doth hold”[93-94]). Anacreontic meter, at seven syllables a line, moves faster, and
takes love and wine as themes.
98
The Attendant Spirit’s parting advice that we should love Virtue, for “she alone is free,/And can teach ye how to
climb/Higher than the sphery chime”(Comus 1018-1020)—to ascend to heaven, in other words—echoes and alters a
more frivolous compliant of Helena’s in A Midsummer Night’s Dream “What wicked and dissembling glass of
mine/Made me compare with Hermia’s sphery eyne”( 2.2.97-8). Milton’s substitution registers the difference
between the wayward fancy that he dismisses as belonging to Comus, represented by what the eye sees (or thinks it
sees—Helena is misguided in suddenly believing herself ugly) and the kind of imagination he admires in
Shakespeare and in himself, represented by music heard. A description from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a play
about imagination and the unreliable nature of how we see the object of our affections, is echoed, and transformed,
by Milton into a description for how one’s imagination can be guided by reason and virtue higher than the music of
the spheres that the judicious hear.
Numerous scholars have noticed Milton’s preference for music and the organ of the ear over vision and the
organ of the eye in his poetry. Paul Stevens finds that for Milton, associations with the ear and music signify
imagination directed by right reason, while associations with the eye or something’s physical “appearance” usually
signifies imaginative danger for Milton: “Through the weakness of the noblest of the senses, the eye, Comus’s
magic symbolizes the frailty of the outward senses and the most outward of the inward senses, the fancy. Through
the acuteness of the ear, the sense most associated with words, the Attendant Spirit’s magic symbolizes the harmony
of reason, the rational control of the senses inward and outward, and the perception available to the soul when in that
state of harmony,” Imagination and the Presence of Shakespeare, 19-20. In the same vein, Erin Minear observes
that in his early poetry, “Milton devotes significant passages to translating the sounds of wordless music into words,
in contexts that recall these plays and their music [The Tempest and A Midsummer Night’s Dream],” Reverberating
Song in Milton and Shakespeare, 166. Minear argues that as years pass, though, Milton’s “reservations . . . continue
to grow over the course of his career” about the wisdom “of imitating such ‘unexpressive song’,” Ibid.
99
William Shullenberger, in his study Lady in the Labyrinth, judges Miranda too harshly, I feel, when he argues she
possesses none of the strength Milton provides the Lady: “Miranda in The Tempest prefigures Milton’s Lady as a
girl entering sexual maturity and being tested and prepared for chaste marriage. Unlike the Lady, Miranda
experiences no stage of familial separation or liminal self-examination in her drama. She has been a Daddy’s girl,
and remains a good one, with little opportunity to show the spunk and improvisatory genius of Shakespeare’s
comparable romantic heroines, Rosalind, Viola, and Perdita. Miranda’s emerging charisma and value as a virgin
remain at the disposal of and under the tutelary control of her father.” William Shullenberger, Lady in the
Labyrinth: Milton’s Comus as Initiation (Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2008), 185.
100
Stephen Orgel offers a very perceptive, if cheeky, analysis of the Lady’s experience, and in doing so
demonstrates why her faith registers with readers as a meaningful depiction of faith in our fallen world: “all the
insistence [in the masque] on the absolute self-sufficiency of virtue sounds relentlessly upbeat, but what it really
means is that you are completely on your own. There is no father, no guiding star; even your Attendant Spirit has
lost you.” Stephen Orgel, “The Case for Comus,” Representations 81, no. 1 (Winter 2003): 35,
https://doi:10.1525/rep.2003.81.1.31. Orgel marvels that “the Attendant Spirit is supposed to be your [the Lady’s]
guardian angel but actually is remarkably inattentive to your [her] needs. He is not around when you get lost, has
difficulty finding you himself, warns the boys about Comus but not their sister . . . and though he is in charge of the
rescue operation is unaccountably not there when it happens, so the boys [the Lady’s brothers] muff it by driving
Comus and his minions off but not seizing his wand,” 34-5. From the audience’s perspective her faith is real
because it hasn’t the comfort of any protective physical presence like Miranda’s flesh-and-blood father. Unlike
Miranda, this virtuous, virginal daughter is on her own against a moral monster. On the Lady’s independent
agency, William Shullenberger offers an intriguing formulation: “[w]e might say that Milton constructs his dramatic
experiment out of the question of what would have happened to Miranda if her father were not around to protect
her.” Lady in the Labyrinth, 187.
101
If the Lady shares this trait with Miranda, it also connects her to Shakespeare’s broader interest in heroines who
defend chastity through their stirring rhetoric, like Isabella in Measure for Measure and Mariana in Pericles.
102
The Tempest, ed. Virginia Mason Vaughan and Alden T. Vaughan (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd.,
1999; 2003), 27.
103
In The Tempest, Miranda’s chastity is a concern related to the play’s interest in kingship, governance, and hence
the rule of one’s subjects. In the minds of the play’s male characters (and in Shakespeare’s mind), Miranda’s
97
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virginity (and womb) offers the prospect of rule and legitimacy. If Ferdinand’s desire to make Miranda his queen
represents the legitimate expression of such hopes, Caliban’s desire (and Stephano’s) are disturbing. Caliban
recalls his attempted rape of Miranda as his attempt to have filled “[t]his isle with Calibans”(1.2.352). Later on,
Caliban promises Miranda to Stephano, so that after they murder Prospero, Miranda “will become thy bed, I
warrant,/And bring thee forth brave brood”(3.2.104-5), to which Stephano concurs, “I will kill this man. His
daughter/and I will be king and queen”(3.2.106-7). To this list we might add interpretations and performances of the
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positing the individual’s inner mind. This was partially owing to lyric poetry and its language of secrecy about the
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stroke shall bruise the victor’s heel”(PL 12.383-5), to which Michael admonishes him “Dream not of their fight,/As
of a duel, or the local wounds/Of head or heel: not therefore joins the Son/Manhood to Godhead”(12.386-9).
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trivial weapon came to hand,/The Jaw of a dead Ass, his sword of bone”(SA 142-3):
150

[He] Ran on embattelld Armies clad in Iron,
And weaponless himself,
Made Arms ridiculous, useless the forgery
Of brazen shield and spear, the hammer'd Cuirass,
Chalybean temper'd steel, and frock of mail
Adamantean Proof;
But safest he who stood aloof,
When insupportably his foot advanc't,
In scorn of thir proud arms and warlike tools,
Spurn'd them to death by Troops. The bold Ascalonite
Fled from his Lion ramp, old Warriors turn'd
Thir plated backs under his heel;
Or grovling soild thir crested helmets in the dust.
Then with what trivial weapon came to hand,
The Jaw of a dead Ass, his sword of bone,
A thousand fore-skins fell, the flower of Palestin
In Ramath-lechi famous to this day (SA 129-45)

Recalling Shakespeare’s late Roman tragedies is part of Milton effort in Samson Agonistes to question his own
culture’s glorification of martial heroism, a glorification that was propagated alternately by the Republican literary
culture in which Milton participated and by the restored monarchy. In the1670s, when Samson Agonistes was
published, Dryden’s heroic drama, which celebrated martial feats and arms, was au courant. As John Steadman
has astutely noted, the literary culture Milton inherited demanded that “the heroic poet be an armorer.” John N.
158
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Steadman, Milton and the Paradoxes of Renaissance Heroism (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1987), 3. In practice, the same could be said for the popular English dramatists like Marlowe and Shakespeare
who preceded Milton. In portraying feats of arms, though, Milton follows Shakespeare in critiquing the motives
and values of heroic men who embody the martial ideal.
159
See Eugene M. Waith, The Herculean Hero in Marlowe, Chapman, Shakespeare, and Dryden (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1967).
160
There is also a third and final image to this extended metaphor which concludes the Chorus’s encomium of
Samson. It compares Samson to a Phoenix who, rising from the ashes of defeat, perpetuates “a holocaust”(SA
1702). This image of the phoenix echoes another important Shakespearean intertext—the early Henry 6 plays.
Shakespeare’s early cycle of Henry 6 plays traces a seemingly endless cycle of revenge where the phoenix is
Shakespeare’s image of choice for his revenging, would-be heroes. In Shakespeare’s first tetralogy of history plays,
the image of the phoenix rising from the ashes occurs repeatedly to express the passionate anger that inspires
violence, as in Exeter’s prediction in 1Henry 6 that “This late dissension grown betwixt the peers burns under
feigned ashes of forg’d love, and will at last break out in flame” (3.1.189-91). The phoenix, then, is an image in the
first tetralogy associated with anger, calamitous violence, and revenge. This image receives its fullest expression in
1 Henry 6 when Sir William Lucy learns from Joan la Pucelle that the Talbots have been slain: “I’ll bear him hence;
But from their ashes shall be rear’d a phoenix that shall make all France afeard” (4.7.92-94). In revenge for the
death of Talbot, he promises overwhelming retaliation. In 3 Henry 6, York also invokes the image of the phoenix to
promise revenge upon his enemies. Mocked with a paper crown and harassed with a handkerchief dipped in his son
Rutland’s blood, his words have a Christ-like ring to them, but his prayer is for revenge: “My ashes, like the
phoenix, may bring forth a bird that will revenge upon you all; and in that hope I throw mine eyes to heaven,
Scorning whate’er you can afflict me with”(1.4.35-38). The endless cycle of revenge and violence in these plays
finds a parallel in Samson’s source-text, The Book of Judges, a biblical book where we are repeatedly told “[i]n
those days, there was no king in Israel; every man did what was right in his own eyes”(KJV 17:6). For Milton, the
cycle of revenge must be broken, the fiery phoenix should not be revived once more. There are other, better ways
by which a Protestant Christian should work to bring about God’s kingdom on earth. For that, Milton looks to the
Son in Paradise Regained. To construct the Chorus’s encomium in Samson Agonistes, though, Milton ranges over
Shakespeare’s oeuvre, recalling thematically related images that figure heroes on the attack as birds of prey.
161
Carey, Milton’s Shorter Poems, 404.
162
In accord with his heroic identity, Samson (and his fellow Danite tribesmen) have a mentality closer to the
retributive lex talionis than to anything like Christian charity, which in the value system of Milton’s tragedy would
be perceived as feminine weakness. Thus, Samson judges his wife, Dalila, in his own, brutal terms: “Such pardon
therefore as I give my folly,/Take to thy wicked deed: which when thou seest/Impartial, self-severe,
inexorable,/Thou wilt renounce thy seeking”(SA 825-28). Dalila rightly assesses Samson’s mentality, and captures
it through an apt martial metaphor: “Be not unlike all others, not austere/As thou art strong, inflexible as steel”(8156). In this context, forgiveness for weakness is a feminine value, and rigid condemnation is a masculine one. It is
fascinating how in Samson Agonistes, the Christian perspective of mercy, charity, and forgiveness are put into the
mouth of Samson’s enemy (this is the subject of my next chapter). Wittreich points out how rarely scholars bother
to justify something whose presence many merely take for granted—that Samson Agonistes must have a positive
Christian meaning. He cites Andrew Milner, who writes “ ‘there is little or nothing of Christian doctrine to be found
in Samson Agonistes . . . it is precisely the absence of certain obviously relevant Christian notions . . . which
constitutes one of the most distinctive features of the poem’,” Interpreting Samson Agonistes, 308, as quoted from
John Milton and the English Revolution: A Study in the Sociology of Literature (Totowa: Barnes and Noble, 1981),
193. On the pre-Christian milieu of Samson and the Danites, also see Derek Wood, ‘Exiled from Light: Divine Law,
Morality, and Violence in Milton’s Samson Agonistes (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001). Furthermore,
Samson’s special status as a Nazarite does not account for or sanction much of what Samson claims it does—neither
his propensity for shocking violence nor his errant marriage choices. In fact, Samson repeatedly violates the
prohibitions of his Nazarite code so that this code does not so much define, as distance, Samson’s brand of heroism
from godly heroism. The mode of heroism Samson practices invokes God in name, but in deed it strongly resembles
the pagan heroics Milton rejects elsewhere in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained.
163
Incidentally, the Chorus expresses this sentiment at line 1660, the numerological equivalent of the year the
Restoration began (along with its campaign of revenge against Republicans).
164
Manoa’s next words hold promise for Republican revolutionaries like Milton and his ilk: “To Israel/Honour hath
left, and freedom, let but them/Find courage to lay hold on this occasion”(1714-16). This suggests the promise that
Cromwell’s New Model Army once held for English Republicans, before the more dictatorial rule of Cromwell’s
Protectorate (1653-58). As in the Book of Judges, Samson Agonistes’s source text, where internecine warfare is the
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order of the day, England (Israel) cannot secure freedom for long. Milton’s target in Manoa’s speech is not so much
Royalists (or equally bloodthirsty Republicans) but the dominant culture of violence and revenge.
165
After the battle of Corioles, Coriolanus appears “in the blood of others”(1.6.28); the Roman general Cominius
exclaims Who’s yonder,/That doth appear as he were flay’d? O Gods,/He has the stamp of Martius”(1.6.22-3).
Later on, Coriolanus asks those soldiers “that love this painting/Wherein you see me smear’d”(1.6.68-9) to follow
him in hunting down Aufidius, and he taunts Aufidius “ ’tis not my blood/Wherein thou seest me mask’d”(1.8.9-10)
but the blood of his [Aufudius’s] countrymen. Of Coriolanus’s wounds, Menenius proclaims “every gash was an
enemy’s/grave”(2.1.154), and Cominius recounts how at Corioles, “from face to foot/He was a thing of blood,
whose every motion/Was tim’d with dying cries”(2.2.108-9), as “he painted [the city’s gates]/With shunless
destiny”(89-90). Clearly, at the close of Coriolanus, blood and vengeance go together. Still ringing in the air are
the Volscians’ cries of vengeance against one who has slaughtered so many of their tribe. In his death scene,
Coriolanus taunts them “Cut me to pieces, Volsces, men and lads,/Stain all your edges on me”(5.6.111-2). For the
last time, he will appear drenched in blood.
If Coriolanus, in an earlier part of his tragedy, was “from face to foot/. . . a thing of blood”(2.2.108-9), Milton’s
Samson, in his death, is “soak’d in his enemy’s blood”(SA 1726) and “clotted gore”(1728). These heroes die in the
same violent manner in which they lived, in worlds governed by the cycle of revenge. This is reinforced by the
threat in both works that a person may be ripped apart limb from limb. In Coriolanus’s death scene, the crowd cries
“Tear him to pieces! Do it presently!/He killed my son! My daughter! He killed my cousin Marcus! He killed my
father!”(5.6.120-22). A moment earlier, Coriolanus invites them to cut him to pieces. In Samson Agonistes, Samson
cautions Dalila not to touch him: “Not for thy life, lest fierce remembrance wake/My sudden rage to tear thee joint
by joint”(SA 952-3).
166
If dragons in their ferocity are associated with fire, so too is Shakespeare’s Coriolanus. Before the gates of
Corioles, he hopes “we with smoking swords may march from hence”(1.4.11). He threatens retreating soldiers to
turn around, “Or, by the fires of heaven, I’ll leave the foe/And make my wars on you”(1.4.39-40). Meanwhile, the
tribune Sicinius is confident that Coriolanus’s “soaring insolence”(252) will aggravate the masses, and that his pride
“will be his fire/To kindle their dry stubble; and their blaze/Shall darken him forever”(2.1.255-7). There is also the
long tradition of identifying the dragon with Satan and with Satanic values. To his Volscian enemies, Coriolanus is
such a Satanic dragon. As one Volscian soldier puts it after hearing Aufidius wonder at Coriolanus’s feats, “He’s
the devil”(1.10.16). In Paradise Lost, the dragon who rages for revenge is also “the dragon” who “came furious
down to be revenged on men”(PL, 4.3-4)—Satan. In Milton’s early poetry and in Paradise Lost, the dragon is
always associated with Satan, as it is, for instance, in Milton’s Nativity Ode. The image of Satan-as-dragon was also
volleyed back and forth between republicans and royalists in Milton’s own day. For instance, there is the
anonymous The dragons forces totally routed by a royal shepherd (London, 1660), Early English Books Online,
where the routed dragon’s forces refers to the republican government and army. In Shakespeare, the dragon is a
prominent image of military ferocity which more often than not also bears negative moral implications. In the
Shakespearean context, the dragon recurs as a super-warrior, fierce and merciless, slaying his enemies like a mower
mowing grass. In I Henry 6, Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester praises his deceased brother, Henry V’s wartime role
in the fearful image of a dragon: “England ne’er had a king until his time./ Virtue he had, deserving to
command:/His brandish’d sword did blind men with his beams:/ his arms spread wider than a dragon’s wings:/His
sparkling eyes, replete with wrathful fire,/More dazzled and drove back his enemies/ Than mid-day sun fierce bent
against their faces./What should I say? His deeds exceeded all speech:/He ne’er lift up his hand but conquered
(1.1.8-16). In this portrait of military greatness and ferocity, might and virtue are fused (“Virtue he had, deserving
to command.”) This encomium of greatness that has been lost to the world gives way to the dispute between
Gloucester and Winchester, and three consecutive messengers enter with bad news about England’s fortunes in
France. The dragon imagery attached to Henry V contrasts to England’s current fortunes, but the imagery also
establishes the ominous tone of fast-developing events. Remember that in the final play of the tetralogy, the
maniacal Richard 3 rallies his troops for the battle of Bosworth Field by emphasizing not St. George, but the dragon:
“Our ancient word of courage, fair Saint George,/Inspire us with the spleen of fiery dragons!”(5.3.349-50). In
contrast, the bastard Philip Faulconbridge voices the proper association between St. George and the dragon before
Angiers in King John, however irreverent his cry: “Saint George, that swing’d the dragon, and e’er since/Sits on’s
horse-back at mine hostess’ door,/Teach us some fence!”(2.1.288-90). For sources of the St. George legend, see
Andrew King, The Faerie Queene and the Middle English Romance: The Matter of Just Memory (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press: Oxford, 2000), 136n14.
167
This engendered difference in moral values is inscribed into the contrasting parent/child relationships in Samson
Agonistes and Paradise Regained, which were published together as companion poems. Samson, the brute warrior,
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is identified with his father and his father’s house, to which his remains are returned at the end of the tragedy. The
Son in Paradise Regained, on the other hand, a model of patience and reflection, is identified with his mother.
168
Coriolanus vows to “fight/Against my canker’d country with the spleen/Of all the underfiends”(4.5.91-3). He
rejects the entreaties of his comrade, Cominius, who reports that Coriolanus “forbad all names:/He was a kind of
nothing, titleless,/Till he had forg’d himself a name o’ th’ fire of burning Rome”(5.1.12-15). Cominius continues:
“he [Coriolanus] does sit in gold, his eye/Red as ‘twould burn Rome; and his injury/The gaoler to his pity”(5.1.635). To other soldiers, Coriolanus in his revenge is “the rock, the oak not to be wind-shaken”(5.3.108-9). Even when
Coriolanus’s family supplicates themselves before his feet, he silences his emotions and remains unmoved in his
resolve for vengeance:
My wife comes foremost; then the honour'd mould
Wherein this trunk was framed, and in her hand
The grandchild to her blood. But, out, affection!
All bond and privilege of nature, break!
Let it be virtuous to be obstinate.
What is that curt'sy worth? or those doves' eyes,
Which can make gods forsworn? I melt, and am not
Of stronger earth than others. My mother bows;
As if Olympus to a molehill should
In supplication nod: and my young boy
Hath an aspect of intercession, which
Great nature cries 'Deny not.' let the Volsces
Plough Rome and harrow Italy: I'll never
Be such a gosling to obey instinct, but stand,
As if a man were author of himself
And knew no other kin. (5.3.22-37)

Milton remembers Coriolanus’s words “As if a man were author of himself” in Paradise Lost when God asserts
that the rebel angels “trespass, authors to themselves in all/Both what they judge and what they choose”(PL 3.12223), and perhaps also when Satan claims that the angels are “self-begot, self-raised/By our own quickening
power”(5.860-1).
170
Refusing to let him leave, his wife and mother intensify their pleas and supplicate themselves again at
Coriolanus’s feet:
169

He turns away.
Down ladies: let us shame him with our knees.
To his surname Coriolanus longs more pride
Than pity to our prayers. Down! (5.3.168-71)

Agreeing to spare Rome, Coriolanus knows he will not survive the political backlash from his Volscian allies for
“fram[ing] convenient peace”(5.3.191). In his violent death scene, Coriolanus reasserts his identity as the alpha
warrior who despises all womanly “affections.” The Volscian leader Aufidius provokes him into a suicidal rage by
calling him “thou boy of tears”(5.6.101). He becomes the dragon once again, for he cannot brook the insult to his
masculinity in that word “boy”: “Cut me to pieces, Volsces, men and lads,/Stain all your edges on me. Boy!”; “like
an eagle in a dove-cote, I/Flutter’d your Volscians in Corioles./ Alone I did it. Boy!” (5.6.114-6). Emphasis mine.
171
This is a documented stage direction in the Arden edition of the play.
172
The Volscians anticipated Rome’s surrender, but Coriolanus instead “ma[de] a treaty where/There [should have
been] a yielding”(67-8); he brokered a peace when Aufidius, the Volscian general, looked forward to Rome’s
demolition. Incensed, Aufidius complains how “I pawn’d/Mine honour for his [Coriolanus’s] truth”(5.6.21-2), and
vows that since “he [Coriolanus] sold the blood and labour/Of our great action,” “[t]herefore shall he die,/And I’ll
renew me in his fall.”(47-9). Aufidius’s choice to deal with Coriolanus via a dastardly assassination plot further
undercuts the ideal of heroism to which he and Coriolanus ascribe. When push comes to shove, Aufidius seems
adept at the political maneuvering at which Coriolanus falters.
173
Thus, Samson’s grim joke to the Philistine crowd right before he topples the theater on their heads:
Hitherto, lords, what your commands imposed
I have performed, as reason was, obeying,
Not without wonder or delight beheld.
Now of my own accord such other trial
I mean to show you of my strength, yet greater;
As with amaze shall strike all who behold (1640-45)
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To repay his humiliation at their hands, Samson pulls down the temple/theater, creating what we might call the
“noise” of vengeance, the fearsome “noise” of the temple/theater’s collapse, and the sound or “noise” of death and
destruction reigning down “with burst of thunder/Upon the heads of all who sat beneath”(1651-2).
174
I am thinking here of Talus as an unfeeling dispenser of sword-justice. Abraham Stoll refers to him as Artegall’s
“agent of violence . . . a robot [who] figures forth justice without equity or conscience,” often leaving piles of dead
men in his wake. Interestingly, Stoll explores Talus’s brief moment of inward, Protestant conscience when he must
inform Britomart of Artegall’s capture (FQ 5.6.9). Abraham Stoll, “Spenser’s Allegorical Conscience,” Modern
Philology, 111, no. 2 (November 2013): 198, https:// doi:10.1086/673202.
175
For a partial overview of this echo, see Carey’s Milton: Complete Shorter Poems, 2nd edition, 382. Also see,
however, Barbara Lewalski, Notes and Queries, 6 (1959): 372-3 (as cited in Carey).
176
The blazon of the ship, its perfume, the women-in-waiting—these all recollect Shakespeare’s captivating portrait
of Cleopatra on her barge at Cyndus. Milton’s description of Dalila’s “streamers waving” also recalls Enobarbus’s
rebuke of Cleopatra because her ship fled the battle and drew Antony after her: “’Twas a shame no less/Than was
his [Antony’s] loss, to course your flying flags/And leave his navy gazing”(AC 3.13.10-2).
177
Elsewhere in Shakespeare’s tragedy, for example, Enobarbus refers to Cleopatra as Antony’s “Egyptian
dish”(2.6.132). There are numerous other instances.
178
This coincides with the opinion of the Chorus, who calls Samson “the glory late of Israel, now the grief”(SA
179), and its reminder that he has fallen “from the top of wondrous glory”(167). To Manoa, Samson’s father, he is
the Chorus’s “once gloried friend”(334), and Manoa questions why God made his son only “glorious for a
while,/The miracle of men”(363-4).
179
If Dalila’s entrance implies she is overly materialistic (the Chorus compares her to a trade galleon) it is
interesting that Samson shares her materialism. Notably, he weighs his lost eyesight in starkly materialistic terms.
He has no conception of the inner light by which Milton’s epic narrator “sees” in Paradise Lost and from which the
epic narrator takes solace though “wisdom [is] at one entrance quite shut out”(PL 3.50), “[s]o much the rather thou
Celestial light/Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers/Irradiate, [and] there plant eyes”(PL 3.51-4). In
contrast, Samson complains “Light the prime work of God to me is extinct”(70), and blinded, he believes himself
“[i]nferior to the vilest now become of man or worm”(73-4). It is no wonder, then, that Samson fell for such a
“stately ship of Tarsus,” Dalila, who is hardly equal to Shakespeare’s Egyptian queen who “O’erpictur[ed] that
Venus where we see/The fancy outwork nature”(AC 2.2.210-11).
180
Recently, Dyani Johns Taff has explored ship imagery as a guiding metaphor in Samson Agonistes, governing not
only Samson’s and Dalila’s contested perspectives about marriage and faith, but the reader’s difficult task of
navigating between these perspectives: “Milton figures his characters in maritime terms precisely to foreground the
uncertainty of the interpretive voyage on which readers embark as we make our way through Samson’s story.” In
the process, she provides a rich survey of such imagery as it figures in Milton’s prose writings. See Dyani Johns
Taff, “A Shipwreck of Faith: Hazardous Voyages and Contested Representations in Milton’s Samson Agonistes,” in
Shipwreck and Island motifs in Literature and the Arts, ed. Brigette Le Juez and Olga Springer (Boston, MA: Brill
Rodopi, 2015), 153.
181
Samson has switched traditional gender roles with his wife; blinded, he has become helpless “as a fool/In power
of others, never in my own”(SA 77-8) while Dalila, by her own report, “is named among the famousest/Of women”
because she has “save[d]/Her country from a fierce destroyer”(SA 984-5). This theme is also quite prevalent in
Antony and Cleopatra. Recounting her escapades with Antony, Cleopatra recalls how days of revelry and sport
culminated when she “drunk him to his bed,/Then put my tires and mantles on him, whilst/I wore the sword
Philippan”(2.5.20-3); the two reenact the episode of Hercules and Omphale. There are other examples of trading
traditional gender roles in the tragedy. With the battle of Actium looming, Cleopatra rebuffs Enobarbus’s protests to
insist “A charge we bear I’ th’ war,/and as president of my kingdom, will/Appear there for a man. Speak not against
it!”(3.7.16-8). This after Enobarbus pleads with her that Antony “is already/Traduced [censured] for levity, and ‘tis
said in Rome/That Photinus, an eunuch and your maids/Manage this war”(13-5). After the battle of Alexandria,
Antony sees himself as manhandled by her when he complains “To the young Roman boy she hath sold
me”(4.12.48). In her suicide attempt, too, Cleopatra proves more decisive than Antony and his fumbling effort
(“Not dead? Not dead? . . . . I have done ill work, friends”[4.14.104-6]). In her steely resolve, she wills herself
into a male warrior and accomplishes herself what Antony cannot: “My resolution’s placed, and I have nothing /Of
woman in me. Now from head to foot/I am marble-constant. Now the fleeting moon is/No planet is of
mine”(5.2.237-40).
182
Other voices in Shakespeare’s tragedy add weight to Antony’s former reputation in order to point up the contrast
to his current, unmanly behavior. Caesar is offended that Antony shirks his Roman duty and honor (including his
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oath to Caesar) in order to now “tumble on the bed of Ptolemy,/To give a kingdom for a mirth”(1.4.17-8). His
disgust over Antony’s behavior stands in stark contrast to the grit Antony had once displayed as a soldier. Caesar
beseeches that Antony “[l]eave thy lascivious wassails!” and remembers how once, after the battle of Modena,
Antony demonstrated such remarkable fortitude:
At thy heel
Did famine follow, whom thou fought’st against,
Though daintily brought up, with patience more
Than savages could suffer. Thou didst drink
The stale of horses and the gilded puddle
Which beasts would cough at. Thy palate then did deign
The roughest berry on the rudest hedge.
Yea, like the stag when snow the pasture sheets,
The barks of trees thou browsed. On the Alps,
It is reported, thou didst eat strange flesh
Which some did die to look on. And all this—
It wounds thine honour that I speak it now—
Was borne so like a soldier that thy cheek
So much as lanked not (1.4.59-72)

Throughout the play, other characters also attest to Antony’s former martial stature. In act four, it looks for a
moment like the old Antony might be back when, fighting by land near Alexandria, he beats back Caesar’s army
(4.7). This victory, though, is short-lived. As his trusted soldier Enobarbus prepares to flee Antony, he knows
Antony’s valor, reanimated by his desperation, has crossed over into recklessness: “Now he’ll outstare lightning . . .
When valour preys on reason, It eats the sword it fights with”(4.1.200, 204-5).
183
This is an oft-repeated claim in the tragedy. While Romans like Pompey believe Cleopatra casts a spell over
Antony that “keep[s] his brain fuming”(2.1.24), the two lovers see their relationship (and each other) in far grander
terms, as rulers and lovers for whom the whole earth is their playground. Early in the tragedy, Antony suggests
“Tonight we’ll wander through the streets and note/The qualities of people”(1.1.54-5). Antony proclaims to
Cleopatra, “Let Rome in Tiber melt, and the wide arch/Of the ranged empire fall! Here is my space!/Kingdoms are
clay! . . . The nobleness of life/Is to do thus, when such a mutual pair/And such a twain can do’t, in which I bind,/On
pain of punishment, the world to weet/We stand up peerless”(1.1.34-41). Cleopatra’s passion is the equal to his,
such as when she fawns, “Or is he on his horse?/O happy horse, to bear the weight of Antony”(1.5.21-2). In her
eyes, Antony is “the demi-Atlas of this earth, the arm/and burgonet of men”(1.5.24-5), “my man of men”(74). At
his death, she declares “The crown o’ th’ earth doth melt”(4.15.65), and of course, there is her stunning speech to his
memory, “I dreamt there was an emperor Antony”(5.2.75-99). In Samson Agonistes, only Dalila claims to still own
such feelings, not her spouse.
184
Angered over his own behavior at Actium, where he abandoned the battle to chase after Cleopatra’s vessel,
Antony forgives her almost as soon as he confronts her: “Fall not a tear, I say; one of them rates/All that is won and
lost. Give me a kiss./Even this repays me”(3.11.69-71). Antony is again enraged after Cleopatra’s fleet surrenders
at Alexandria, betraying him, as Dalila does Samson, on more than one occasion: “All is lost!/This foul Egyptian
hath betrayed me. . . . my heart/Makes only wars on thee”(4.12.9-10, 14-5). Approaching his death scene, though,
he imagines them again together in Elysium: “Eros!—I come, my queen.—Eros! –Stay for me./Where souls do
couch on flowers we’ll hand in hand/And with our sprightly port make the ghosts gaze./Dido and Aeneas shall want
troops,/And all the haunt be ours”(4.14.51-55).
185
Milton’s tragedy aptly captures this classical value-system operating in a biblical setting. Manoa’s chief concern
upon learning of his son Samson’s death is whether it enhances or detracts from Samson’s heroic reputation:
say first,
How dy'd he? death to life is crown or shame.
All by him fell thou say'st, by whom fell he,
What glorious hand gave Samson his deaths wound? (SA 1578-80)

Manoa, like Samson, also imputes this pagan mindset to God, whom Manoa argues should have been kinder to
Samson “[b]e it but for honour’s sake of former deeds”(SA 372). For the Danites and Philistines alike, glory and
fame are a kind of currency that can be traded, won, or lost. Therefore, the hand that defeats the mighty Samson
must, by Manoa’s reckoning, earn itself a truly “glorious” share. Such a concept of worldly fame for Milton is as
idolatrous as all other kinds of object-worship. Samson, however, even attributes this pagan mindset to God, in a
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speech that presages the exact revenge Samson will take on the Philistines, and shows such thoughts to be in his
head well before the tragedy’s end:
all the contest is now
‘Twixt God and Dagon; Dagon hath presumed,
Me overthrown, to enter lists with God,
. . . He, be sure
Will not connive or linger, thus provoked,
But will rise arise and his great name assert:
Dagon must stoop, and shall ere long receive
Such a discomfit, as shall quite despoil him
Of all these boasted trophies won on me,
And with confusion blank his worshippers. (SA 461-71)

In Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, we encounter the same veneration for a warrior’s reputation, and it is at the
heart of the Romans’ grievance over Antony’s behavior in Egypt. Antony, too, despite his lapses, is always
concerned with his reputation, such as when before the battle of Alexandria he tells Cleopatra:
If from the field I shall return once more
To kiss these lips, I will appear in blood.
I and my sword will earn our chronicle (AC 3.13.178-80).

This concern for a warrior’s fame is equally prominent in Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, where Cominius pronounces
Coriolanus’s fame as exceedingly well-earned:
I shall lack voice: the deeds of Coriolanus
Should not be utter’d feebly. It is held
That valour is the chiefest virtue and
Most dignifies the haver: if it be,
The man I speak of cannot in the world
Be singly counter-pois’d (Corio 2.2.82-7)

Coriolanus’s deeds even earn him his name and a new identity. Returning to Rome after the battle of Corioles, his
bravery earns him a new appellation:
Know, Rome, that all alone Martius did fight
Within Corioles gates: where he hath won,
With fame, a name to Martius Caius. These
In honour follows Coriolanus.
Welcome to Rome, renowned Coriolanus! (Corio 2.1.1-161-5)

A true paragon of martial virtue, Coriolanus “had rather venture all his limbs for honour/Than one on’s ears to hear
it”(80-1). Each scar on Coriolanus’s body is common knowledge (2.1.141-55), and the general Menenius is proud
to tell Coriolanus’s mother that her son has newly added to his wounds: “now it’s twenty-seven: every gash was an
enemy’s grave”(2.1.154-5). His is a culture, like Samson’s, that values martial exploits above all else; like
Samson’s, it is a culture of brawn and deeds, a culture of material and ocular proof, not one of inner wisdom or faith.
186
Milton articulates this idea as early as Lycidas(1637), in the passage “Fame is no plant that grows on mortal
soil”(ln.78). Noble deeds that pass in the world unnoticed are what truly matter to God, a belief Milton dramatizes
at the end of his poetic career with the actions of the Son, who at the conclusion of Paradise Regained
“unobserv'd/Home to his Mothers house private return'd.”(PR 4.637-8).
187
So Antony, once the greatest Roman warrior, botches his attempt at a noble suicide. After a rousing speech
praising the example of Eros’s suicide, he impales himself on his own sword: “To do thus/I learned of thee. How?
Not dead? Not dead? . . . I have done ill work friends. O make an end of what I have begun”(4.14.103-06). They
refuse. Coriolanus, for his part, suffers the irony that he cannot separate the idea of martial might from the uses of
rhetoric, and falters when he tries to use words as one would a sword: “As for my country I have shed my
blood,/Not fearing outward force, so shall my lungs/Coin words till their decay, against those measles [the
Plebians]”(3.1.75-7). Milton juxtaposes Samson’s words (and deeds) to these other notable, literary examples with
which readers would be familiar.
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Samson’s father, Manoa, would make this so, “build[ing] him/A monument”(SA 1733-4) where “the valiant
youth”(1738) could hear Samson’s “acts enrolled/In copious legend, or sweet lyric song”(1736-7). Such a
monument would be dedicated to the legend of a warrior who, against all odds, rose up in his defeat to destroy his
enemies. It is in this sense that the Chorus means to celebrate Samson as a phoenix that “lay ere while a holocaust”
but “revives, reflourishes, then vigorous most/When most unactive deemed”(1702-05). This idea of the heroic
Samson is also the one Manoa imagines young Danites would “from his memory inflame their breasts/To matchless
valour, and adventures high”(1738-40). Milton’s point about this phoenix of valor is that it is, indeed, “a secular
bird,” not a heavenly one, whose reputation endures and influences “ages of lives”(1707).
189
Such “sweet dependency” is a state of submission which is equally abhorrent to Samson when Dalila offers to
care for him “at home in leisure and domestic ease”(SA 917) when he is “in most things as a child/Helpless”(942-3).
190
The prospect of Cleopatra committing suicide and foiling his triumph alarms Caesar. Proculeius, his emissary,
cautions Cleopatra “not [to] abuse my master’s bounty by/Th’ undoing of yourself. Let the world see/His nobleness
well acted, which your death/Will never let come forth”(5.2.42-4).
191
If we don’t know Cleopatra’s true motives regarding her betrayal of Marc Antony, we are also kept from
knowing the final thoughts of Samson, who, the messenger reports “with head a while inclined,/and eyes fast fixed
he stood, as one who prayed,/Or some great matter in his mind revolved”(SA 1636-8).
192
In destroying the Philistines along with himself, Samson thus avoids one of his greatest fears—irrelevance, that
“[t]hese redundant locks/Robustious to no purpose clustering down” are nothing more than a “[v]ain monument of
strength”(SA 568-70). Samson’s vanity as a warrior wrests control of his narrative from his enemies and turns the
Philistine’s tragicomedy into the story of his personal (but triumphant) tragedy. This is Caesar’s exact worry about
Cleopatra in Shakespeare’s play: “Lest, in her greatness, by some mortal stroke/She do defeat us. For her life in
Rome/Would be an eternal triumph”(5.2.64-6). The final, suicidal acts of both Samson and Cleopatra become the
cornerstones of their tragic tales and ensure that both characters control their respective narratives for ages to come.
193
A recent example is Feisal G. Mohamed, who has argued for Milton’s acceptance of violent measures in the
wake of the Restoration. Mohamed argues that distancing Milton from the violent heroism of his character, Samson,
is anachronistic and an example of scholars (like John Carey) who wish to conjure a liberal, pacifist Milton against a
violent “other” against whom the (modern liberal) West seeks to define itself. See Feisal G. Mohamed “Confronting
Religious Violence: Milton’s Samson Agonistes,” PMLA 120, no. 2 (March 2005): 327-40, and Milton and the PostSecular Present: Ethics, Politics, Terrorism (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011), 117-121.
194
Joseph Wittreich, Feminist Milton (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), 14.
195
Several critics have also located elements of comedy in Samson Agonistes, notably Irene Samuels and Arnold
Stein. Stein reads narcissistic comedy into much of Samson’s self-scrutiny, but he attributes even greater comic
effects to Dalila’s entrance: “The comic, which was present without laughter in some of Samson’s lofty, solitary
eying himself (the comic strained to an extreme, perhaps uncharted, range), and was present with uneasy but
familiar laughter in the paternal display of unheroic, domestic differences, now enters with a new and fuller role to
contribute,” Arnold Stein, Heroic Knowledge: an Interpretation of Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes
(Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1965), 167. In Samson’s complaints about Dalila, Stein hears “the domestic
comedy of the false wife repenting between deceptions,” 168. With Dalila’s entrance, “the comic has entered as
part of the new expression of human feeling in the play,” ibid. At Dalila’s departure, the Chorus “continues in a
comic tone that completes the episode as it began” with “the themes of the Miltonic light verse [being] woman and
domestic justice,” 177. Irene Samuel’s effort to free Dalila from the charge of deceit hinges upon a different comic
reading of her role. See her essay “Samson Agonistes as Tragedy,” in Calm of Mind: Tercentenary Essays on
Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes in Honor of John S. Diekhoff, ed. Joseph A. Wittreich, Jr. (Cleveland:
Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1971), 248.
196
All three of the plays I will talk about in this context, Measure for Measure, The Merchant of Venice, and The
Winter’s Tale have at one time or another been labeled as a dark comedy, a problem comedy, or a problem play. All
three also feature courtroom scenes crucial to the plot where issues of mercy and equity are paramount. In the
Merchant of Venice, the climactic trial scene, which unfolds in “Venice. A Court of Justice,” dominates Act 4. In
Measure for Measure, Act 2 takes place in “a courtroom” and its “ante-room,” with Angelo presiding over the
hearing. Lastly, in The Winter’s Tale, Leontes presides over the trial for his wife, Hermione, in 3.2 at “a court of
justice.”
197
The complexity of these two Shakespearean plays adds, arguably, to the complexity of their central female
characters. Tina Packer, a noted director, finds Isabella to be “one of the most psychologically sophisticated
portraits of a woman in the canon” who possesses “a brain as good as Angelo’s and can speak as well,” Tina Packer,
Women of Will: Following the Feminine in Shakespeare’s Plays (New York: Alfred Knopf, 2015), 204, 207. As
early as 1832, Anna Jameson grouped Portia and Isabella together with Beatrice and Rosalind as female characters
188
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of superlative wit and superior intelligence in Characteristics of Women: Moral, Poetical, and Historical, 2 vols.
Reprint of the first edition. (London: Saunders and Otley, 1832; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009).
The complexity of these plays as dark comedies gives them generic fluidity, though the designation of them as
“Problem Plays” is out-dated. The genre of Measure for Measure, for example, has been the subject of shifting
critical opinion. It hovers somewhere between dark comedy and light tragedy. See A New Variorum Edition of
Shakespeare: Measure for Measure, ed. Mark Eccles (New York: The Modern Language Association of America,
1980), 414-420. Measure for Measure, along with Troilus and Cressida and All’s Well (the two plays with which
Measure is most commonly grouped) stand out as generically radical. According to Paul Yachnin, they “place so
much pressure on their traditional genres that they explode genre and the usual kinds of response from the inside”
Paul Yachnin, “Shakespeare’s Problem Plays and the Drama of His Time: Troilus and Cressida, All’s well that
End’s Well, Measure for Measure,” A Companion to Shakespeare’s Works, vol. 4, ed. Richard Dutton and Jean E.
Howard (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 46. Yachnin sees Shakespeare’s ‘radical” generic
experimentation in these plays as a response to his theater competition at the turn of seventeenth century, 46-7. Jean
Howard posits a far different generic context for Measure for Measure, by describing the play’s affinity with other
city plays and city comedies written around the time of James I’s ascension. These so-called city comedies are
concerned with urban congestion, disease, prostitution, and other vices plaguing James’s capital. Howard
establishes her generic designation through a close comparison between Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure(16034) with Dekker and Middleton’s The Honest Whore (1604). See Jean E. Howard, “Shakespeare and Genre,” A
Companion to Shakespeare, ed. David Scott Kastan (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999), 297-310.
198
Elizabeth Sauer, “Discontents with the Drama of Regeneration” The New Milton Criticism, ed. Peter C. Herman
and Elizabeth Sauer (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 127.
199
Sharon Achinstein, “Samson Agonistes,” in A Companion to Milton, ed. Thomas N. Corns (Malden, MA:
Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 421, 423.
200
Achinstein, “Samson Agonistes,” 422, 423. Achinstein observes how Milton complicates the misogynistic
literary tradition with respect to Dalila, finding that he “both develops that tradition and criticizes it,” 421.
201
Sauer, “Discontents with the Drama of Regeneration,” 123, 124, 127.
202
John Leonard, The Value of Milton (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 128-9.
203
Sauer, 124. In this passage, Sauer quotes Susannah B. Mintz, Threshold Poetics: Milton and Intersubjectivity
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2003), 205.
204
Renaissance drama has an enduring concern with the law. The most useful recent book-length study on equity in
both Shakespeare and Milton is Elliott Visconsi’s Lines of Equity: Literature and the Origins of Law in Later Stuart
England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2008). Also see, inter alia, Luke Wilson, Theaters of Intention: Drama
and the Law in Early Modern England (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2000); M. C. Bradbrook, “London
Pageantry and Lawyers’ Theater in the Early Seventeenth Century,” in Shakespeare’s ‘Rough Magic’: Renaissance
Essays in Honor of C. L. Barber, ed. Peter Erickson and Coppelia Kahn (Newark: University of Delaware Press,
1985); R. J. Schoeck, “Shakespeare and the Law: An Overview,” The Shakespearean International Yearbook, vol.1,
ed. W. R. Elton and John M. Mucciolo (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1999), 219-39. Though many scholars today
dispute that Shakespeare’s dark comedies refer to the practices of actual English equity courts, as opposed to
philosophical issues of equity in general, these earlier studies nonetheless enlarge our understanding of equity in
Shakespeare’s era. Among studies that illuminate the function of these courts, see “Specialized Courts of the
Renaissance: the ‘civilians,’ the admiralty, and the other conciliar courts” in Daniel R. Coquillette, The AngloAmerican Legal Heritage: Introductory Materials (Durham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press, 1999).
205
Martha C. Nussbaum, “Equity and Mercy,” Philosophy and Public Affairs 22, no. 2 (Spring 1993): 85ff.
206
Equity is a term with manifold connotations, but it typically implies fairness or what is just according to the
conscience. This is how I apply it to Dalila’s argument in Samson Agonistes. The term can, however, cover a widerange of legal meanings. As The Dictionary of the History Ideas relates, the term occurs “in ethics, law, and
jurisprudence, with connotations that suggest or invoke ideas of justice, fairness, equality, mercy, judgment
according to the law, as well as judgment that bypasses or transcends strict law in the interest of conscience,
humanity, natural law, or natural justice (as distinguished from justice according to law): judgment according to the
spirit, rather than the letter, of the law. Equity is also a term used to denote a special system of law in England and
the United States differentiated from common law.” Dictionary of the History of Ideas: Studies of Selected Pivotal
Ideas, vol. 2, ed. Philip P. Wiener (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1973), 148. The definitions of equity,
including its economic ones, all contain “a claim or a right not known to the strict law, yet one which the law does or
ought to recognize,” 148. In England, Common Law courts initially “exercised considerable discretion out of a
sense of equity or fairness, and adopted procedures to meet new conditions,” 152, but by the mid-fourteenth century,
the King addressed an impasse over how laws could continue to evolve by assigning his Chancellor (always a cleric)
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“to hear grievances which the royal courts administering common law would not hear,” ibid. This new office, the
Chancery, asserted that “when the Chancellor took jurisdiction of a cause, it was a matter of grace or conscience,
and that he would render justice, not according to the technicalities of the common law, but according to the dictates
of equity.” The Chancellor’s ideas of equity, as he was a cleric, derived from “the equitable principles of canon law
and . . . the praetorian edicts in Roman law,” not from English common law. While Common Law courts would
issue writs to seize property, “Chancery acted only in personam, on the person directly” by making “its appeal to the
conscience of the party,” 152. The Common Law and Equity jurisdictions were eventually fused into one under the
Judicature Acts of 1873 and 1875. According to Aristotle’s Nicomachian Ethics, perhaps the most important source
on Early Modern equity, “the equitable person . . . . is the kind of person who chooses rationally and who does
equitable things; he does not stand on his rights in a bad way, but tends to accept less than his share, though he has
the law on his side” (NE, Book 5, Chapter 10) Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. and ed. Roger Crisp (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 101. Milton’s Samson, I contend, is noticeably hostile to such thinking.
207
Ricki Heller, “Opposites of Wifehood: Eve and Dalila.” Milton Studies 24 (1988): 197.
208
Heller, 198.
209
One major difference between Dalila and Portia and Isabella, though, is that while Dalila seems to possess a new
appreciation of mercy very close to the enlightened, Christian understanding of it held by Portia and Isabella, Milton
respects dramatic verisimilitude by denying Dalila, a Philistine from the pre-Christian era, access to Christ’s
example. Though Dalila would be in the dark about Christian revelation, Milton’s contemporary audience could
easily put her pleas for mercy and forgiveness into their proper, Christian context.
210
Milton’s use of this Shakespearean scenic motif, (that of a wise heroine pleading for equity before a hostile
judge), is consistent with his hermeneutic strategy in Samson Agonistes. Repeatedly, Milton encourages readers to
interpret Samson through generic allusions to other literary works that are critical of Samson’s heroism and that only
reinforce relativism between Samson and the Philistines. The Shakespearean context thus functions as part of a
broader generic strategy on Milton’s part that introduces allusions to literary texts of predecessors in Samson
Agonistes—whether to Euripides, Virgil, Homer, Buchanan, Vondel, or to Milton’s own, earlier poetry and prose—
which undermines Samson’s claims of divinely sanctioned heroic action. When read alongside the trial scenes to
which I refer in Shakespeare, Samson’s heroism suffers as his arguments align him with merciless judges or
interpreters of the law such as Angelo, Shylock, and Leontes—men who exhibit extreme prejudice and who would
enforce nothing but the most violent, punitive interpretation of the law. Meanwhile, Dalila’s identification with
Shakespeare’s eloquent heroines who argue on behalf of mercy and equity (such as Portia, Isabella, and Hermione)
helps validate her arguments. In general, then, the Shakespearean intertext complicates our reading of Samson’s
heroism, fostering ambiguity and, in places, registering censure.
211
On the tragedy’s ambiguous nature, see John Leonard’s comments about how both Stanley Fish and John Carey
invoke it, though to justify opposing interpretations of the poem’s violence, in The Value of Milton, 127-133ff.
212
I am thinking of those aspects of Samson’s behavior which Anthony Low refers to as “a series of negative
characteristics,” such as the way Milton “delineate[s]” Samson “as an outcast, as a scapegoat, and as a kind of
monster,” The Blaze of Noon: a Reading of Samson Agonistes (New York: Columbia University Press, 1974), 38.
Low’s reading, however, finds Samson ultimately redeemed as a saint, and so is antithetical to mine.
213
Milton alters his biblical source-text, The Book of Judges, to make Dalila Samson’s wife, rather than his harlot.
This reflects Milton’s continued literary interest in marital relationships. In Paradise Lost, of course, Milton also
makes the relationship between a husband and wife the center of his dramatic action, exploring issues of
companionship, obedience, and forgiveness in the fallen world inaugurated by Adam and Eve.
214
Achinstein, “Samson Agonistes,” 422; Low, The Blaze of Noon, 152.
215
Ibid., 152 and 154. Low compares Dalila’s love, which is “jealous, selfish, possessive, destructive” to the
“jealous and possessive love-hate” that Satan in Paradise Lost exhibits for Adam and Eve at PL 4.358-78.
216
Emphasis mine.
217
The phrase is from John Milton, A Fuller Course in the Art of Logic in Complete Prose Works of John Milton,
vol. 8, 1666-1682, ed. Maurice Kelley (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 321. In general, we find that
what Dalila says about her love for Samson, about her old motives and her newfound awareness, and about the
similarity between her crime and Samson’s, all hold up to reason. Just like Hermione in Shakespeare’s tragicomic
romance The Winter’s Tale, however, the truth in what Dalila says about her own case is dismissed out-of-hand by
her enraged husband.
218
Lynne A. Greenberg finds “at its profoundest level, Milton’s Samson Agonistes is a tragedy about this juridical
process and the implications of judging and judgment,” while Harold Skulsky finds that “ ‘a pair of agones
(Samson vs. Dalila and Samson vs. Harapha respectively) is the center of the drama’.” See Lynne A. Greenberg,
“Dalila’s ‘feminine assaults’: The Gendering and Engendering of Crime in Samson Agonistes,” in Altering Eyes:
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New Perspectives on Samson Agonistes, ed. Mark R. Kelley and Joseph Wittreich (Newark, DE: University of
Delaware Press, 2002), 192; Harold Skulsky, Justice in the Dock: Milton’s Experimental Tragedy (Newark:
University of Delaware Press, 1995), 11, quoted in Greenberg, 193. Also see Victoria Kahn, “Political Theology
and Reason of State in Samson Agonistes,” South Atlantic Quarterly 95, no. 4 (Fall 1996): 1065-97. Lynn V. Sadler
observes how the Chorus focuses on the law’s penalty “[o]f sin, or legal debt,” and when Samson accuses Dalila of
going “[a]gainst the law of nature, law of nations”(SA 890), he too, invokes the legal nature of their dispute. See
Lynn V. Sadler, “Coping with Hebraic Legalism: The Chorus in Samson Agonistes,” Harvard Theological Review
66, no. 3 (1973): 313, http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/stable/1509006. William Elton glosses the phrase
Samson invokes— “the law of nature, law of nations”—as used in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida by Hector,
2.2.183-5. Elton provides a long and useful note surveying the term. See W. R. Elton, Shakespeare’s Troilus and
Cressida and the Inns of Court Revels (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 2000), 151-2, and the long note, 162-3n11.
219
Despite her prior offenses, Dalila’s rhetoric now seems identifiable as Milton’s Christian rhetoric, which John
Steadman locates “in the speaker’s own virtue, in truth, in clarity.” John M. Steadman, “Ethos and Dianoia:
Character and Rhetoric in Paradise Lost,” in Language and Style in Milton: A Symposium in Honor of the
Tercentenary of Paradise Lost, ed. Ronald David Emma and John T. Shawcross (New York: Frederick Ungar
Publishing Co., 1967), 212. For further reading on a sincere, rather than a deceptive, Dalila see Milton and the Idea
of Woman, ed. Julia M. Walker (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988). Dalila’s tears also recall the unabated
tears of remorse shed by Leontes in The Winter’s Tale upon grasping the devastation his jealousy has wrought on his
family, where those “tears shed there[at graveside]/ shall be my recreation. So long as nature/Will bear up my
exercise, so long/I daily vow to use it”(3.3.239-42).
220
Margo Swiss cites Timothy Bright’s A Treatise on Melancholie, 1586: “tears, of their nature, simply cannot be
‘counterfeited’.” Margo Swiss, “Repairing Androgyny: Eve’s Tears in Paradise Lost,” in Speaking Grief in English
Literary Culture, ed. Margo Swiss, David A. Kent, and Ralph Houlbrooke (Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University
Press, 2002), 271.
221
See Raymond B. Waddington, “Melancholy Against Melancholy: Samson Agonistes as Renaissance Tragedy,” in
Calm of Mind: Tercentary Essays on Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes, ed. Joseph Anthony Wittreich, Jr.
(Cleveland, OH: The Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1971), 275.
222
In assessing her motives, I would stress that her love for Samson is entirely credible. She continues, in fact, to
exhibit an overweening fondness for romantic love, noting that her “reasons in love’s law, have passed for
good,/Though fond and reasonless to some perhaps”(SA 811-12). She proposes to Samson how she will “fetch
thee/Forth from this loathsome prison-house, to abide/With me, where my redoubled love and care . . . May ever
tend about thee to old age . . .[t]hat what by me thou hast lost thou least shall miss”(922-27). Such uxorious love led
to the fall of Adam and Eve no less than the fall of Samson and Dalila, but such love also lays the groundwork for
forgiveness and reconciliation between Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost. In Samson Agonistes, however, Dalila
seems to be alone in these feelings. Still loving him, she must come to terms with the fact that all which she terms
“love” Samson now “interpret’st hate”(SA 790).
223
Measure for Measure, with its title echoing Matthew 7:2, (“For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged:
and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again”), is concerned throughout with the thorny
problem of how to measure and dispense justice. It is, as J. W. Lever, its Arden 2 editor remarks, “a drama of ideas”
that is keenly concerned with the relation between justice and mercy. Measure for Measure: The Arden
Shakespeare, ed. J. W. Lever (New York: Methuen, 1965, rpt.1985), lxiii.
224
In assessing such cases, evidence of heartfelt penance and contrition on the part of the wrongdoer is paramount.
Dalila’s case is especially poignant as it is a wife’s appeal to her husband. Milton is careful to show how Dalila’s
pleas for forgiveness are motivated by her enduring affection for Samson, and so spousal love is once again the
potential motivation for forgiveness, as it is between Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost (PL 10.914-65).
225
Intriguingly, modern critics have explored Isabella’s silence at the end of the play in response to the Duke’s
twice-offered marriage proposal as another opportunity for her agency as a female character. David McCandless,
noting the “voluminous debate” inspired by Isabella’s silence at the play’s end: “her silence may signify her refusal
to speak according to the trick, to end her collusion in [male] ventriloquism, to cease to be the Duke’s dummy,”
David McCandless, Gender and Performance in Shakespeare’s Problem Comedies (Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University Press, 1997), 118. See McCandless’s description of his own staging of the play’s final scene on page
118ff and his analysis of it: “By greeting the Duke’s proposal with silence, Isabella implicitly claims her body as
hers, if only for a moment,” 121. Since the play ends here, her silence gives her, ironically, “the last word” and
“control of the final moment . . . allowing her to be the source of her own meaning,” 121.
226
Lawrence Danson, The Harmonies of the Merchant of Venice (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1978), 95.
227
Danson, 124.
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Milton’s dramatic poem remains faithful to his vision of the harsh, Old Testament world of the Book of Judges,
and Dalila, as I’ve noted above, cannot know of Christ’s example. For that matter, the Gods in Samson Agonistes
(both Hebrew and Philistine) come across as fickle and violent, more inclined to fists than forgiveness. Dalila’s
insights into the need for mercy are deduced instead (and quite brilliantly by Milton) from her character’s own
experiences, from what she has observed around her and what she herself has lived.
229
Samson, of course, like all others, has no interest in learning to apply mercy when he could apply revenge.
Surely Dalila will be among those killed when he collapses the temple/theater, an event his fellow Danites laud as
“dearly-bought revenge, yet glorious!”(SA 1660).
230
Sadly, such proto-Christian insights must be short-lived in Milton’s Gaza.
231
In all of the “comedies of forgiveness,” Robert Grams Hunter argues “a higher value is set on charity than on
chastity,” Shakespeare and the Comedy of Forgiveness (New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), 218. In
Hunter’s study, these plays include Measure for Measure, Much Ado, All’s Well, and three romances: Cymbeline,
The Winter’s Tale, and The Tempest.
232
Hunter finds that in privileging her chastity over Claudio’s life, Isabella’s saintly absolutism exhibits “a notable
lack of charity” as “she proceeds to pass judgment upon his human weakness with a vehemence that approaches
hysteria,” Shakespeare and the Comedy of Forgiveness, 217-8, 216. In this way, Shakespeare does not permit
Isabella’s “monastic ideal,” “her ideal of self-perfection . . . to go uncriticized,” 217. Marilyn French, citing
Hunter, confesses, “she [Isabella] is a tremendous figure, full of energy and passion and intellect. Yet there is
something wanting in her humanly,” Shakespeare’s Division of Experience (New York: Ballantine Books, 1981),
188. More recently, Majorie Garber assesses Isabella’s pride in similar terms, arguing that Angelo “is not more
unnatural than Isabella, who can proudly proclaim ‘More than our brother is our chastity[2.4.185]’,” Shakespeare
After All (New York: Pantheon Books, 2005), 573. Maurice Charney finds Isabella “harsh and legalistic” in dealing
with her brother, and he concludes that she “doesn’t show much Christian charity,” Shakespeare on Love and Lust
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 66. Charney even finds her pride intact at the end of the play and
still operative in her argument before the Duke to spare Angelo. Of her rationale that “A due sincerity governed his
[Angelo’s] deeds, Till he did look on me’[5.1.449-50], he comments “[d]oes she imagine herself so irresistible to
men?,” 66. Stanley Wells rightly points out that in performance an actress can choose to emphasize Isabella’s sense
of pride or not depending on how she delivers the lines to her brother in act three, scene one. He finds that her
response to Claudio beginning “O you beast!” “can have disparate psychological resonances according to how it is
delivered . . . . if it is spoken in measured tones it comes across as a cruelly cold-hearted and priggish condemnation
of her brother,” Shakespeare, Sex, and Love (Oxford University Press, 2010), 129-30.
233
McCandless, Gender and Performance, 80. Tina Packer, another director/scholar, captures how the characters’
lack of charity emerges, ironically, from their desire to be good Christians: “[b]oth Angelo and Isabella are followers
of Christ, with his message of universal love, and they both believe they are on the path to spiritual enlightenment,
but neither can make the leap from the abstract idea of universal love to the practical everyday action of love,”
Packer, Women of Will, 207.
234
Hunter observes “[h]er pardon of Angelo, if she is capable of it, must finally be inspired by the charity she did
not demonstrate toward the human weakness of her brother. She must be able to continue in her role of Justice and
yet be able to embrace the quality of Mercy . . . ,” Shakespeare and the Comedy of Forgiveness, 220-221.
235
McCandless’s study discusses how Isabella’s sexuality has been performed and staged by various directors,
himself included.
236
Dalila, we may believe, had no idea how severe the consequences of her betrayal would be for her husband. She
swears “I was assured by those/Who tempted me, that nothing was designed /Against thee but safe custody, and
hold”(SA 800-02). If her belief was naive, it does not follow that it was insincere. Her aim in betraying him,
according to her, was to secure more private time with her husband at the expense of his public role; she imagined
having Samson “whole to myself, unhazarded abroad,/Fearless at home of partners in my love”(809-10). In giving
herself over to fears of abandonment, we might profitably contrast her to the Miltonic ideal of womanhood, Mary in
Paradise Regained, who steadfastly resists her own “motherly cares and fears”(PR 2.64). Such jealous desire,
however, may well make Dalila—who visits Samson “desirous to behold/Once more thy face”(SA 741-2), and in the
end, would be content just “to approach at least, and touch thy hand”(SA 951)—more sincere in her desperate efforts
to keep him close. Even Samson’s Danite chorus, no friend of hers, is struck by her evident grief and remorse: she
“stands and eyes thee fixed,/About t’ have spoke, but now, with head declined/Like a fair flower surcharged with
dew, she weeps/And words addressed seem into tears dissolved,/Wetting the borders of her silken veil: But now
again she makes address to speak”(726-31). Dalila further pleads that “love hath oft, well meaning, wrought much
woe,/Yet always pity or pardon hath obtained”(813-14). While Milton frowns upon such uxorious sentiment, it is
quite realistic that his character, Dalila, privileges such romantic thinking. It would make Dalila no worse than
228
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Adam in Paradise Lost, who gushes that he and Eve “are one flesh”(PL 9.960), or Eve, who delights in Adam’s
“glorious trial of exceeding love”(PL 9.961). Indeed, Dalila’s last request before her stormy exit, “Let me approach
at least, and touch thy hand”(SA 951), can be read as a final, poignant expression of her feelings for Samson.
237
Achinstein, “Samson Agonistes,” 422; Stella P. Revard, “Dalila as Euripidean Heroine,” Papers on Language and
Literature 23, no. 3 (Summer 1987): 291-302; Mark R. Kelley, "Milton's Euripidean Poetics of Lament," in Altering
Eyes, 132–67.
238
Particularly galling to Samson must be the “feminine” nature of this crime—of being, as Dalila puts it
“importune/Of secrets, then with like infirmity/To publish them, both common female faults”(SA 775-77). He is
highly conscious of having exhibited less than masculine behavior, and he freely admits to the Chorus “of what now
I suffer/she was not the prime cause, but I myself,/Who vanquished with a peal of words (O weakness!)/Gave up my
fort of silence to a woman”(233-236). To his father, he admits “I yielded, and unlocked to her all my heart,/Who
with a grain of manhood well resolved/Might easily have shook off all her snares:/But foul effeminacy held me
yoked/Her bond-slave”(407-411). His crime is the most “Shameful garrulity”; he has betrayed the secrets of God
himself:
To have revealed
Secrets of men, the secrets of a friend,
How heinous had the fact been, how deserving
Contempt, and scorn of all, to be excluded
All friendship, and avoided a blab,
The mark of fool set on his front!
But I God’s counsel have not kept . . . (SA 490-497)

If Samson could apply equity or fairness in his judgment of Dalila, he might see what some of Milton’s readers
see about this pair—that their crimes are equivalent—that Dalila and Samson struggle, and fail, in nearly identical
ways. If Samson finally capitulates to her “blandished parleys, feminine assaults” and “tongue batteries” when he
was “wearied out” in a moment . . . when men seek most repose and rest”(SA 403-06), Dalila succumbs to the
Philistine elite, who hound her with arguments about duty to country and god. Her argument for equity then is not
necessarily self-serving; rather, she may be too generous when considering her husband’s weakness. When she
requests of him to “exact not/More strength from me, than in thyself was found,” readers would do well to recall the
facts as Milton presents them—Dalila reveals her secret under pressure from her entire nation, while Samson reveals
his under pressure from a single, haranguing wife. Equity in this case is more than a favor; it is her right.
240
If Dalila envisions mutual forgiveness for mutual crimes, such as the forgiveness which ultimately passes
between Adam and Eve after the Fall in Paradise Lost, her husband does not share such thoughts, nor does he feel
any reciprocal “conjugal affection”(SA 739).
241
Visconsi, Lines of Equity, 3.
242
As quoted in Regina M. Schwartz, “Milton on the Bible,” A Companion to Milton, ed. Thomas N. Corns
(Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 40.
243
See, for example, Milton Miller’s “A Contrary Blast: Milton’s Dalila,” Drama, Sex, and Politics, ed. James
Redmond (Cambridge University Press, 1985), 93-108. Miller ties Cleopatra and Dalila to the Venus armata
tradition. In addition, though, Miller finds Dalila to have an independent consciousness representative of the new
Puritan matron.
244
Typically, Dalila is read in the tradition of Shakespeare’s Cleopatra as a temptress. See, for example, Thomas
Kranidas, “Dalila’s Role in Samson Agonistes,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900, 6, no. 1 (Winter
1966):125-137, where he places Dalila in a line of temptresses that includes the Egyptian queen. Kranidas argues
that “Dalila comes to visit Samson in order to reseduce him,”136, and he finds her to be “a Circe against whose
sorceries we must be on guard,” 134. Kranidas also groups Dalila with Cleopatra as a kind of “intellectual
temptress” who can shift “abruptly from wavering and, as it were, feminine deviousness to legalistic and masculine
argument,” 125. While he finds Dalila’s rhetoric deceitful, he grants her the verbal, if not the moral, advantage:
“The Temptress speaks in rhythms more complex and syntax more suspect than either Samson or the chorus,” 128.
In contrast, Irene Samuel reads Dalila as a less-than-successful imitation of Cleopatra in her study “Samson
Agonistes as Tragedy,” 248. Lynne A. Greenberg notes, in her essay “Dalila’s ‘feminine assaults’: The Gendering
and Engendering of Crime in Samson Agonistes,” that Dalila’s entrance registers not just allusion to Shakespeare’s
Cleopatra, but also to the charge of witchcraft leveled against both women, 201-2. Greenberg argues for Dalila to be
heard sympathetically, however, as her defense before Samson makes a case for “the impossible position of the feme
covert in early modern England, bound by conflicting laws” to both husband and country, 212. For Greenberg,
Dalila’s defense becomes “a counterdiscourse, iconoclastic in its leveling of gender hierarchies,” 212. John P.
Rumrich’s essay “Samson and the Excluded Middle” (also in the Altering Eyes volume) has Milton following
239
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Shakespeare’s example in his tragically mismatched pairing of Hebrew Nazarite and Philistine, with “[t]he faint but
. . . intended allusion to Shakespeare’s most famous, tragic lovers—Romeo and Juliet, Antony and Cleopatra,
Othello and Desdemona—suggest[ing] that the play of love and identity is pivotal in [Milton’s] drama,” 325.
According to Rumrich, Milton fully grasps Shakespeare’s “[a]ttempts to splice through marriage Montague and
Capulet, Rome and Egypt, Venetian and Moor [which] all fail, leaving the opposed sides in even starker contrast, ‘A
versus –A’.” Importantly, though, Rumrich also observes the “mutual deceit” that characterizes Samson’s marriage
to Dalila, 324. For Rumrich, Samson and Dalila’s equivalence is neatly captured in the ship metaphor Milton uses
in Samson Agonistes, with Dalila’s entrance constituting a “remarkable” allusion to “both Juliet’s Nurse seeking
Romeo and Cleopatra’s appearing before Antony,” and with Samson constituting a “no less splendid,” “ ‘gloriously
rigg’d’ ” “vessel . . . of God,” 324-5. Joseph Wittreich also touches upon the connection between Shakespeare’s
Antony and Cleopatra, Milton’s Samson Agonistes, and Dryden’s All for Love in his book Interpreting Samson
Agonistes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 272, and this triad is also explored in depth in Anne Ferry,
Milton and the Miltonic Dryden (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968). Regarding other possible
analogues for Dalila as a temptress, John Steadman reads her in the tradition of romantic ones like Spenser’s Acrasia
in Milton and the Renaissance Hero,133-36.
245
Crimes, as Milton well knew, deserve fit, not immoderate, punishment in light of our common failings.
Elsewhere in his writings, Milton cautions against the kind of severe self-punishment someone like Samson courts
for transgressions against God, advising in his prose works that we should “be not cruel to ourselves”(CPW 2.330).
246
Angelo is close to Samson in another way as well—his dread of shame. Alice Shalvi points out that “[i]t is not
only his sin, but his ‘shame’—his ultimate loss of that reputation on which he [Angelo] so prided himself, that
makes him beg for speedy delivery from disgraced life,” Alice Shalvi, The Relationship of Renaissance Concepts of
Honour to Shakespeare’s Problem Plays, Salzburg Studies in English Literature 7 (Salzburg, Austria: Universitat
Salzburg, 1972), 276.
247
Samson admits that he used the occasion of marrying Dalila to find a way to set upon the Philistines and defeat
them.
248
Of course, this threat carries no real violence, as the audience knows this impudent friar is really the Duke
himself in disguise.
249
Schanzer, The Problem Plays of Shakespeare,117.
250
At the beginning of act two, Escalus argues against the severity of the sentence Angelo imposes upon Claudio.
To Angelo’s desire to maintain the “terror” of the law, lest it become a “scarecrow” for “birds of prey”(2.1.4; 2.1.12), Escalus cautions him: “Let us be keen, and cut a little,/Than fall, and bruise to death”(2.1.5-6). Escalus then
raises extenuating factors, including the principle of equity. Escalus also recalls that Claudio is a “gentleman” of “a
most noble father”(6-7), but also that Angelo should attempt to put himself in Claudio’s place: “Had time coher’d
with place, or place with wishing,/Or that the resolute acting of your blood/Could have attain’d th’ effect of your
own purpose,/Whether you had not sometime in your life/Er’d in this point, which now you censure him,/And pull’d
the law upon you”(11-16). This is the measure of a reasonable judge, one who applies the warning of Matthew 7.2
from which Shakespeare draws the play’s title: “with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto you
again”(KJV).
251
For example, Samson appears to have repeatedly been mistaken about his divine impulses with respect to
choosing wives. His father, Manoa, reminds him that in both cases “thou didst plead/Divine impulsion”(SA 421-2).
His next attempt to follow a divine impulse, his idea to destroy the Philistine temple/theater with the flower of
Palestine within it, remains a much-debated crux in Milton studies. It is no surprise, then, that error seems to guide
Samson’s interpretation of Dalila’s appeal for forgiveness, especially when this error is fueled by his rage which
Dalila correctly identifies as the chief impediment to their reconciliation.
252
As Arnold Stein puts it, Samson “brusquely pushes aside the principle of generous forgiveness” Heroic
Knowledge, 168.
253
Samson’s idea of God, as I’ve demonstrated elsewhere, is highly materialistic and corporeal, with Samson
imagining his God practically arm-wrestling Dagon to prove his strength. This corporeality extends to Samson’s
thinking about the law in general. Relevant here are John P. Rumrich’s remarks in his essay “Samson and the
Excluded Middle” about an “Othellolike Samson,” who seizes upon “ ‘the ocular proof’ of his wife’s treachery”(see
Altering Eyes, 324). Samson’s thinking about law, as about spiritual matters, is tainted by carnality. For his crimes
against his God, for instance, Samson demands the most masochistic of purely physical punishments for himself; he
is certain his sin is one “[t]hat Gentiles in their parables condemn/To their abyss and horrid pains confined”(SA 499501). His quick temper, his penchant for violence, and his fondness for material proof of divine favor all reflect
what for Milton is the imagined mentality of an Israelite strongman who predates the Christian era. As a character,
Samson remains clueless when it comes to the spiritual nature of faith as a Christian would understand it, and ideas
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like mercy and pity do not enter into the equation for him; in fact, when he touches upon them, he finds them
repugnant: “such pardon as I give my folly,” he tells Dalila, “[t]ake to thy wicked deed: which when thou
seest/Impartial, self-severe, inexorable,/Thou wilt renounce thy excuse”(825-828).
254
Thanks to their respective poet-creators, both Samson and Shylock are more than stock Jewish characters, yet the
unique attributes of each is colored by a boorish literalness when it comes to interpreting the law. Martin D. Yaffe
tempers such an assessment, however, with a more nuanced appreciation of Shylock’s character. Starting with the
Jewish stereotype of a cruel miser and a stickler for the law, Shakespeare, Yaffe explains, makes Shylock’s
Jewishness beside the point. Shylock is imbued with attributes unique to his character’s person in Merchant of
Venice, not to his race. We would do well to think of Milton’s rendering of Samson in a similar way. In Yaffe’s
words, “Shakespeare evidently understands both Shylock’s piety and his departure from it . . . by the standards of
Jewish orthodoxy itself,” Shylock and the Jewish Question (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1997), 6. Shakespeare also argues for Shylock’s essential (and nuanced) humanity and his essential sameness with
Antonio. “What they share,” Yaffe tells us in reading Shylock’s “I am a Jew speech,” “is not the high moral
demands of the Hebrew Bible but the base animal appetites of the human body [like revenge]” 64. For Yaffe, both
characters, Shylock and Antonio, are stained by the mercantile life of Venice: “Shakespeare’s Shylock is no simple
(or stereotypical Jew). Nor is his Venice simply a Christian city. Both Shylock and Venice are altered by the city’s
prominent, far-reaching commercial life,” 82. Portia’s trial argument, too, proves for Yaffe to be “no more
Christian than it is Jewish . . . it is neutral with regard to the differences between the two faiths. Unlike Shylock,
however, Portia appeals to the highest aspirations common to Christians and Jews,” 75. Likewise, in Milton’s
Samson Agonistes there are certainly among the Philistines those equally inclined to forgive and forget. It is Samson
himself, Samson as an individual character, rather than Samson as a Jewish character, who refuses to tolerate mercy
for himself, for Dalila, or for the Philistines in general.
255
Shylock calls repeatedly for the strictest, most narrow reading of his bond: “I crave the law,/The penalty and
forfeit of my bond”(4.1.202-3); “So says the bond . . . those are the very words”(249-50); “I cannot find it, ‘tis not in
the bond”(258). Samson is similarly inflexible when it comes to his interpretation of the law and justice, but for
very different reasons.
256
At the same time that both Milton and Shakespeare craft highly individualistic characters, it is hard to ignore that
they do seem to trade in some cultural stereotypes. In both Shakespeare’s drama and Milton’s, the Jewish
characters’ literal-mindedness about the law is acutely illustrated through their identification with the Jewish rite of
circumcision. Milton follows Shakespeare in letting circumcision serve as a kind of imagistic shorthand for a
corporeal mentality about God and justice that stands in contrast to the Christian necessity for a spiritual
understanding. Milton’s Danites, for instance, repeatedly refer to the Philistines as “the uncircumcised.” Samson
recounts how his people betrayed him “[t]o the uncircumcised a welcome prey”(SA 260). Samson proves a
ferocious mohel, who “with . . .The jaw of a dead ass, his sword of bone,/A thousand foreskins fell, the flower of
Palestine/In Ramath-lechi famous to this day”(SA 142-45). His defeat also abounds with images of flaccidity, as
when he says “my genial spirits droop,/My hopes all flat, nature within me seems/In all her functions weary of
herself”(594-96). When he thinks of Dalila, too, he thinks in terms of castration and circumcision. Rebuffing the
“arts of every woman false like thee,” Samson refuses to be “circumcised” twice by the same woman, sneering at
those patient men who are doomed to “wear out miserable days,/Entangled with a poisonous bosom snake,/If not by
quick destruction soon cut off.” He decries how Dalila “shore me like a tame wether, all my precious fleece,/Then
turned me out ridiculous, despoiled,/Shaven, and disarmed among my enemies”(537-40). The Chorus, too, laments
that Dalila has “shorn the fatal harvest of thy head”(1024).
257
As James Shapiro has argued, Shylock’s threat to cut a pound of flesh from about Antonio’s heart in The
Merchant of Venice reverberates as a veiled threat of literal circumcision or castration. “In the late sixteenth
century,” Shapiro reports, “the word flesh was consistently used, especially in the Bible, in the place of penis.”
James Shapiro, Shakespeare and the Jews (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996), 122. In Shakespeare’s
era, “circumcision” also worked “as a metaphor for castration,” so that “an occluded threat of circumcision” hovers
over “Shylock’s desire to cut a pound of Antonio’s flesh,” 114. Shapiro also documents how two sources closely
related to The Merchant of Venice—Alexander Sylvan’s The Orator and Gregorio Leti’s The Life of Pope Sixtus the
Fifth—both hinge upon the pound of flesh plot where the flesh to be cut clearly refers to the man’s “privy member,”
126. Shapiro’s Shakespeare and the Jews is also illuminating on the importance of Pauline doctrine regarding the
carnality of circumcision: “Paul’s ideas about circumcision saturated what Shakespeare’s contemporaries thought,
wrote, and heard about circumcision,” 117, and in his Epistle to the Romans, Paul “equat[ed] circumcision with the
Law and its supercession by [Christian ]faith,” 118. Paul also “introduces a crucial distinction between inward and
outward circumcision,” 118, or spiritual and material circumcision. Paul’s words bear repeating in relation to
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Milton’s tragedy. Samson and his wayward tribe of Dan observe the outward custom, but not the spiritual meaning,
of the law. It is enlightening to hear Romans 2:28-29:
28 For he is not a Jewe, which is one
Outward: neither is that circumcision, which is outward
in the flesh:
29 But he is a Jew which is one within,
and the circumcision is of the heart,
in the spirit not in the letter, whose praise is not of men, but of God. (quoted in Shapiro, 118)

The Chorus praises Samson as one who has single-handedly slaughtered “a thousand foreskins”(SA 144), “who
tore the lion, as the lion tore the kid”(128), “who slew’st them [the Philistines] many a slain”(439), “a fierce
destroyer”(985) who in his final act kills and cuts off “their choice nobility and flower, not only/Of this but each
Philistian city round”(1654-55).
259
At the close of Samson Agonistes, Manoa finds solace that his son was “on his enemies/Fully revenged” and
“hath left them years of mourning”(SA 1709-12). Though I differ with Anthony Low’s regenerative reading of
Samson Agonistes, I think Low makes the point well that “[v]engeance is a constantly reiterated theme in the Old
Testament,” The Blaze of Noon: A Reading of Samson Agonistes, 191.
260
The example of Shakespeare’s Cleopatra stands out in this regard. Antony defines Cleopatra by the same
Circean magic Samson attributes to his wife “I must from this enchanting queen break off”(AC 1.2.125). Other
voices in the play than Antony’s, however, support the idea that like Circe, Cleopatra has actually “transform’d”
Antony “[i]nto a strumpet’s fool”(1.1.12-3) who “hath given his empire/Up to a whore”(3.6.66-7). The victimized
Antony has become “[t]he noble ruin of her magic”(3.10.19), and after Alexandria he rages “when I am reveng’d
upon my charm,/I have done all”(4.12.16-7). Cleopatra is the “charm,” the one who “Beguil’d me, to the very heart
of loss”(4.12.29). Antony scolds her “O’er my spirit/Thy full supremacy thou knew’st”(3.11.58-9), recalling
Samson’s charge that he was “overpowered/By thy [Dalila’s] request, who could deny thee nothing”(SA 880-1). In
both cases, the men, admitting their uxoriousness, nonetheless blame the women for their weakness.
Acknowledging Cleopatra’s hold on Antony, Canidius concludes that “our leader’s led,/And we are women’s
men”(3.7.69-70). Both men have been caught twice by the same act, with Samson revealing secrets to “she/Of
Timna(SA 382-3) then to Dalila, and Antony chasing Cleopatra at Actium and then at Alexandria.
261
The Chorus in Samson Agonistes supports his assessment of Dalila as a sorceress, attributing to Dalila’s
“enchanting voice”(SA 1065) the “bait of honeyed words”(SA 1066).
Milton levels the same critique elsewhere. Belial in Paradise Regained styles certain women as the best weapons,
ones who are “[e]xpert in amorous arts, [with] enchanting tongues/ Persuasive”(2.158), to which Satan retorts
“Belial, in much uneven scale thou weigh’st/All others by thyself . . . None are, thou think’st, but taken with such
toys”(2.173-4, 177).
263
Emphasis mine.
264
For Samson, pity is pathetic; he would rather die than be a “pitied object”(SA 568). This seems to be an
inherited attitude on Samson’s part. After his son’s death, Manoa, Samson’s father, is relieved to declare that his
son’s death smacked of “no weakness”(SA 1722). Samson also expects that he must suffer endlessly to atone for his
crime, “shameful garrulity”(SA 491), begging his countrymen “let me here,/As I deserve, pay on my
punishment”(SA 488-9).
265
Tellingly, the revenge intended by these men in the heat of their hatred always carries with it the threat of violent
dismemberment. Samson won’t let his wife touch him “lest fierce remembrance wake/My sudden rage to tear thee
joint by joint”(SA 952-3). Such misogynistic rage is also characteristic of Shakespeare’s tragic men. In the same
manner, Othello, in the throes of his jealous rage, swears “I’ll tear her all to pieces!”(3.3.432) and “I will chop her
into messes”(4.1.188). We find a similar expression of rage in King Lear, where Albany tells Regan “Were’t my
fitness/To let these hands obey my blood,/They are apt enough to dislocate and tear/Thy flesh and bones”(4.2.63-6).
266
Carol Hansen, Woman as Individual in English Renaissance Drama: A Defiance of the Masculine Code (New
York: Peter Lang, 1993), 93.
267
Both men also recall Othello, who vows “Even so my bloody thoughts with violent pace/Shall ne’er look back . .
. Till that a capable and wide revenge/Swallow them up”(3.3.458-61).
268
While Hermione in the Winter’s Tale will be exonerated by the intervention of a divine Oracle, Dalila, defending
herself in a tragedy where “the oracles are dumb”(Nativity Ode ln. 173), can expect no such assistance. It is better
not to touch a man who cautions he might “tear thee joint by joint”(SA 953).
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Later scenes in The Winter’s Tale work a wondrous, comic recovery with reconciliation rooted in Leontes’s
patient penance and atonement. Samson Agonistes, in contrast, ends with a sudden burst of revenge, the loss of
thousands, including Samson, and a savage glee on the part of the Danites.
270
Samson’s warning to her reminds us of the overwhelming acts of violence for which he was renowned. Earlier,
for instance, the Chorus marvels how he “tore the lion, as the lion tears the kid”(SA 128).
271
By the end of their prison-house encounter, Dalila is worn down by Samson’s intractability. If her entreaties will
be met by nothing but scorn, she will mollify herself by taking pride in the same heroic fame Samson claims for
himself as a warrior of his people. “Reap[ing] nothing but repulse and hate”(SA 966) from Samson, Dalila contents
herself to “be named among the famousest/Of women”(SA 982-3). She embraces a questionable fame, to be “Not
less renowned than . . . Jael, who with inhospitable guile/Smote Sisera sleeping through the temples nailed”(982-3;
988-90). Essentially, she retreats into the embattled rhetoric of national rivalry, adopting what John Shawcross
terms “a kind of sour-grapes attitude.” John T. Shawcross, The Uncertain World of Samson Agonistes (Rochester,
NY: D. S. Brewer, 2001), 74. From Milton’s perspective, though, settling for a heroism predicated upon pride,
public fame, and violent deeds is spurious, especially when contrasted to the greater awareness Dalila discards.
272
William M. Porter, Reading the Classics and Paradise Lost (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993), 9.
Porter explores the idea “that the context of the target text [the older text] might be critically important,” 8-9. He
argues that the relationship between two texts is “dialectical,” meaning that the later text creates an “aggressively
critical” reading of the earlier text “in a manner that is obviously unfair, so that the reader feels—or at least ought to
feel—compelled to speak up on behalf of the target [the earlier text],” 9.
273
This is Rosalie L. Colie’s term from her study The Resources of Kind: Genre-Theory in the Renaissance, ed.
Barbara K. Lewalski (University of California Press, 1973).
274
The Riverside Milton, ed. Roy Flannagan, 1006.
275
Stanley Fish, How Milton Works, 3.
276
Paul Stevens, “Hamlet, Henry VIII, and the Question of Religion,” Shakespeare and Early Modern Religion, ed.
David Loewenstein and Michael Witmore (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 238. This
religious ecstasy that Milton attaches to his reading of Shakespeare is in keeping with what Charles Whitney refers
to as “Milton’s ecstatic reception of Shakespeare,” 261.
277
Stevens, “Hamlet, Henry VIII, and the Question of Religion,” 235.
278
Ibid.
279
It is worth further investigation whether Shakespeare’s own playful penchant for gender reversal, especially in
Antony and Cleopatra, inspires Milton’s own ironic application of the “gloriously rigged” ship allusion in Samson
Agonistes.
280
This critique of pagan heroism is reinforced by allusions to other writers as well as to Milton’s own, earlier
works. See, for example, my note “Verbal Allusions in Samson Agonistes to Milton's History of Britain and
Drayton's Poly-Olbion,” Notes and Queries 53 (2006): 188–9, DOI: 10.1093/notesj/gjl023.
281
The idea of a negative historical example is hardly foreign to Milton, as his History of Britain, with its cyclic
violence, demonstrates. In his “Digression” to this book, he bemoans leaders (like Samson) who prove “Valiant
indeed and prosperous to winn a field, but to know the end and reason of winning, unjudicious and unwise, in good
or bad success alike unteachable.” Furthermore, Dalila’s character proves as complex as any of Milton’s tragic
characters, and if Adam and Eve can evolve from faith, to doubt and selfishness, to a return to faith, it is
dramatically plausible that Milton has Dalila move in an opposite direction—from selfish concerns to a more
enlightened, Christian perspective, only to relapse in the face of Samson’s intransigence.
269
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